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Foreword
 

by James Krenov
 

l1e way that some of us work includes our 

emotions, our hopes, all the feelings that we 

have. In cabinetmaking, there are different 

\-ays of leaving one's spirit-or one's feeling about 

-he material-in the completed object All these 

u'ocesses involve an intimacy-a closeness to the 

··."ood, a closeness to the tools-and an awareness of 

-<;"hat you're doing, of the possihilitics and the liJni· 
rations of the tools, and of your skills. 

Certain tools tllat VvC use are classics: they have 

invenr anything. r just changed the shape and size 

of a plane that was already made, used a shorter 

iron, and made the whole tbing very comfortable 

and very vnrsati e. You could hold it with two 

hands, you could hold it with one, you could do 

large-scale work, and yOll could do very fine details. 

I think it's VelY important that you be patient and 

thorough. Lel the fust plane you make be a reasonable 

success. wh n ~\!e make something and we do not uc

ceed, then we're not very likely to continue to make a 

" een around as long as woodworking second and a third. It's like making a 

-the chisel, the spokeshave, and guitar tllat has no tone, or a very 

!:ertainly the plane are some. A bad tone. You put it up on a wall and 

ong time ago, when I went to you say, "'Well, I made a guitar but 

-chool we had the classic Euro it's not worth playing, so 1 don't 

" an hand plane, which was made think 1'lJ make any more guitars; I'll 
t peanvood with a jjgnum vitae buy one inStead." Well, these very 

- k It bad a long iron, a big, tall personal hal1d planes, as r~1T as I 

mob in the back, and a hom in tbe know, can't be bought, and you 

-ront. NO'v, it v,,'as a good plane, and proba1J1y houlc!n't tI You should 

"eople around me were using it and there was 

"othing that they found wrong with it. Certainly, if 
-ell cared for and properly used, they were, are, 

.md will continue to be fine tools, just as a vcry 

"~ne-tuned metal plane can be. But I found the clas

",cal knob and horn plane very limiting, because 

ou <.ould only comfortably hold it in one way, and 

" wasn't very good for small work. So, just out of 

uriosity I made this small plane. That was about 

.-- _ years ago. Many readers and people working 

'ith wood are familiar 1Nith it; it son of assumed 

y name, which is all wrong, because I didn't 

enjoy the makLng of them, and let some: of that fmjoy

ment give you energy to us them properly, and make 

a second and a third. Different sizes, different shapes. 

Really, my simple message is that if you're going 

to approw'h woodworking with sensitivity and 

maybe refinement, planes are a goodway to begin. 

They'f(~ a start to improving the rest of your tools 

that need improving. After all, the hand plane is 

the first part of the woodworker's aria. And what l'd 

like to sec happen, through this book that David has 

written, is for you to make a plane or planes tllat 

will, in turn, make fine music. 

7 



Introduction
 

Author David Finck 

lle distinctions between an object that is
 
merel "crafted" a.lld one tha is "finely
 

crafted" become app,uent S01118 tirnc after
 
c hum of the pO,,"ler tools has faded away'- Think
 

.- power tools as apprentices that handle the drudg

_ that would otherwise sap the energies required
 

~r more refined work. For example, the' excel at
 
.JTIing rougl, lumber into dime~lsionec1 stock, The
 

gic happens at the wmkbencll, 
- ,ough, ,,<lith the use of hand tools, 

. comcs down to \-"anting to go
 
yond the: ordinary. Among all
 

~ d tools, fev; r,an take one far


er than a good plane, 
wift strokes from a ha.nd plane 

nsform a machined surface to 
- y smoothness. Planes can 

amlessly join hoards and £latte], 

•. size surface. They polish end 
_ ain quickly and beautifully, 
-m hoards to width and length, 

d can be used to fit the Gompo
nt, ill various joints, drawers, 

_on;, and lids-,l11 with a higbly sat.

- ing level of accuracy. Of GOurse, power tools are 

mmonly used for all these ordinary tasks, bnt 
;:h predictabl ordinary results. Hand planes can 

t:\'ate your efforts to a new level of craftsmanship. 
There is another compelling side to hand planes. 
~ lllfmy, woodworking is not about rushing to get 

mgs done. Perl,aps you are dTawn by the 
ancc of working with wood. Mayhe you have 

9 

yet to even lift a plane or turn a plank. Your nuno 
paints images of a lone craftsman planing heaps of 
gossamer-thin sbavings, at one ~with the wood.. Hold 

on to that vision, for it is surprisingl r aece, sible. 

Dut, likely as not, you have tried your hand at 
planing, and the romance has (lwindled. Instead of 
shavings, frustrations have piled one atop another. 

You find sharpening plane irons to be tricky and 
tillle~col1suI11ing, and are unccrtain if 

the blade is sharp enough. Setting 
the depth of cut is a tedious pro~ 

cedure tha[ often produces inac
curate and unpredictable results, 
and the deptl1 of cut is often 

al tef(~d when you can least afford 
it. It seems that the plane will 
make only thick shavings or 

nonc at all. Surfaces meant to be 
smooth have digs and ridges, and 
squaring an edge is all bur impos
sible. The plane feels heavy and 

clumsy. And then, when every

thing is adjusted properly, the 
blade becomes dull after a few 

mlTlIltes' work. This means the entire procedure 
bas to be started over again, Evr,ntually the plane is 

placed back on the wall rack, where it collects dust 
with cruel irony. 

But using hand planes docs not have to be so 

frustrating. Shop-made wooden hand planes can 
revive that romantic vision, Few metal, factory

made planes can rival the performance of those 
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made out of wood in your own shop. Wooden planes 
can accommodate extra-thick blades of superior tool 
steel that simplify sharpening and stay sharp longer. 
The blade is adjusted with a wedge-and-hammer 
system that is slop-free, extremely precise, and 
holds the setting tenaciously. The plane can have 
the smallest possible throat opening (the gap where 
shavings enter the body of the plane), greatly 
enhancing itS performance on figured woods like 
curly or bird's-eye maple. 

Additionally, these shop-made wooden planes 
are shaped for the comfort of your own hands. 
These simple shapes can be held several ways
''''hich is very helpful for dlfferent planing tasks. 
In all, planing with a well-made wooden plane is 
a very pleasant experience. 

With the information supplied in Chapter 4, it 
should take you a day and a half to make your first 
plane. V'lith some practice, making a plane will take 
only a few hours. In short order, you can create a 
collection of planes impossible to du plicate with 
factory planes, 011 the basis of performance or cost. 
Specialized planes Gan also be made that expand 
your capability for work beyond ordinary tasks. 

With the plane in hand, the obvious next step is 
learning to use it accurately and efficiently. 
Chapter 5 discusses proper techniques. HO'wever:, 
experience also plays an important role. You will 
develop sensitivities which amount to an ongoing 
conversation bet\·veen you, the plane, and the 
material being planed by monitoring the shavings 
.Hawing from the plane, listening for telltale 
sounds, and lightly brushing fingertips over the 
surface. It soon becomes second nature to respond 
to these cues. Sometimes this will mean simply 
tapping with the hammer to produce lacy shavings 
that will shoot tbrough the plane. There are sub
tleties to attend to along the Ivay: when to sharpen 
the blade iron and when to stop sharpening it; how 
much to arc the blade for polish-planing; setting 
lhe blade precisely; and what to listen for when 
tightening the wedge, These tuning and sharpen

ing skills are discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. You 
also need to know when to use specific planes, 
and should have an arsenal of techniques to meet 
the various challenges that typically arise. 

Don't expect to master it all overnight-it takes 
practice. It's like learning the guitar: at first it's a 
mystery and your fingertips ache trom pressing 
the strings, but soon you learn a few chords and 
your fingertips toughen. Woody Guthrie said he 
could play any song using jUSI three chords. 
Planing is like that too: learn the basics and you 
will be amazed by how much can be accomplished. 

Odd as it may seem, a book on hand planes 
is incomplete if cabinet scrapers are neglected, 
Scrapers, which are discussed in Chapter 7, are 
part of the plane family. Although overshadowed 
by the hand plane, they have their own unique 
and important qualitieS. Chief among these is 
their ability to quickly smooth nearly any wood, 
no matter ho,v wild the f1gUTe, Scrapers can take 
tissue-thin shavings and leave a surface ready for 
sanding \,'jth finest-grit sandpaper. Stock is 
removed more quickly than by hand-sanding, and 
with considerably less dust and more accuracy than 
when a portable sander is used. Thus, whether you 
are confronted by an entire tabletop of impossible
to-plane wood, or merely need to repair a small 
blemished area, Scrapers are the solution to the 
problem. 

In wrHing tills book 1 offer up the information 
gleaned from my teachers, from my own endeav
ors, and from working with students, in as richly 
detailed a form as I can muster. [ hope that 
makes the difference between things working out 
or not, or between things working very well or 
merely working. But there is a danger of over
burdening the reader with information to the 
point of distraction. i suggest that the differem 
chapters be studied one at a time. Reread the sec
tions you are unfamiliar with, try the techniques 
or procedLlres, and then read the text again to 
verify that everything has been done properly. 



_hour an experienced observer looking OVSf 

shoulder.. you must be your own observer
i'i1cult task. 

have k~pt assumptions that the reader has an 

~anced knowledge 0 plane to a minimum, to 

cn:-ure the success ofthose with limited expe
~ce, In fact, the process of plane-making serves 

an elegant framework tor teaching many of 
fundame11 tal of nne woodworking. It is also a 

'de for illuminatilg many 0 the little "tricks" 
~ help yield clean and accurate work. To pre

,. e the flow of the process, and prevent the more 

erienced among you from being boggrd down, 

't of the ancillary information appears in boxes 

arate from the main text. 

Introdu([/on I 1 

My sincerest hope is that the information that 

follows will be it bridge to a way of working t113t 

gives you great satisfaction, whil(~ positively influ

encing the quality of the work. 'Nith increased 
reliance au planes, yOLl will also enjoy a quieter, 
safer, and cleaner shop. I do not mean to say that 

this approach is for ever 'one, but nearly anyon_ 

willing 0 try can have great success making and 

using plal1es. I hope to leave yon brimming with 
the confidence to handle the numerous tasks lhat 

planes excel at and to get you Sti.ntr.d on amassing 

a collection of the finest planes availahle the 

ones you make yourself! 

David Finck 

Ledall, age 3 112, planing Q cherry tabletop. 















78 ¢ Tools ona Materials for i\tluklng a Plane 

Use sharp 1/2-lnch-wide, Lj teeth

per-Inch (TPI) wood-cuttfng 

blades. Hook-teeth blades cUt faster 

and rougher. and skip-teeth blades 

cut smoother and more slowly. 

Skip/hook-teeth blades (sometimes 

called "furniture bands") are a hybrid 

that I prefer, combining adequate 

speed with a smooth cut (1-13) 

1-13, Evaluating blade-weld align
ment. 

Critically examine the ulade vveld 

The Sides Sllould be smooth and free 

of lumps, Check that the blade was 

property aligned when welded by 

gauging the back edge of the blade 

with a six-inch straightedge. it should 

present a straighr line (1-13). Faulty 

welds are Fairly common and seri

ously undel'mine the performance of 

the saw The blade may bump ancl 

shudder each time j~ contacts tne 

thrust gUide f, lump in the weld may 

prevent the slde-mounled guides 

trom being spaced closely enough to 

support the blade adequately Keep 

blades and tires free of gummy 

deposits and sawdust. Scrub lhem 

off with the metal bristles of a file 

card at the Ilrst sign of bUildup 

Sel the upper and lovver S()W 

gUides precisely. An'ange rhern as 

close as pOSSible to tile blade With

out rubbing it. The side-mounted 

guides are positioned lUSt behind the 

'gullets" (the arcing gaps separating 

each tooth) of the blade (1-14) The 

gUides on the back of the band saw. 

the "thrust guides," contact the blade 

as soon ('5 sawmg commences. 

Tensioning the blade correctly 

dramatically Improves the quality 

of cut. Unplug the saw and remove 

1-14, A close-up showing the guides 
on Q bond saw. 

the upper wheel cover. Tension the 

blade while slowly rmating the 

wheel by hand to stretch the blade 

evenly Occasionally twang the free 

section of the blade (the portion 

unencumbered by guides) and note 

tile increase in pitCh. It goes from a 
rattle to ;:1 very low but discernible 

tone and proceeds to climb In pitCh 

With increases in tension. Best 

results usually come with the blade 

tensioned to a clear, mUSical tone, 

Spm the wheel a turn or two to see 

if the blade is tracklflg in the center 

of [he me, adjust the blade If neces

sary, and remstall lhe wheel cover. 

If the wheels have been trued and 

crowned anJ the saw is running 

smoothly, the tension can be fine

tuned with the saw running. Bring 

the upper gUide POSl down low to 

the eable La proVide maximum pro

lectron from the blade Loosen the 

upper and lower gUides so that they 

are well away from L/le blade. Turn 

on the saw and observe the blade, 

aSSIsted by bright lighting and a 

white background If rhe tension 

IS correct, lhe blade Will appear 

sharply In focus with no trace of 

nutter. The blade looks blurry If It'S 

vibrating 

Try altenng the blade tension in 

very small increments While the saw 

is running Be careful! Keep well 

away from tile blade while making 

he adjustments and pay attention 

to ,-,vhere the blade is tracking, As 
the tension is increased. the blade 

creeps forward on lhe tire. and as it 



Band-Saw POinters (> /9 

-. =~" ,.,..~ ",' ~.~ 

Band-Saw P.ointers ,(c.ontinue,d) , 

.~ decreased. t1e blade creeps back 

~refu Iy alter the tracking adJust

ment while tensioning the blade to 

keep it In the center of the tire, 

Scrutinize (,e bade aFter e(ich 

adjusrme, t. 

When the flutter IS gone. s op the 

saw. no e the position of the 

pointer on the tension scale (if the 

saw t,as one) for future reference. 

and t'Nang the blade once again to 

get an idea of the amount of ten

sion on the blade. If the saw is less 

than an indusnal-quallty machine. 

consider relieving the blade tension 

when i IS not In use to save wear 

on the bearings and castings As a 

pertinent aSide. remember. when a 
blade breaks or hops off t e \·vhee . 

a loud bang ensues from t' e release 

of spring tension on the upper wheel 

lprovicled by th lade an the 

spnng on the upper w 1eel assen 

bly) When this happens. Cllt the 

power immediately Then step back 

and wait for both wheels to coast to 

- 'Stop. 

BAND-SAW CHECKUP 

Properly trued a ld crowned tires 

and a saw fre from excessive v!b

ration critically impact he saw's 

perFormance, These POlf1ts are easy 

to check. as described belovv. 

COITective measures al'e not diffi

cult. but go beyuod the cope of 

thiS book. For more Infon lanaI on 

tuning C nd saws. refer to fv1ark 

Dugtnske's Bond Saw Handbook 

'. .' 

Trueness and Crown 
Every point where the blade con

tacts the penmeter at the tires must 

be the same distance from the axis 

of the wheels. If not. the tire is -au 

of true" and the blade will undergo 

changes In tension. reSLJ Itlng In 

potentially excessive Vibration 
"Crown" is the convex arc across 

the 'Nldth of the tire. Lacking suFfi
ciene crown. the blade Will not track 

properly. wandering on the face of 
the tire even hopping off com

pletely. 

Checking Tire Trueness 
Unplug the saw and remove the 

wheel covers and the blade. Use the 

gUide post. he able. or some other 

convenient part of the saw to steady 

a sick. and hal its en abou ! '1 

II1C 1 from he urface of the tire. 

where the blade would normally 

ride Spm the wheel slowly by t1and 

',nd observe the gap between th 

tire and stick (1-15). If Lhe Width 

of the gap holds steady. the wheel 

is true: IF It fluctuates, the tire i out 

of rue, Check both tires. 

Checking Tire (rown 
Place a sIX-Inch ruler on edge. 

across the width or tt1e tire, 

Rockln the ruler end to end shoul 

reveal a nicely rounde arc. With the 

ruler centered on the tllgh paine 0 

thiS arc. tf,ere should be about 1/16 

inch of sp e betwe n the edges of 

the tire and the edge of the ruler 

(1-16) 

I 

1-15, Checking a band-saw tire for 
trueness. 

1-16. Evaluating the amount of 
tire crown. 

VIBRATION 

Excessive vibration re'lllts in mugl1 

and wandering cuts To check fa 

vibration, with the sa'!'! running. lay 

a small wrench near the edge of the 

table It st10uld re lam here quietly 

Without mo ing, Any I'attllng or 

motion betrays cessi\ e vibration, 

By systematically Isolating portions 

of U1e drive system. vibration 

sources can be Isolated and rectified. 



ft.~tii~~~W!1ii~)~i.t:~:j;~;~~!'i!.> $.a'w 

Aband saw In top shape will stili 
cut poorly when used improp

erly, Particular attention must be 
paid to the -drift angle- and the 
fence. Each IS discussed below 

DRIFT 

Rip-savl/lng requires the use of a 
fence to guide the cut, or the waver
Ing cuts that ensue INil1 waste a sig
nificant amount: of wood. A 
band-saw fence must be adjustable 
in t'NO modes: jaterall~/, to accom
modate differenl "Nidth CUlS. and 
angUlarly. to account for -drift - The 
first is obvious enough. but what is 
-drift") 

It is a mislake to assume that a 
fence on a band saw can simply be 
oriented perpendicular to the front 
edge of the table to get proper np 
cuts. That is rarely the case Instead. 
if you freehand-sa'",! a straight lin 
parallel to the edge of a board. 
Invariably the edge of the board will 
trend off of perpendicular. That IS 

the 'drift angle," and the fence must 
be clamped at that angle to ensure 
accuracy when resawtng. If not, the 
board may ;::ither be dragged away 
from the fence as you saw, result
ing In a tapered cut or squeezed 
against the fence. causing the blade 
to distort and give a bad cut The 
thicker the wood bemg sawn. lhe 
more pronounced the effect. 

Determining Drift Angle 
Prepare a piece of wood about 2 
Inches wide and about 18 inches 
long. one face and one long edge 
jOinted flat and square to each 
other. Ideally. this stock should be 
the same species and thickness as 

the piece for the plane blank. The 
more critical the cut. the more 
closely the test piece should resem-

Ie the actual workpiece 
Assuming that the fence Will be 

placed to the left of the blade. set 
an adjustable bevel gauge at about 
100 degrees and clamp the blade so 
it Is easily movable, but nOt floppy. 

lace the board on the table. JOinted 
facedown and with the joinled edge 
on your nght. Begin saWing. slow 
and sleady. about ,/& inch from the 
right edge. 

The goal IS to produce a cut that is 
parallel to the jomted edge Often, 
you will waggle a bit until you hit 
upon the dnfl angle. allOWing you to 
saw Without wavering, When sawing 

n track for a few Inches, stop and 
hold the stock down firmly to the 
able Register the beam of the bevel 

gauge off the front edge of the table 
and bring the blade up against tre 
Jointed edge of the stock to gauge 
the drift angle (1-17} Set the bevel 
gauge asIde WIthout Jostling It and 
complete the CUl. Lock In the adjusl
menl of the bevel gauge. If this is a 
frequently used blade type. record 
the angle on ttle table or another

1-17. Capturing the ';drift angle" 
with a bevel gouge. 

handy surtace For future reference. 
Be advised. however. that for critical 
sawmg tasks it IS always wise to 
determine drift angle for the particu
lar blade and wood being used. 

Most commercially available band· 
saw fences found on smaller saws 
are not readily adjustable for drift 
angle. This fact alone probably 
accounts for most woodworkers' 
disdain For ripping with the band 
saw. perhaps having used such a 
fence with predictably atrocious re
SUlts. A simple remedy is to make 
your own fence that can be clampe 
on the table at the proper drift angle. 

Making a Band-Saw Fence 
First consider the saw table. The 
fence Will be clamped at the front 
and back of the table. Is the edge of 
lhe tcble wide enough to clamp to? 
If nor. conSider boltmg on 1 x 11/2
inch rails of oak or hard maple for 
convenient. secure clampmg. Drill 
and tap holes for '/4-inch boilS. 
Don'[ ilesltate here if metalwork is 
out of your proVince, cast IroO IS 

easy to work. Make [he holes in the 
ralls oversized. allowing room to 
adjust the top of the rail perfectly 
flush [0 the [abletop. 

The fence should be as long as the 
table is deep (includlflg clampmg 
rails if applicable) USIng 3/4-lflch 
particleboard or high-quahty ply
wood, such as Baltic birch, cut two 
pieces 3 inches wide and glue and 
screw them together to form a right 
angle (1-18). Reinforce these pieces 
'y attaching three squares in a simi

lar manner. Place the end squares 
sufficiently inboard to be out of the 

contmued on nexi page 
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Band Saw 

.ay of the clamp u~ed for securing 
• ~ fence to the table Face one sur

:;;ce wiLh plastic laminate for il slick. 
=ficuIHo-wear surface ake sure 

• ~ face of the fence is flat and 

P\eck the fence for square (1-19) 

~ im the bottom Wittl masking tape 
ong one edge to adjust it iF it is out 

square. 

Using a Band-Saw Fence 
\fhenever possible. clamp the fence 
o the lef of the blade. This 2lllows 

~'1restricted access to the stOCk 
in sawn and the ability to move 

3'ound the saw while maintaining 
: ntact vvith the stock and fence, 
InJshlng the cut by pullmg the stock 
Tom the back side IS very helpful 

.vhen sawing long stock or thin 
ieces that Would otherWise require 

<l push stick to complete the cut. Be 
-ertain the fence 1$ square to the 
-able and the table is square 10 the 
lade. The stock must also have 

7-78, A shop-made bond-sow fence, 

one face and edge squared and 
straightened, for referencing to the 

table and fence. 
The teeth of the blade are alter'

nately "set," or bent. to the left and 

right. Bring a tooth of the blade 
"vith the left hancl "set" down on tOP 
of the rule at the proper measure
ment, Move the fence so that it's 
near the end of the ruler, then place 

the fence at the driFt angle by using 
the bevel gauge ref renced off the 
Front of the table. Hold the ruler 
firmly to the table and slide the 
fence Into contact while maintainIng 
the driFt angle-a degree or tvvo of 

error is Insignificant. 
flpply clamps Front and back, 

QUick-action screvv clamps of the 
Jorgenson ·pony" rype can be 

manJpulated so that they clamp 
without moving the Fence. Place the 
Fixed halF of the clamp head on the 

Fence. apply firm pressure down 
onto the table, sli e the ovable 

(continued) 

tlalF into contact from below, and 
tighten the clamp, Check the e!l'lft 
angle again and make alterations to 
both the drift angle and the width 

of cut by loosening either the front 
or back clamp and pivotmg the 
fe ce This procedure sounds labo

rious. but the entire process is done 
in seconds. 

To make the rip cut, keep gentle 
pr'essure against the fence in front of 

the blade, When your finger's get 
three inches from the bla e, shift 

the pressure against the fence to 
behllJo the blade and either use a 
push stick or pull the stock through 
from behind to complete the cut. 

Sawing at the proper feed rate 

enhances the quality of cut. Sawing 
too quickly causes the blade to 
flutter. resulting In a rippled "wash

board" surFace Sawing too slowly 
is simply inefficient and may cause 
you to tire and lose concentration. 

Avard stopping and starting Within 
a cut. If you must stop maintain 
light pr'essure against the fence 

while shlftmg your 1an s. 

1-19. C/lecking the fence for square. 
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1-33. Various plane irons. Left. specialty iron for wooden 
planes; middle, Kunz block-plane iron; right. Stanley block
plone Imn cut down for wooden planes. 

Standard Replacement frons 
for Metal Planes 

These represent the r,asiest type of blade to find, 

hile generally being affordable and consistent in 

quality. They should be easy to tune up and 
sharpen. Expect relatively poor edge retention. It is 

necessary to Gut down on the length of the iron so 
hat it does not interfere with the hand while plan

ing (this goes for block-plane irons as well as the 

larger bench-plane irons). You will also neeu to 
make your own chip bl'eaker (see below tOT a dis

cussion on chip breakers and how to make them). 

In all, this type of iron is an option for those on a 
budget or those who ~·vant to get an iron from the 
local hardware store. 

Flea Markets 

Plane irons can be found at Elea markets, jumbled in 

boxes with assorted rust-crusted tools or still united 
with ancient, battered wooden planes. A void 
severely rusted and pitted blades; tiley considerably 

lengthen the tune-up procedure. The quality of the 
steel is unpredictable, ranging from very good to 

poor; this can only be determined with use. Some 
old plane irons lack a slot for attaching a chjp 

breaker:. This means either foregoing a chip breaker 
(a possibility) or having a slot milled, which is 
added work or expense. The irons on many older 

planes taper in thiCkness, but that poses no cliffl
culty. Again, the irol1V1'iU 1i.kely need to be cut down 
ill leJ1gth. if you find an iron in good shape or have 
time to spare, this approach may prove suitable. 

Specialty Irons 

I currently produce high-quality plane irons, in lim

ited quantities, especially for the type of plane 
described in this book. Check my web site for avail

ability (wv\"w.davidtinck.com). 

Shop~Afade Irons 

Mal<ing plane irons is actually not ail daunting as 

the uninitiated might suspect, although the guid
ance of a machinist, knife maker, or blacksmith 

helps greatly. Purchase tool steel from an industrial 
supply house. Consider using 3h6-inch-thick 0-1 
stock in the appropriate width-anywhere from one 
to two inches suits a variety of needs. The Making of" 

Thols, by Alexander G. Weygers, is a good source of 
information for heat-treating the irons. 

CHIP BREAKERS 

The chip breaker is a separate piece of mild steel, 
profiled to a knife edge and clamped to the back of 
the plane iron with a screw (1-3<1). The knife edge 

of the chip breaker is set just back from the cutting 
edge of the iron When plan.ing off very thick tihav

ings during rapid stock removal ("hogging"), any 
grain reversal in the board would have you momcn

1-34 A chip breaker mounted on an iron, and one 
derached. 



tarily planing against the grain, with Lbe risk tha[ a 

shaving might spUt down into the surface. This will 

tear out small chunks of wood in the procc. 'S, leav

ing a Toughened surface (tear-out). The chip 

breaker functions by bending the shaving back, 

breaking it oiYbe ore much damage is done (1-35) 

Cnlp breaker 

1-35. A chip breaker folds back the shoving. A plane iron 
used alone may cause tear-out. 

FOT usc t ith the planes described in this book, 

though, the chip breaker perfonns a different func

tion. Most often, the shavings being made are so fine 

that the blade is not extending deeply enough into 

the wood to cause significant damage. Here. the chip 

breaker's brought up very close to the cutting edge

1/64 to 1132 inch-acting to stiffen and pre-tension the 

cdge and helping to eliminate an tendency to chat

ter. At the very leasL, the chip breaker adds mass, a 

w lcome addition to most wooden planes. 

Planes do function without -hip breakers. 

Molding planes, block planes, and shoulder planes 

come immediately to mind. Molding planes are 

most often intended for larring straight-grained 

oftwoods, block planes for end-grain and light 

trimming jobs, and shoulder planes for end-grain 

and across-the-grain planing; all these tasks run 

minimal risk of tear-out damage. A wooden bench 

plane without, chip breaker may function just fine 

for many siluations. I have tried such planes, . ith 

good results, but 1 stil11ike my planes wilh chip 

breakers bet't. 
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Evaluating a Chip Breaker 

There are two critical points to consider when eval

uating a chip brea.ker: its profi1e and the point of 

contact between its knife edge and the back of the 

plane iron. If these areas do need couecting/ refer 

ta Making a Chip Breaker on the fGl10wing pa.ge. 

1. The Profile. The tip of the chip 1JIeaker must 

come ta a knifelike edge and swoop back hom its 

POilU of contact wit], the iron in a shallow arc 

(J -36). Sha\Thlgs can then pass smoathly over the 

chip breaker and exit the plane bod)" without jam

ming. This is of particular importance far very fine 

shavings; their flimsiness causes them to crumple 

and jam on any obstruction. 

2. Tl'u; Chip-Breaker and plane-Iron Fit. The 

point of contact between the knife edge of the chip 

breaker and the back of the plane iron must be a 

seamle s line (1-37). Again, this is of most impor

tance for very fine shavings because they will jam 

in the slightest opening. 'With the chip breaker in 
place on the iron, point the cllttiug edge of the 

assembly at a bright light, peer tluough the space 

Cd profile, shaVings Jam C;:;prOfile
 

1-36. Correct and incorrect chip-breaker profiles.
 

Chip breaker 

o 

1-37. Checking the seam between the chip breaker and 
the iron. 
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between the back of the iron and the bend in the 

chip breaker, and look for daylight alOllg the tip of 
the chip breaJ.;er. You should see none. Light seen 
in the middle or out at the ends identifies g£,ps and 

potential problems with janmleu shavings (1-38). 

1-38. Checking 
for gaps 
between the 
chip breaker and 
iron. 

Making a Chip Breal,eY 

Use l/p,-inch mild steel for irons that are approxi
mately J/16 inch thick. For thinner irons, llse .3/32

inch-thick Stock. The chip breaker should be the 
exact width of the iron. You may find bar stock (a 

flat bar of m(~tal) that is the correct width. Cut the 
stock to length, about 1/2 inch shorter than the iron. 

Have a rnachine shop shear the stock to size if it is 

obtained in sheet form. The end that will become 
the tip should be squared off. 

Bending a Chip BJ'eal'eI' 

A slight bend is made in the chip breaker to help 

ensur~ a tight seam where the tip of the chip 
breaker meets the back of the iron. If there is a burr 
at this encl, orient it on what will become the out

side of the chip breaker, so when the lip is shaped 
the burr is obliterated, Draw a line on the underside 
of the chip breaker that is s/e inch from the tip and 

square to the sides (1-39). Clamp the chip breaker 
very tightly in a rnetalworkiJ1g vise, placing the line 
you drew even with the top of the vise jaw. Bend the 

chip breaker slightly, to produce a lho-inch space 
when the chip breaker is laid on a Hat surface. I use 
the tool illustrated in 1-4() to make the bend. Any 

stOllt, slotted block of ,,\Tood that's the approximate 

width of the chip breaker or wider would suffice. 

5/8" 

~"" :~i - -_5
 
V!6" Air-e;pace, bend here 

1-39, Chip-breaker details. 

1-40, A shop-mode tool used to make a bend in the chip 
breaker, 

Drilling and Tapping for 
the Cap ScrCZ,l/ 

The cap screw holds the chip bre3ker to the iron. 
First locate the hole. rVlark a lengthWise centerUne 

on the outside of the chip breaker (the side with the 

rounded tip). Lay tbe plane iron on top of the chip 

breaker (its convex sid,;), aligning the tipS of both. 
Stencil the forward extent of the slot in the plane 



iron on the chip breaker. Center-punch the position 

of the hole on the centerline, al10wing 3h6-inch 
clearance betv,reen the outer diameter of the hole 

for the cap screw nd the front of the plane-iron slot. 

Authentic cap screv,'s are diffi ult to come by. 
They are sl ort screws with extra-wide heads. Fine

threaded ones are even tougher to find (they arc 
desirable because they minimize the risk of strip
pin threads in tl1e rather t.hin chip-breaker stock), 
An exc lIent alternative is a 1/4- to s/16-inch fine

threaded oundhead machine screw in conjunction 
with a fender wa ber nO wider than 5/8 inch in 

diamet.er. The washer eliminates th . tendency for 
the screw to skc'w the iron relative to the chip 

brr:aker as it is tightened down. 
'elect the appropriate driJI fa' the size screw at 

hand and chuck it in a drill press, Bring the drill 
into position down on the chip breaker. If the drill 
press sports a guilllock, clamp the chip breaker in 
position with the drill bit. Clamp a board right up 
against the long edge of tIle chip bTeaker. This 

prevents the crop breaker am spinning during 
drilling, especially when the drill bit exits the stock 
11-41). Please note that the correct way to driJl the 

1-41. Drilling a hole in a chip breaker for the cap screw. 
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hole is with the curved side of the chip breaker 
dov.rn; thiS way, the chip breaK.er is being drilled at 

the COtTect angle, so that tbe head of the sere,,\, will 
rest flat on the plane iron when the components 
are assembled. 

It's irnpOl"tant to tap the threads at the correct 
angle for the sallle reason, \<\Ihen tapping thin mate

rial by hand, it is r:asy to wander off course. A sim
ple jig will keep you right on target. Use a scrap of 
wood that's about 3/4 inch thinner than the length 

of the tap. Position and drill a hole that's the same 
diameter as the tap, as shown in 1-42. Locate a dry

wall screw, which acts as both a stop and a hold
dcrwn; the chip breaker should wedge underneath 
the curve of the ,crew head. 

1-42. A chip-breaker tapping jig. 

Next, mount tlle jig in a vise. Chuck the tap into 
a handle and insert it through the jig bole so that 
the point protrudes on the side with the stop. 

Position the chip breaker on the jig as shovtn in 

1-43. Thp the tllreads, remembering to lubricate 
them with oil and to back out the tap a half-turn for 
C\7ery two revolmions fmward. 

Shaping the J(nife Edge 

All the '''lark can be done with a sharp mill-bastard 
file, but a quicker way is with a stationary belt or 
disc sander. Using very coarse sandpaper (36- to 60

grit), grind a 25-degree bevel, but leave the end 

blunt, with a 1/16-inch-wide flat (1-39). Switch to 

medium paper (100- to ISO-grit). Grind the bevel 

freehand to a smooth arc, htinging the end to 
almost, but not quite, a knife edge. This measure is 
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1-43 The chip-breaker tapping jig in use, 

taken to preserve squareness. Finish the sanding 
with nU-grit paper and take the arc to a knife edge, 

As you create the arc, do not exceed a 15- to 40
degree angle at the tip or a bullnose will be created 

that'S sufficient to cause a shaving jam, (A bullnose 
is a blunt roundover rather than a gr8dual1y arcing 

one.) Development of a slight burr on the bottom 
surface indicates the formation of a k.nife edge, To 
g-rind safely, make a holder by screwing the chip 

breaker to a stick of wood (1-44). If you have a 

1-44. The chip breaker mounted on the holder. ready for 
grinding, 

buffer, gently polish the are, which simultane

ollsly removes the burr from the underside, 

Alternatively, stroke Lhe arc on 320-grit and then 
400-grit sandpaper backed by a fiat surfac~. 

Polishing the arc on an SOO- and [hen an 8,OOO-grit 

stone ""rill remove the burr. 

Final Fitting 

True the underside of the tip of the chip breaker, 
cfafting a tight fit between it and the plane iron. 
Using a board as shown in 1-45, clamp a strip of 

100- to ISO-grit sandpaper about 18 inches long to a 

Hat surface, exposing about 1/4 inch of the sandpa

per. The best type is resin-bonded, cloUl-backed 
aluminum oxide such as thal used for sanding belts. 
Butl the tip of the chip breaker up to the clamping 

board and rest the heel directly on the table. This 
arrangement slightly undercuts the chjp breaker, 
ensuring that the tip contacts the iron when assem

bled instead of some point slighUy behind the tip. 

\vhich ,.\lould create a small shaving-catching gap 

(l-46). Make three or tour unidirectional sU"okes, 

keeping the pressure centered right in the middle 
of the tip. Look at what has been sanded and see if 

l-L, 5, Tnting the bottom of the chip breaker on sandpaper. 
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1-46. Properly and improperly undercut chip breakers. 

there is a flat going from corner to CODler. If not, try 

a few' more unidirectional strokes and check again. 

Do not pump back and forth or a hump will surely 

be created. Brush away the accumulated grit every 

rhree or four strokes. 

C1wck for a tight fit, as described earlier, with the 

mating plane iron. The plane iron mu.st be proper1:y 

flattr:ned first (see Chapter 3). If you see daylight at 

the corners, the chip breakP.r is arced on the bottom 

and no amount of truing as described 'ivill amend 

that. You must cut awa:,{ the bump. creating the 

slightest hollow in the center, without toucb.ing the 

corners. This is easily done using a mill bastard file 

lhat is narrower than the chip breaker. Lay the me 

on a table and the chip breaker on the Hie, tip to tip. 

Stroke back toward the rang. Do not allow t1~e file to 

cut into tbe corners of the chip breaker and keep 

pressure on the tip so that no material is removed 

from the opposite encl. Repeat until a bare! dis

cemible hollow is formed; check this againl't 'he 

plane iron. Return to the truing process. NO\~T thfl 

corners will rest firmly on the sandpaper withom 

rocking. Check after each stroke until flatness is 

ff:stored. 

A bun will have formed at the tip on the rounded 

side. Stroke this off on .vOUf finest-grit \-17ater stan r 

gently working both the Hat and tbe rounded sides 

alternately. Keep in mind when stroking the 

rounded side nm to Hnish at greater than a 40

degree angle, or you will produce a small dam right 

at the tip capable of catchi.ng shavings. The chip 

breaker is complete save for <lily cosmetic improve

ments that might be undertaken. 





CHAPTER TWO
 

Tuning and Using
 
Hand ThaIs
 

efme beginning to make a plane, take the 
time to e aluatc the ondition of the tools 
used in the process and "tune" them, which 

imply rneans putting them in good working order. 
These tools i.nclude t11c combination square, 
:traightedges, block planes, and spokeshaves. The 
procedures lIsed to put them in working order are 
easy and make a world of difference when it comes 
to doing careful I accurate , ark. The material in 
Lhis chapter also includes pointers on how to use 
these tools properly. 

CO 'lBINATIO SQUARE 

from their most obvious task of checking boards for 
quare to a host of other vital chores, squares arc a 

fundamental too). They are indispensable for 
'11achine Sf\lllP and joinery layout and work great as 
maner straightedges. I find combination squares 
2-1) to be far more useful than the wide-bladed, 
\'ooden-handled try squares usually associated 

.'.'lth fine woodworking. Beyond their uscfulnes 
for all the above tasks, combination squares can 
also be used to gauge depths and, ' hen the sliding 
beam is used as a depth stop for the ruler, can make 
repeated layouts or mea 'urcments. They also mea
nrc and lay aLIt 45-degree angles. 

35 

2-1. Combination square. 

The shavings made with wooclen planes on a 
workada r basis typically range from .001 to .004 
inch thick. If the square is off to that degree, or 
your technique obscures a proper reading, chances 
are the capabilities of th planes \'mn' be fully 
utilized. Machinist-grade tools from reputable 
manufacturers are undoubtedly ready to use off 
the shelf. Inexpensive hardware-store-variety or 
He -market squares usually need work. 

Because they have removable beams, combil1a
tion squares can be tuned up relatively casily. The 
gradations on the ruler of a cheap square are usu
ally embossed, deforming the edge and interfering 
with accurate readings. Smooth and straighten the 
edge as follows: Clamp a strip of lSD-grit resin-bond 
sandpaper, at least twice the length of the blade, to 
a -flat ,'Surface (jointer or table-saw bed). True a 
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board that~s t11e same lengtll as the sandpaper, 

about 3 inches wide, and 1/4. inch thil1l1~r than the 

width of your square's blade. Place the hoard on the 

abrasive so that a 112-inch section of abrasive is 

revealed. The edge of the board acts as a fence, 
maintaining a square rclationslJip between the face 

of the ruler and the edge to be sanded (2-2). 

Grasp the ruler in the center, keep light pressure 

against the edge of the board, and sand the edge 

smooth and true with long, deliberate strokes. Nevel' 

sand back and forth. Make one stroke, examine the 

ruler, and repeat. Working stroke by stroke, you'll 

anive expeditiously at your goal. Sand back. and 

forth with abandon and the goal may never be 

achieved. Every three or four strokes, clean the 

sandpaper with a stiff brush, removing all dehris. 

Start and stop rhe stroke with the ruler fully on the 

sandpa per; if it runs off tl1e encl, it will develop a 

hollow in the edge. Strive to maintain (or create) 

flatness by concentrating pressure in the center of 

the ruler; otherwise, the tendency is to remove more 

material from the ends, creating a hump in the middle. 

Check for straightness against a reliable straight

edge or reference surfzice~ using a strong source of 

light on :your back. use 220-grit sandpaper to fine

tune and finish the edge. 

Next, scrutinize the beam of the square. Two of its 

faces form a right angle, The: face of the longer leg 

must he true and free of imperfections, such as 

seams left frOln the manufacturing process. Lumps 

or humps ruin the reHabihty of the measurements. 

Inaccuracies can be sanded away in the manner 

just described_ Sand the absolute minimum amount 

and heware of mpering the face and altering its 

square relationship to the hlade. 

Assemble the square, tighten down the blade, and 

check for squareness as follows: Joint the edge of a 

1 ..x 8-inch board (12 inches or longer) dead flat. A 

light-colored wood such as pin~ or maple will show 

the following marks clearly_ Halfway along the 

length, draw a line square to the edge "with a very 

sharp, hard pencil. Rotate the handle so that the 

same edge of the ruler that drew the line is now on 

2-2 Truing the edge of CI combination square's ruler. 

the otl1er side of the line. Compare tbe ruler to the 

line. If they arc parallel, then aU is well if they am 

not, an adjustment is necessary. 

Th make an adjustment, remove the ruler and 

observe the slot in the beam with a bright light. Tivo 

raised bars on the bottom of the slot su ppOIt the mler; 
lowering one in relation to the other angles the ruler 

when it is reinstalled. Effect the i:i(.1ju~tmentwith a flat 

needle flle. Go slowly. One stroke can make a signifi

cant change. Keep the bars flat, or dipped toward the 

center of the handle, so that when the ruler is 

secured it will contact the outer edge of bar. If there 

are no bars, it may be possible to make Clc1justments 

by tapering the face of the handle that is referenced 

off the edge of the board by careful sanding. 

Using a Square 

Con~istent techniqu(~ and a hit of savvy produce 

reliable readings, Checklng a board for square 

implies the presence of a reference surface: onp 
face or edge (usually a face) of the board that is flat 

and free from wind (a twisted planar surface). 

Check t.he reference surface for imperfections like 

raised lines left hy nicks in jointer or planer blades. 

Corrcct or avoid any such defects when gauging. 

The reference face is the foundation of the mea

surements; problems here inevitably lead to a cas

cade of problems elsewhere. 

Tile face of the ruler belonging to the square 

should generally be held perpendicular to whatever 

surface is being gauged. Rulers (or straightedges) 12 

inches or longer arc often curved to some extent 

along the length of thei.r tace. Any such curvature 

comes into playas soon as the blade is tipped off of 



May give false feadlng.
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2-3. Tipping the blade of a square when gouging a sur
face may give a false reading if the blade is ot all curved. 

2~. Taking a reoding with a square. The beam of the 
square is flat on tile reference surface. while the blade 
indicates the condition of the surface being gauged. 

perpendicular, rendering a false reading (2-3). Place 
the face of the beam Hrmly against the reference 

urface, with th blade not quite touching the sur
ace being gauged; [hen bring the blade into light 

contact. Avoid tile natural tendency to allow the 
blade to lay flat on the surface being checked; that 
entirely defeats the purpose of he measurement. 

The futl length of the beam of the square must 
remain in finn contact with the reference face. 

Sight against a bright light source. A tapering band 
of light between the blade and target surface indi

ciltes that they are out of square (2-4). 

STRAIGHTEDGE 

.An 18-inch straightedge is very useful for general 

woodworking and for checking the bottoms of 
longer wooden planes for flatness. Precision

ground flat stock , 2 inches '..vide and 3hz inch thick, 
makes a good straigbtedge. (This type of stock 

Block Plane "~ 3 7 

is available from industrial supply houses,) As with 

squares, keep the face of the stTaightedge perpen
dicular to the target surhlce, and always sight 
toward a bright hght. 

BLOCK PLA E 

For the plane you will make, a small metal block 
plane (2-5) is essential for creating a perfectly nat 
ramp on w'hicb to firmly bed the plane iron. The 

plane must be tuned for accurate performance. 
There are many styles and makes of block plane, 

most of whicb are serviceable once some key items 
have been attended lO. 

The fust task is to properly "tension" the plane. 

Thnsion is the amount of pressure used to lock the 
blade in place. This is of critical importance: not 

enough pressure and the plane will not hold the 
adjustment; too much and the plane will not only 

be difficult to adjust, but the body may distort and 
render tJ1e plane incapable of making fine shav

ings. In nearly all cases, pressure is provided by a 

screw. Better planes use a screw in conjunction 
vvith a cam, which captures the blade (2-6). Once 

the screw is properly set, it need never be read

2-5. Block plane. 

2-6 (below). Block plane with cap iron removed. showing 
the tensioning screw within tile slot of the plane iron. 



Hollowed Humped
 

2-8. The straightedges used on these two block planes indicate that the bottoms are curved.
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justed. Th release the blade, just loosen the cam. 
Lesser-quality planes rely on il screw working 
directly on tIle Cap iron to capture the blade. With 

these, correct pressure must be determined each 
time the blade is removed and replaced, \IIlnen the 

depth of cut is acUusted, the blade should stay 
clamped. It often takes two or three tries to adjust 
the blade perfectly; to release and clamp the blade 

each time the setling is altered 'would remove all 
precision from this task. 

Applying Proper Thnsion to the Blade 

First lubricate all moving parts. With the blade and 

cap iron in place, and the cam-if the plane has 
one-thrown to the tightening side, entirely release 

the pressure on the cap-iron screw. Slowly tighten 
the tensioning screw; as it begins to engage, stop 

tightening and wiggle the back end of the blade 
from side to side. Continue incremental tightening 

while alternately wiggling the blade. The proper 
amount of tension has been reached when the 

blade can no longer he moved witi1 modest effort. 
Experience shows that this minimum amount of 
pressure is sufficient to lock the blade securely, 

while allowing for easy and accurate adjustments. 
Consistency is important: when the feel of adjust
ing the plane remains constant, it's easier to per

form that task quickly and confidently. 

Assessing the Bottom 

When the plane is properly tensioned. you arc 
ready to check t1le bottom-the "sale, 'I You will be 

aking shavings only a few thousandths of an inch 
thick; if irregulariries in the bottom of the plane 

"'--..._------~--------

2-7, A block plane disassembled and the adjustable throat 
plate removed. 

approach that dimension, the plane will not TImc

tion properly. Before proceeding, note if the plane 
has an adjustable throat opening. This is a mov

able plate on the bottom of the plane that fonns 
the front edge of the opening (the "throat") for the 
blade. A thumbsne'w loc1<s the plate in place, If 

the plane has tllis arrangement, remove (he 
thumbscre\o\7 and the plate (2-7) and make sure 

the grooves the plate rests on arc free of any 
debris. Then reassemble the thumbscrew and plate. 

Check the condition of the bottom along its width 

and length with a straightedge (2-8). Do thi. 
whether the plane is right out of the box, has heen in 

Us(~ for years, or was just picked up at the flea mar

ket. The plane will frequently be hollowed along its 

lengtlJ. The straightedge I'''ill contact the ends, but 
there ,vill be a discernible gap at the center. A hump 

JUSt behind the throat opening is also a common 
finding. Neither configuration is acceptable, When 
planing) the blade may start to take a shaving, but 
then the hump or the bow 1~1ill lift the blade off the 

wood and inten-upt the shaving. vVhen the blade is 
reset for a heaVier cut, the same thing happens. 

lI,rhen the plane is reset for a still heavier cut, a thick 

shaving will be plowed off. The result is an all-or
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E rd,., and front of r;!Jroat-openlilg contact
 

2-9, A straightedge indicates two acceptable conditions for a plane bottom,
 

nothing sit11ation: either no shaving or an unaccept

ably thick one, Accurate planing is not possible. 

Indented areas leading into the throat opening 

are another common finding, They will not prevent 

the plane from taking a fine shaving, but the inden

(ation in the front, in effect, creates a larger-than

apparent throat opening. 

There are two acceptable r.onditions for the bot

tOm. It can either br. dead flat, or (when gauged 

,;,-jth a straightr.dgc) there can be points of contact 

at the front edge of the plane, the area imrncdi

ately in front of the throat opening, and at the rear 
of the plane (2-9). The latter configuration is 

arguably more favorahle, in that friction while plal'

ing is reduced since the plane bottom bas less con

tact area. Flatness across the width of the plane is 

also crucial. I the plane is humped in the cente!; 

the blade will have more exposure at the corners 

increasing the likelihood of digs. A hollow down the 

center exposes more of the blade at the center, 

creating difficullies when planing narrow surfaces 

as in edge-joining) . 

.F1attcning the Bottom 

jf the plane bottom needs attention, the inaccura

cies can be carefully sanded out. This may sound 

ddunting) lJUt cast iron sands fAirly easily and the 

:,·ork goes quickly. Clarnp a two-foot-long strip of 

rhree- to six-inch-wide 100-grit resin-bond sand
paper to the bed of a flat machine table (check it for 

flatness!). Again, unidirectional strokes are the 

key to success, Be sure the plane is properly ten
sioned with the blade in place bllt retracted. 

Grasp the plane as sho"vlJ in 2-10, rather than as 

_au might naturally hold it while planing, to avoid 

sanding a wind il1(o the plane bottom. Subtle 

changes in hand pressure have a dramatic and 

potentially unwanted effect. Center the plane with 

the center of your body, concentrate the pressure 

on the cent.er of the plane, and stroke firmly, Do 

nOt allow the plane to go beyond tile end of the 

sandpaper and do not lift it up at the end of the 

stroke while ic is till in forward Tnotion, Instead,c 

SLOp tlle plane while it is still in full contact with the 

sandpaper. Brush off the sanding deblis after each 

stro'ke, After two strokes, observe the bottom of the 

plane There should be a readily apparent scratch 

pattern from the sanding that is helpful in gauging 

yo r progre S (2-11), but do not reiy on this alone; 

also use your straightedge, checking the length and 

width of the pane, You, re done when the bottom 

2~70. Gripping the plane for flattening the bottom, 
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2-11. Sanding tIle bottom of
 
the plane reveals its condition.
 
A: Flat runs from one end of
 
the bottom to the at/lei:
 
B: A hollow on the bottom. 
e: A hump behind the throat
 
opening.
 

{2QQ!<j
0: The ends and point in front
 
of the throat opening are
 
planar: the other portions are
 
hollowed.
 

conforms to one of the acceptable conditions 
described above. 

One problem lhat requires special attention when 
tnling a plane bottom is the appearance of a slight 

(sometimes not-sa-slight) arc along either its width 
or length The tendency ig to rock on that arc with 
each f;troke, making it very difficult to flatten out 

unless you change your approach. The idea is to 

sand out U1e hump or high spot without touching 
the areas that are already lO'N (2-12). If the arc is 
lenglhwise. use a piece of sandpaper at least two 

inches narrower than the length of the plane. Turn 
the plane sideways to the sandpaper and take one or 

two strokes, sanding the middle. where the high 
spot is. You must guard against forming a widthwise 
arc in the bottom while doing tIllS. iYlake each stroke 

count and concentrate on your goaL Check with the 

Len(J1hwipe Arc Widthwf:;c Arc 

Sandpaper Sandpaper 

--< 

Sand here only 

2-72. End and side views of planes showing arc and where 
to concentrate sanding. 

Sand here only 
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f3ack '-

straightedge. Stop when the center hump has been 
removed, leaving the bottom slightly hollovved. 

Now, retum to lengthwise sanding. The plane 
will rest on its endf; and will not rock with each 

sanding stroke. A crisscross scratch pattern will 

appear on the bottom, visible on the endf; at first, 
and kngthening toward the center 'iv'ith each 
stroke. Continue until lengthwise scratches go from 

end to end. Do not be concerned if some widthwise 

scratches are stiU evident in the center. 
If the problem is a widthwise arc, then rip a 

length of sandpaper that is about 1h inch narrower 
than the 'Vvidth of the plane. Sand lengthwise down 

the center of Ole plane. Sand the center of the 
plane, where the high spot is, without touching the 
side edges of the plane. t\S in the previous example, 
continue sanding until a widthwise reading with 

the straightedge reveals that the hump is gone and 

the center is now slightly cupped. Retum to the 
normal truing pTOcedure. check with the straight
edge after every other stroke, and stop when the 

bottom reads dead flat. across. 
Be highly criUcal of your efforts. If a bump or 

gap is suspected where it should not be, get a 
brighter light and be sure. Unless the bottom is 

properly flattened, frustration 'Nill be experienced 
when planing. Once you are happy 'with the results, 

the only thing standing between you and beautiful 

shavings is the sharpness of the blade and your 
ability to properly adjust it in the plane. 



SPOKESHAVE
 

The type of spokeshave I fmd most convenient and 
useful is th [0. 151 pattern, available with a flat or 

rvcd bottom (2-13). In plane-making, this tool is 
good for shaping the body. The flat-bottom t pe is 
used for conv~x and gently radiused concave UT

faces. The round-bottom one shapes tighter con
cave surface . The tool will slide marc easily and 
lea e a better finish if the bottom is po ished. TIl e 
the same approach used for the block plane to 
mooth the flat-bottom spokcsh e. Stroke in an arc 

to polish the round-bottom one. Finish up with the 
water stones to polish the surfaces. Thp, round-bol
am pokeshave may be gently buffed. 

2-13. Number 751 spokeshaves. 

Chattering is a common difficulty with spoke
shaves. This arises from combining too heavy a cut 
with a dull blad and exerting force too high on U1eI 

tool. (See Chapter 3 for information on sharpen
ing.) Here is how to properly adjust the depth of 
cut: First, make sure that the cap iron is gripping 
the blade correctly. The small screw that passe 
through the blade acts as a pivot. Let's call it the 
"pivot screw." The larger, knurle screw-the "cap 
screw"-presses against the end of the blade, cau 
mg the cap iron to pivot on the pivot scr wand 
press tightl ! against the ti.p of the blade. Do not 
tighten the pivot screw down onto the blade; the 
head of the screw must be aboUt 1/8 inch above the 
blade to do its job (2-14). The two knur cd screws 
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that register 'with slots in the blade are the "blade
adjusting screws." 

Once the spokeshave blade has been sharpened, 
assemble the tool and apply slight clamping pres
sure with the cap screw-just enough to hold all 
he am onents together, but without hindering 

the motion f the blade-adjusting screws. Work the 
screws Ul tandem to retract the blade fully; then 
bring the blade forward until the edge JUSt peeks 
out beyond the bottom. Now, try cutting a shaving. 
Id ally, none should yet come forth. 

ext, gracluall ' bring the edge out further until 
it just begins to slice the flnest shaving. Try the 
center of the blade and the outer edges tOO. If the 
shavings are thicker on one side than the other, 
work the blade-adjusting screws individually to 
compensate. If au retracted the blade at all, 
al" ays 1 ish by rotating the blade-adjusting 
screws fonAlard until the lip of the screw Comes up 
against the slot in the blade, to fully support it. 
Tighten the cap screw to lock the adjustments in 
place. To iemOVe the blade for resharpening, sim
pl. loosen t e cap screw and lift off the cap iron 
and blade. I is unnecessary to alter the pivot-screw 
setting. 

Start off with very fine shavings. As you gain 
experience, it becomes easip.r to take controlled 
heavy shavings for rapid stock removal. The spoke
have may he pushed or pulled, but it is important 

to focus your energy as lOw on the tool as possible 
to prevent chatter 

Cap iron 

2-14. The parts on a No. 751 pattern spokeshave. 





CHAPTER THREE 

Sharpening Techniques
 

3-1. A look at the plane blade or iron on a disassembled 
plane. 

But attaining sharpness is the conclusion of the 

saga; the sharpening method used is the crux of the 
matter. It is easy to get bogged dO'l<\rn if sharpening 
is time-consuming, troublesome, or inconsistent. 

t is impossible to overstate the importance of The method and tools must work e fectively every 

sharp blades for efficient, reliable, and juSt plain time with ease, speed, and eel"ta.inty. rf prohlerns 
pleasurable use of hand planes (3-1). "Sharp" is arise, as they occasionall r do, you need reliable 

a nebulous term, though, and open to intr.rpreta guidepost,s to get back on track. Sharpening need 
non. What a person deems "sharp" may not be not be onerous, nor is it particularly difficult. 

sharp enough, rendering tlle finest plane less useful Admittedly, it is a s1m'\' process at flrst, but even 
than a cruder version equipped with a properly the occasional hobbyist, set on the right course, can 
sharpened blade. This extends to other basic cut see improvement with every effort 
tillg tools as well: chisel, spokeshaves, and knives. 

PRESHARPENING PROCEDURES:
 
PREPARING THE GRl DER,
 

HONING STONES,
 
AND ,,,rORKSTATIOI
 

Grinder 

For the purposes of this book, "gril1diJlg" means 
metal removal with an abrasive wheel assisted by a 

tool rest. The typical 3,600-rpm electric gTincter is 
adequate when Btted with the proper wheel and 

tool rest and used with caution, However, things go 

much better with a good-qua1it l,800-rpm gt"inder. 
Have you evor noticed the blade you were grinding 

turning blue at tb,e edge? That indicates overheat
ing, You have "drawll the temper" of the blade, 

43 
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meaning the metal has been softened. TIH~ blade 

will no longer hold an edge adequately. The only 

remedy is to retemper the blade or carefully grind 

back beyond all the discolored metal. A slower

speed grinder diminishes tlle risk of overheating 

the blade, but care still must be taken. 

Another viable option is a gooel-quality hand

cranked grinder (3-2). The battered antique type of 

grinder found frequently at flea TUarkets is often 

inadequate. Unfortunately, I know of no source that 

cunently sells new, good-qualilY hand-cranked 
grinders. 

3-2, A good-quality hand-cranked grinder mounted on a 
board for setup in (J vise at a metalworking area. 

A good griJlder should handle six- to seven-inch 

wheels, have a high gear rabo-about 20:]. or 20 

revolutions for one crank of the wheel-and a stOut 

clamp, or preferably bolts, for wbir. attachment. 

The kn"lck of cranking steadily 'w'bile grinding accu

raLel)! may prove difficult at fir~t, but is 110t tuo hard 

to master. Excellent control, simplicity I relative 
quiet, and freedom from electricity are the advan

tages of hand-grinding. 

Grinder Placement 

Proper orientation ofthe grimier is critical [or good 

results. All too often grinders are set up backed 

against a wall or other obstruction, limiting your 

stance to directly in front of the wheel(s). In fact, 

the best place to park yourself is to the side of the 

wheel. Situate the grinder with thal in mind. Your 

body's front and centerline should be aligned with, 

or even slightly behind, the axis of wheel rotation. 

from this vantage the edge of the blade in rela

tionship to the face of the wheel can be Oleen pre

Cisely-that is, it can be detennined whether it L 

flat on the wheel or slightly angled one way or the 

other. 1£ you are in front of the wheel, that a1l

illlportant relationship cannot be directly viewed. 

You must rely on secondary cluGs such as the rela

tionship of the blade to the lool reSl or the edge of 

the wheel, neither of which is reliable. Even if the 

cutting edge is only slightly angled off the face of 

the wheel. grinding will be done with a comer of 
he wheel, making it easy to grind waVF,S and dips 

but diffku1r to achieve the objective: a perfectly 

straight or slightly arced cutting edge. 

Wheel and Thol Rest 

Just as important as the choice of grinder are the 

wheel and tool rest it is titted with. The wheel 

should be composed of "friable-bond" aluminum 

oxide. "Friable bond" implies that the particles of 

abrasive are sloughed off the wheel as it is being 

used, constantly exposing fresh abrasive. The result 

is cooler and faster grinding. The coarser the grit 

the better, because coarser grits also result in cool

er, faster grinding. Si.'Cty-grit abrasive is as coane an 

abrasive as 1 have found, but use 36-grit if it is 

available. The di.ameter of the wheel, whi.le affect

ing the degree of hollow grind, is not criUcal: a 

diameter of fIve to seven inches is a reasonable 

range. Avoid the gray Carborundum wheels found 

on most grinders. They glaze quickly, cut slowly, 

and heat up fast. 1f you must use one, try one with 

3G-gtit abrasive and use a very light touch-marc 

soon on technique. 
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Th01 Rest	 lowed or domed, there will be considerable difficul

ty gJinding a proper edge on the iron because only
A wiele, stable tool rest that adjusts easily can be the 

the corners or a s na11 portion of thp wheel will 
difference between smooth, accurate results or a 

make contact. 
'tawed grinding job. Accuracy is essential. to mini

To shape the wheel, I prefer using a l-inch-square
mize time spent honing. The stock tool rest found 

x 3-inch-Iong dressing stick of Carborundum among 
on most grinders fails all tbe above criteria The 

the several options available, Its relatively broad 
.-hop-made tool rest illustrated in 3-3 and 3-4 is 

surface straightens the face quickly and easily.
easily made and serves well. Turn on the grinder, support the dresser stick with 

Preparing the Grinding Wheel the tool rest, and with small side-to-side motions 

As with all grinding operations, use eye protection. press an end of the stick firmly into the revolving 

'Near a good dust mask when preparing the grind wheel. Both the wl1e J and the dresser abrade fau-
:ng wheel. All of the following operations produce ly rapidly, WIllie straightening the face, also try to 

clouds of irritating dust, 1b work well, the circum- keep the end of the dresser stic] flat and straight 

crence of the whee] surface (let's call it the "face") too (it will round if you pivot 't wbile Llsing it). 

must be straight across its width, free of glazing, Check your progress occasionally, with the wheel 

and true about its axis of rotation. Check the width at a standsti11. or a hand-cranked wheel, spin it as 

of the tace with a straightedge. If the face is hol- fast as can be cOlnfortably maintained, remember

, 

Determine the height of the tool 3f11-inch-thick pieces, each dadoed 

rest SO tt,al [he blade Wlil con half the diameter of the bolt. and 

tact the grindIng whee! at about the then glue together to , ake the 

height of the wheel's axle when you passage for rhe bolt To keep the 

are gnndlng. ConSider the way the 

tool rest wi!1 be attached A carnage 
bolt can be put directly through the 

surface that the gnn er IS mounted 
on or it can be mounted throUgtl 

3-4. Back view of the tool rest.a separate board tir'st, which Is then 

,Hewed or clamped in trom at the alves aligned dunng glue-up, drive 

grinder If you're doing the atter. a couple of very small br'ads into 
tacmr in the thickness of the mount one glue surface: nip them ofF 50 

Ing board that 1/16 inch ot the nail protrudes, 

The table of Ile tool re t shown in When the halves are put'ogether, 
3-3 and 3-4 is 3 x 5 Inches. The the brad sLUbs WIll prevent the parts 
base is exactly the same length_ A7 from slipping. The base is mortised 
inch carriage bolt passes through across Its Width in the center to 

the block Sll pport1ng the ta )Ie. allow for adjustment toward and 
When the knob is tightened dovvn, away from the grinder. Sandpaper 
the table is captured sec rely. 3-3. Side view of Q shop-made tool glued t the bottom prevents rhe 

The block is formed from a pair of rest.	 base from slipping. 
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ing that the direction of rotation is C1hvays d01Nn, 

onto the too] rest. 
The same tool rubbed lightly on the revolving 

wheel will remove glazing. This is especially 
important with gray Carborundum \Ilheels, which 
glaze over quickly, Glazed wheels result in slov,rer 

grinding and faster heat buildup. Despite the friable 
bond, the recommended aluminum-oxide wheels 
also glaze slightly (seen as black streaking) Notice 
the 'way it feels to grind with a freshly dressed 
wheel; it seems to bite into the steel. The sparks 
emitted wrap all the way around the wheel as you 
grind. As the wheel glazes, the biting slowly 
changes into a skating feel and the stream of sparks 
gets shorter and shorter. 

If you feel the tool bumping or pounding on the 
surface when grinding or dressing the wheel, then 
the whed requires truing. Further evidence is 
patches of glazing or discoloration on the whee., 
indicating the high spots contacting the tool while 
grinding, When the wheel is out of true, grinding is 
difficult to control and significantly slo~vcr because 
only a smalJ portion of the ';Nheel is being used. It 
is important to correct the situation. A dressing 
stick or star-wheel dresser is not effective for tru
ing; it simply Tides On the existing contours of the 
wheel. A diamond dressing stick (available from 
woodworking catalogues or industrial supply com
paules) mounted in a simple jig works well (see 
page 47). 

Honing Stones 

In my lexicon, "honing" is sharpening a blade by 
hand, progressing with graded abrasives that Tange 
from coarse to fine until the blade is razor-sharp. 
My preference for honing is synthetic Japanese 
water stones. They hone an edge to a very high 
degTee of sharpness, very quick}::i, while being rea
sonably priced. Among the various hrands I have 
tried, King is my favorite, combining quick cutting 
with good wear resistance and an extremely fme
grit stone that yields a superb level of sharpness. 

Other brands I have llsed cut more slowly, ~<\'car more 
quickly, and don't produce the same degree of sharp
ness. Get IYm grits: 800 and 8,000 (in King nomen

clature, the 8,000-i,7fit water stone is designated G-I or 
G-3. depending on the thickness). The sUlface of an 
S,OOO-grit stone blackens from carbon deposits, which 
can slow dOW11 the sharpening. A "nagura." a small 
block of abrasive, is used to clean the surface and 
develop a slurry that speeds sharpening 

The 800-grit stone quickly removes gT'inding 

scratches left by even a 36-grit wheel. The 8,000
grit stone l'cmOVes scratches left by the SOO-grit 

stone, producing a minored surface in mOments. I 
fInd no need for i.ntermediate stones, Amazingly, if 
the grinding is accurate enough, you may even skip 
directly from the grinding wheel to the 8,OOO-grit 
stone, achieving the keenest edge in under a 

minute. 
Like the recommended grinding wheels, water 

stones are frjable-'whir:h is why they cut so quick
ly-but/ by definition, they wear rapidly too. When 
they are handled properly, wear is not a problem, 
and can even be used to an advantage, as described 
below. You should get years of use from the stones. 
After 12 years of intense everyday use, mine still 
have life in them. 

What of some alternatives? Oilstones are slower; 
and good-sized stones, as well as those with the 
fine·st grits, can be expensive. Ceramic stones are 
slower and are unavailable in grits as fine as those 
for water stones. Also, if a ceramic stone is not per
fectly flat (something that is often desirable), there 
is nothing that can be done about it. Check its flat
ness br:fore buying one, Diamond stones cut fast, 
but they too are unavailable ill fine enough grit to 
yield the same sharpness that water stones pTOduce. 
Check these too for flatness, before buying. Coarse 
diamond stones are very good fOT flattening the 
backs of plane irons, They have the advantage of 
remaining flat through an intense session of uSG

that is, if they start out flat. There an": also natural, 
quarried water stones, but they do not seem to be a 
good value compared to svnthetic water StOIlP.S. 



3-5, A diamond dresser mounted ill a truing jig, Note 
tile masking tape shim between the lip on the bottom 
of the iig and the back. of the tool rest. 

• 

The truing jig (3-5) holds the dia

mond dresser securely and 

allows For a controlled eu . 'Ieating 

a wheel both true in circumference 

and straight across the Face, A 

wooden block is drilled t.o accept 

tile dressln stick, The block is 

the rooI rest so 

that Its bac edge 

mounted to a platform With three 

screws from below: two hold the 

block to the plalFoml, and one pulls 

the sal;\' kerf tight to clamp Lhe 

dressln stick (an option IS to drill 

all the way rhrougtl the block an 

squeeze the kerf with a tove bolt 

is perpendicular to 

Ih • plane rormed by the Side of the 

wheel (3 7): the face of the wheel 

will thus be trued square to Its side. 

Shim the Jig away from rhe wheel 

\ dth three srrJps of masking tape 

applied to the back of the tool rest 

where tile jig Will register (refer to 

3-5 Bring the Jig Into 

pOSItion, apwring the 

tape shims. Loosen the 

clamp holding the dresser, 

bring the dresser Into light 

contact with rhe wheel. 

Shim and retighten Ihe clamp. 
h~n~ 

Remove [ e rape shims to 

effect a cut Into the wheel 

equal to that same thick

ness 

ext, start the grinder 

and bring the dresser Illto 
3-6. The dressing stick in the truing jig is 
aligned with the radius of the grinding wheel. 

Truing Jig 

[a bolt vvith a domed head] and 

knob, as shown in 3-5). The plat

form has a lip on the bottom at the 

back, formed by sawing off a por

tion of the platform or by glUing 

on a strip of wood. The lip registers 

off the back of the gnnder tool 

rest to produce the 

slraigtlt cur across 

lhe wheel 

Mount the jig 

on the tool rest, 

Adjust the angle 

of the tool rest so 

that the resslng 

stick is ali ned 

With the radius of 

the wheel (3-6). 

Rotate the base of 

Back edge 0" 7;001 reet 

3-7. The back edge of the tool rest 
is positioned perpendicular to the 
side of the grinding wheel, 

light contact with the wheel. wor-k

ing it back an forth over trle filee of 

the wheel When the tool has cut 

to the wheel a distance equal to 

the ttlickness of the three strips of 

rape. the lip of the Jig contacts the 

back edge of the tool rest. v'>'hich 

gUides a stl'alght cut and limits any 

Further cutting. Stop the wheel and 

examme the face \f-./hen the dresser 

ceases cutting. The entire circumfer

ence should appear freshly cut, If 

there are still lew spots as yet 

untouched, shim rhe tool rest with 

tape and reposition the dresser into 

light contact With the wheel, as 
before. Remove the shims and dress 

the wheel again. Continue in like 

Fas ion until the wheel is complete

ly trued, Once done. the 'Nh el is 

unlikely to ever need truing again 

unless it is removed from tt1e 
rinder and then remounted. 
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3-8. A honing workstation. It consists of 0 wall-mounted 
countertop. inset water bucket. stone cradle, bucket cover 
(made of plywood), squirt bottle. flattening stick, wooden 
straightedge, glass lapping plate with sandpaper. cafeteria 
tray. and rag hanging to tile side. 

Honing l¥orkstat-ion 

A dedicated place for honing (3-8) increases your 

comfort vl'hile working and contains the slurry that 

water stones develop in use A section of COlInter

top mounted to the wall makes a good surface. Tb 

determine a comfortable working height, stand 

by the wall where you are mounting the table, feet 

shoulder-width apart, arms relaxed at the sides, 
fingers ou tstretched. i\·lark the wall at ,your finger

tips, Use that measurement for the height of the 

tabletop. The work surt:1ce should accommodate a 

lidded tub for soakiJlg the coarse water stone. 

There also must be a means of firmly anchoring 

the stones while they are being used, that is, a 

cradle for t]le stones, Their aggressive cutting 

action teamed with a suction effect between the 

blade, stone, and water film erea Les significant 

resistance Without an anchor, the stone will skate 

across the table while you attempt to hone. 

Suspend the tub by its rim, fitting the tub tightly 

into the countertop so that it will not jiggle. The 

bottom of the cradle registers on the rim of the tub. 

I've used the cradle shown in 3-9 for years. Four 

dowels are placed two at each end to capture the 

SOO-grit stone; the same four dowels fit hol8s Ul the 

bottom of the S,OOO-grit stone base. Finally, put up 

a hook Lo hang a disl1 towel for 'wiping the iron 3ncl 

fingers clean. 

Care and Use of Water Stones 

Jf you work regularly, leave the SOO-grit stone 

immersed in water. It will not be harmed and ,vill 

be ready for immediate usc, 1\10st SOO-grit stones 

are quite porous and must be tully saturated or 

there 'will be no water on the surface available for 

lubrication. If the shop is unhealed, do not let a 

sa IU rated stone freeze; the result is a pile of loose 

abrasives. If sharpening is an occasional thing, let 

the stone dry out between uses-it is a little mor(: 

convenient to check and flatten a completely dry 

stone. 

Stones that are 8,OGO-grit are relatively imperme

ahle, so they need not be soaked prior to use. A 

squirt of water and they are ready 

CI1Ccking and Flattening Stones 

Check the stones for flatness across their length 

and width with a 12-incb straightedge (refer to 

Straightedge on page 37 if thr:re is any cloubt con

cernillg proper technique). Blot them dry first jf 

they arc wet. Observe their middles and edges. 

Dips are easiest to rectit~vj 

step. Stones 

humps req uire an extra 

can be flattened by dry- or wet

sanding in conjunction with a true reference 

surface. 

3-9. A stone crodle that occommo
dotes two differel1l-sized stones. 
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IIus. 3-10 shows another version 
of a stone cradle. If the 8.000-grit 

stone came mounted on a \I"lOoden 
base. remove the "feet" of the base 
and cut it down in width and length 

as close to the size of the SOO-gm 
stone as possible (bu t do not saw 
into tile stone) Select a water-resis
t,lnt wood such as cedar, r-edvliood 
teak, or mahogany for the cradle 
tllat is 1 to 11/2 inch thick_ Cut trle 

stock about 'Ie inches longer than 
the longer stone ond 1/4 Inch nar

rower than tile wider SCOne The 

stones are capt red by a wedge 
Build up a ledge at each end by 

gluing on two pieces of wood about 
3/S inch [ligh. One piece has a square 
end to register against the stone; the 

atiler has a Slight y taperecl end to 

register gainsl t~le wedge. There 
must be enough room between the 

3-10. Another version of the sto~n~e~---------:':'~ 
cradle, The stone is captured by a wedge. 

ledges for the largest 0, one and a 
wedge se waterproof glue Using 
nipped-off brads as describer 
Making a Too! Rest on page 45 will 
prevent the ledges From slippIng as 

they are g uecJ If the stones are 
much diFFerent in length. a dlfFeren 
width wedge may be needed For 

each 
Cut dadoes across the bottom of 

the cradle corresponding to the rim 
at the ends of the soaking tub vta e 
them deep enough so that tile ends 

of the cradle sit on the collntertop 
without bottoming on the nm. 

Depending lIpon the shape of the 
rim. you may opt for a close fit to 
secure the cradle to the t lb. or 

alow some room and se a wedge 
to Lake up the slack. 

The reference surface for dry-sanding can be a 
jointer or table-saw table, For wet-sanding, use a 12

inch squ;lfe of 1/4-inr.h or thicker plate glass with 

the edges seamed (knocked off). The reference sur
face determines the flatness of the stone, so make 

'Ufe that it is flat side to side and across the diago
nals. A food tray under the glass catches any drips. 

Dry-sanding is fastest, but the stones must be 
quite dry or they will immediately clog the sand

paper. Clamp a 24-inch strip of 6-inch-wide lOO-grit 
paper to a jointer or table-sa\~ table_ 

If the stone only has dips, proceed as follows: Lay 
he face to be trued down on the sandpaper and grip 

the stOne in the middle with the thumb and curled 

forefinger of each hand (3-] 1). Push right through 

the center of the stone and stroke the stone the 
length of the sandpaper, stopping when the leading 
edge reaches tl1e end of the paper. Pick the stone up 

and start over again at the start of the paper. 
Each stroke should be very deliberate and uni

directiona1 (no scrur)hing back and forth). Every 
Jew strokes, sweep away the accumulated grit 

from the sandpaper 
with a stiff brush
wear a dust mask 
-and then careful

ly scrutinize the 

surface of he stone 
being sanded. You 
w-W notice zones 

of varying color: 

the lighter areas 
have been abrad

ed; the darker spots 

have not been 
tOllchell yet. Con
tinue just until the 

moment the entire 

surface of the stone 3-1 T. A balanced grip for flatten
becomes a. unjforrn ing water stones when dry-sanding, 

----=
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color. Check again with a straightedge to he sure the 
stone is flat. 

If you grab the stone and flail away thoughtlessly, 

things ultimately go slm,\!er; not faster, and sufficient 

accuracy 'Will not be achieved. Chances are good, in 
fact, thar a hump and! or a wind ',",'ill be sanded into 
the stone, creating more work for yourself. 

Humps are troublesome to correct because of the 
tendency to continually rock on the hump 'while 

sanding, never making any progress (other than 

thinning the stone). If a hump is detected on the 

stone, do this: Create a very slight dip by sanding 
on a piece of sandpaper that is narrower than tlJe 

stone, lfthe stone is humped widthWise, cut a piece 
of sandpape,r 1!2 inch narrower than the width of 

the stone and sand the stone: length\<\'ise, without 

hitting the long edges, using unidirectional, delib
erate strokes (3-12). If the stone is humped length

wise, the paper should be one inch shorter than the 
length of the stone and the strokes should go cross

wise without touching the ends of the stone. Simply 

put, you are sanding where the reading from the 

straightedge indicates high spots and <lv'oiding areas 
that are already low, Do not ovmdo it; sand only 
until the slightest amount of dip is observed with 

the straightedge. Return to the full-sized sandpaper 
and, with a few strokes, sand just until the dip is 
obliterated. 

L«nathwise A.rc Wldrhwjse !.... re 

~ Sandpaper ~ 

...-<- Sar1d here Qn,'y 

3-12_ Where to concentrate sanding to flatten water stones 
with lengthwise and widthwise humps. The sondpaper is 
appropriately sized to facilitate this. 

Wet-sanding is used ",,-hen the stones are wet. 

This applies primarily to the SOO-grit stone, as the 

8,OOO-grit stone is likely to be dry before you start 
honing and should be checked and flattened then. 

The stone should be clean and the surface blotted 
dry with a paper towel before pIOce(~ding. Next, 

check it for flatness, Set up the 12-inch square of 
glass on a food tray and flood the glass with water. 
Laya piece of lOO-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper, abrasive 
side up, on the glass The water gently adheres the 

sandpaper to the glass. Flood the paper with water. 
Now stroke the stone on the sandpaper in small 

circles, utiliZing the entire sheet of paper and apply
ing as much force as can be comfortably and com

pletely controlled. Blot the stone dry every so often 
and scrutinjze the stone. As v\Tith dry-sanding, you 
should see the same two zones of color as mentioned 

before; proceed until the Stone becomes a uniform 

color. final-check the stone with the straightedge. 
ll-cat humps in the same manner as described for 

dry-sa nding, using wet-or-dry sandpaper. 

Further smooth the flattened stones by briet1y 
rubbing the faces of the 800- and 8,aOO-grit stones 
against each other. Tbjs removes the scratches left 

on the stone by the rather coarse sandpaper and 
markedly increases the sharpening efficiency of 
botb stones. Take care to carefully rinse the 8,000· 
grit stone afterwards, to remove particles of 800 grit 

hum its surface. 
finally, chamfer every corner to save your fin

gers from painful nicks, Tip lhe stone at 45 degrees 

and sand in the chamfers (3-13). This also protects 
the corners from flaking from the pressure exerted 
while you hone. The stones are now ready for use, 

3-13. This water stone 
has chamfered edges, 



SHARPENING PLA1~E IRONS 

The following discussion is geared to plane irons, 

but holds equall:y' true for spokeshaves and chisels. 
Knives are generally treated differently unless one 

face of the bl,lc1e is meant to be perfectly flat, as 
with some marking and Japancse-style knives. 

The Back Side 

Do not underestimate the importance of preparing 
the back of t11e irOll. It plays a significant part in 
determining the ultimate sharpness of the blade 

and how consistently it sharpens. Mistakes here 
can be costly in terms of time spent making cor

rections. Pay close attention and work carefully. 
The first task is twofold: to flatten the back and 

polis11 it to a mirror shine (3-14 and 3-1'). 

Generally, when grinding the beveled side of the 
iron, or honing it ,vith an BOO-grit stone, a small 
burr develops on the back side. This hurr is easily 

removed by J10ning the back side ·with the S,OOO-grit 

stone iJboth the stone and t11e back of the iron are 

3-14. The polished back of a plane iron. 

Beveled side 

Beck Slde
 

3-15. The two sides of a plane iron,
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flat. If the iron or stone is not flat, tbe task be<.omes 
chancy and leads to problems. The worst tempta

tion is tipping t.he back edge of the blade up in 
order to concentrate pressure at the spot where the 
burr is. So doing drastically ,\idens the wedge angle 

(3-16), and the performance of the plane plum
mets. 

3-16. Tipping the blade lip while flattening the back 
increases the wedge angle. YOli must avoid this. 

Coarse grind marks on the back of a plane iron 
form nicks in the cutting edge that leave conc

sponding raised lines in the wood being planed 
(3-17). The flattening process eliminates the coarse 
grind marks. Polishing with successively fl11cr 

stones leads to a mirror finish, When the back is 
polished to the same high degree as the beveled 

side, the edge will be its sharpest, leaYing a slick, 
smooth surface on whatever is planed. 

With a small straightedge, check the back of the 
blade for flatness across its Width, as near to the 

cutting edge as possible. Do not be concerned if the 
blade shows a hollow beginning [/lI) inch or more 
back from the cutting edge, In fact, its presence is 

on
3-77. Coarse grind marks 

the back of a blade 
translote to nicks in the 
edge when seen magnified, 
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beneficial, speeding the flattening and polishing 
process, because there is less metal to remove. 

Japanese blades are purposely made that way for 
this very reason. 

Also check for flatness along the length of the 
blade. Concentrate on the last inch ofblacle nearest 
the cutting edge (3-1 B). This is the amount that will 

overlap the stone when the back side is honed. Pay 
closest attention right at the cutting edge. If you 

notice the back rolling away from the straightedge 
right there, the wedge angle will be too wiele and you 
will not be able to remove a burr without tipping the 

blade when honing the back; this means some ex.tra 
flattening work has to be done (refer to 3-16). 

3-18. Checking the back of the iron for flatness lengthwise 
with a small straightedge. 

S11arpening Thchnique 

Select the iron to sharpen. I suggest you begin witll 

the One from your block plane because it will need 
to be in top shape for plane-making. Make sure the 
stones are flat and well secured to the work surface. 

A stone with any dips or bumps will transfer inac
curacies to the back of the iron. 

Now, prepare a "flattening stick" from a piece of 
wood that is 3/4 X 11/4 X 6 inches (3-19). The 1]/4

inch-wide surfaces should be flat. Nicely round all 

the sharp edges. The flattening stick allows energy 
to be focused on the middle of the iron, eliminaring 

the natural tendency to inadvertently hone more 
material from the outer edges of the iron (creating 

3-19. Iron and flattening stick in position on stone. 

an arc rather than the desired flat). The stick allows 
more pressure to be exerted on the iron, speeding 

the progress, and helps you keep the iron flat on 

the stone. 
Dip the stick in water and grip the plane iron and 

stick together as shown in 3-20. When you have the 
proficiency. plane the I I /4-inch-wide surfaces. The 
flatness and smoothness of the planed stick grips 

the plane iron even better. Overlap half the width 
of the stone with the plane iron to equalize wear on 

the stone and give the iron enough support while 
honing, to avoid tipping it back to front. The goal is 

to c.reate a flat surface on the back of the plane iron, 
from side to side and extending back at least 1/16 

inch from the cutting edge (3-21). 

3-20. Gripping the iron and flattening stick. 



Flatj;(:l1ed areaB 

3-2 1. Acceptably flattened plane-iron backs as revealed by 
polished areos. 

Next, center yourself in front of the eoo-grit 
S£Ol1e. Make sure the stone is sopping wet and keep 
water on the surface with an occasional squirt from 

the water bottle. Begin honing with a ba k-and
forth motion covering the first third of the stone

try about six times back and fonh. Then glide over 
[he center and concentrate your efforts on the back 
t ird of the stone for six cycles. The harder you 

press, the faster the back will be sharpened, but 
stay in complete control Dip the iron in the stone's 

"-"'(Iter tank and wipe it clean. 
Sharpening requires a constant dialogue between 

you and the tools. You ask the que ·tions and the 
tOols give the an wer. However, you must know 

what questions to a k and how to interpret the 
response. And beware of false assumptions. 

Look at the back of the iron under bright light and 

. 'au will see a zone of lighter gray developing 
·.,There the iron has been contacting Lhe stonc. 

Finer-grit stones leave a brighter surface. The di 

uibution of the zone corresponds to the high points 

Need, work 

A 
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observed with the straiglltedge. If the center was 
humped, then it should show signs of wear without 

the corners' being touched. If the center was 
dipped (3-22B). he opposite holds true. An arc in. 
the iron should show honing marks at the cutting 

edge and about an inch back, \·.... ith the center 
untouched. If the cutting edge rolls away from the 

flatness of the back, then the back will be honed 
except right at be curting edge (3-22C). 

Check the honed area, against the straightedge. If 

they d not correspond, then there is a problem. 

Recheck the stone for f1atness. For instance, if the 
iron is humped widthwise, but the stone has an 
even greater arc lengthwise, then the corners of the 
iron 'ivill be honed first and mon~ of an arc will be 

produced across the iron. If the technique is faulty 

and yOLl are rocking the plane iron widthwise or 

length\ ise while boning, you cannot rely on what 
is indicated by looking at the pane iron. The flat
tening stick is very llseful to minim·ze these prob

lems. As you gain confidence i.n your abiJity to read 

the plane iron. the straightedge will be relied on 
less and les', and ,\"ill eventually be reserved per

haps for a 1113 check. 
As you progress, flip the Stolle end for end and 

hone on the other half of the same face. Then usc 
the other face of the s one in the same fashion . 

Continue honing until the back is flattened as 
des ribed and all of the coarser grinding marks in 
the flattened region have been replaced by the 

finer scratches of ,he 800-grit stone. 

c
 

3-22. Plane-iron backs that 
need more flattening. The lack 
of polish at their cutting edges 
indicates problems. A: Plane 
iron with low corners. 8; 
Plane iron with a hollowed 
center. C: Plane iron wit/J a 
clltting edge that is rolled 
away. 
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If preferred, this initial flattening may be done 
using a coarse diamond stone lubricated with water. 

The diamond stone has the advantage of not wear
ing as you hone. Be sure the stone is flat before 

proceeding. Remove the scratches left: by the dia

mond stone with the 800-grit stone. 
Move to the 8,OOO-grit stonc. This is contrary to 

the doctrine that one must progress slowly through 
intermediate grits hefore arriving at the finishing 

stone, but experience 11a5 taught me that the 8,000
grit stone cuts quickly enough to bypass this. (If it 
takes considerable time to polish off the scratches 

from the BOO-grit stone, by all means use an inter
mediate stone to speed the progress-a 1,200-grit 

stone is a good choice.) Prepare the stone with a 
squirt of water aud circul,H swipes of the nagura 

stone, covering the entire surface. Scratch several 
grooves on the bottom of the nagura with the sharp 
corner of a Ale Lang to help it glide over the stone 

easier. Use the same honing technique as with the 
800-grit stone. Rewet lhe stone and clean it with the 

nagura as the stOne dries and blackens wid1 use. The 

flattened area of the blade should take on a unilbrm 
mirror polish within moments-how soon is deter
mined by how much pressure is applied while hon

ing. Sometimes the bright polish will reveal scratches 
that are coarser than those of the SOO-grit stone or 
slight defects in flatness that have not been noticed. 

Return to the 800-grit stone to rectify these problems; 
then advance again to the B,OOO-grit stone to finish 
the work. 

Now that the flattening and polishing have con
cluded, never hone the back of the iron again with 

anything but the 8,OOO-grit stone. That would only 
scratch the fmely polished surface and lengthen the 
sharpening process. 

The Beveled Side 

The intersection of t.vo planar surfaces creates the 

cutting edge for many convel1lional woodworking 
tools. The: angle benl'een the surfaces directly influ
ences the working chaTacteristics of the edge. 

The "wedge angle" (3-23) is the angle continuous 

ISlade with one bevel 

Pdmarv bevel=Wed,~e arwle 
,.,... "Q 

Blade with two be'leis 

3-23. Blade bevel and angle terminology. The two blades 
shown are the same thickness, Typically. thick blades are pre
pared with one bevel and thin blades are prepared with two. 

witb the cutting edge of the blade. The cutting 
edge is simply a wedge of steel, but the angle of 

that weclge, precisely where the clltting occurs, is of 
crucial importance. If the wedge angle is made too 

narrow, the cutting edge is '''leak, nicking and 
dulling easily, but as long as it remains sharp it will 
slice wood effortlessly. If the wedge angle is too 

wide, then the cutting edge cannot easily enter the 
wood to slice off a shaving-instead it tends to skit
ter and scrape across the surface. But the cutting 

edge is more durable-that is, it better resists dulling 
and chipping (this is called hetter "edge retention"). 

The wedge angle that best resolves tlle conflict 
betw~en ease of slicing shavings and edge retention 
is :~() degrees. This is a serviceable angle for all 

woods. But wood", do come ill a great \7ariety of 
hardness and with varying abrasive qualities. For 

example, a softwood like clear yellow pine planes 
beautifully with a wedge angle a couple of degrees 
narro,ver than 30 degrees without noticeably affect

ing the durability of the edge. A little experimenta

tion may pay off with good results. 

Terms such as "macro-" and "micro-" bevel, 01; 
interchangeably, "primary" and "seconda.ry!· bevel, 

commonly describe the angles forming the Gutting 

edge. One or the other is used synonymously with 
tbe wedge angle. 



Sharpening the Beveled Side of 
Thick and Thin Blades 

Consider two different approaches for sharpening 
the beveled side of plane irons based on the thick
ness of the blade. Anything 1/8 inch thick or less J 

categorize as a thin iron. Such a blade is prepared 
with two bevels: the primary or macrobevel, 
formed with the grinder; and the secondary or 
microbevel, honed right at the tip. If the blade is 
thicker than 1/8 inch, it is a thick iron and it 
receives only a primary bevel. For a thick iron , the 
wedge angle is the same as the primary bevel. The 
wedge angle on a thin iron is the same as the sec
ondary bevel. The key to this approach is to com
bine the speed of water stones with the flexibility 
of freehand honing (as opposed to using horling 
jigs or guides). 

The thicker the blade, the wider the bevel at a 
given angle. Thick irons have a bevel wide enough 
to easily balance upon, making freehand honing 
simple to master with consistent results. The bevel 
on a thin iron is too narrmv for that (3-24). Thin 
irons require a modified approach that is a little 
trickier to master, though still quite effective. 

Wooden planes will accommodate specialized 
irons that are even thicker than "thick" replace
ment blades designed for metal planes. A major 
plus of making your own planes is capturing the 
sharpening advantage that the thickest irons offer. 

Narrrow 
b~v~l

Wobbly 

Thin iron 

Thick Iron 

3-24. Freehand honing is difficult while attempting to rest 
on a thin bevel. A wide bevel offers more support and eases 
the task. 
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GRINDI IG AND HONING 
GUIDELINES 

KnowirJg when to grind and when to hone requires 
some considered judgment. Choosing properly 

increases sharpening efficiency and ""ill get you 
planing again more quickly. In general, think of the 
grinder for quick metal removal and precise setting 
of bevel angles. Hone when little metal needs to be 
removed to achieve razor sharpness, to ohliterate 
small nicks, and to tine-tune tbe shape of the edge, 
whetl1er it is straight or slightly arced. Grinding and 
honing techniques are given belo\o'l. 

Grinding'Thchniques 

First and foremost, grinding establishes and main
tains tIle primary angle in a reliable manner. 
Whenever the wedge angle has wandered a few 
degrees away from 30 degrees, grinding is the first 
step to reestablishing the mark. Grinding quickly 
obliterates nicks and reestablishes the edge of an 
over J dulled blade. Honing can also be used to do 
this. The choice between grinding and honing in 
these situations depends on your skills at both jobs. 
Whichever achieves the goal more quickly should 
be the method of choice. 

Grinding with the circumference of a wheel 
creates a correspor1dulg arc in the bevel on the 
blade called a "bollow grind" (3-25). The hoDow 

3 ..25. The arc of a grinding wheel imparts the some arc on 
the bevel of a blade. resulting in a hollow grind. 
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grind provides two points of contact at the toe and 
heel of the bevel, providing a stable platform when 
honing the wide bevel found on thick irons (3-26). 

Repeated honings Hatten out the hollow grind, 

Regrind the entire bevel once the honed flats that 
develop occupy one-half to two-thirds of the bevel 
(3-27). 

3-26. Honing a hollow-ground blade on a stone with the 
bevel resting on its toe and heel, 

3-27. Polished flats. the result of honing a hollow-ground 
blade, occupy more than two-thirds of the bevel. It is time 
to regrind. 

Grinding should help create the final shape, or 

very close to the final shape, of the cutting edge. [t 
should be straight across for jointing and truing, 
and slightly arced for polishing surfaces. Grind 

to restore a wavy or hollowed cutting edge to its 
proper shape. Finally, if the angle formed by the 

cutting edge and a side of the blade is way off of 90 
degrees, there may not be sufficient lateral adjust

ment in the plane body to bring the cutting edge 

into parallel alignment with the bottom of the 
plane. Grinding is the best way to restore that angle 

to 90 degrees. 

Determining Whether the Bevel Angles 
Are Correct 

The primary angle of a thin iron should be 25 
degrees, and the secondary angle ghould be 30 

degrees (3-28). A thick iron should only have a pri

mary angle of 30 degrees. The reaS011S for both are 
given below, Gauge the primary bevel ~rith the type 

of protractor shown in 3-29. Tile secondary bevel is 

a little trickier because generally it is quite small. 
'fry roUing the beam of the protractor up to the 
secondary bevel while sighting at a bright light 

source, Concentrate your gaze right at the tip of the 

cutting edge, where a small dot of light should be 
seen, When that dot of light finally disappears, with 

the tip of the blade tucked right into the vertex of 
the beam and base of the protractor, you should be 

3-28. Thin iron with ground primary bevel and honed (pol
ished) secondary bevel, 

3-29, Gauging tile primary bevel with 0 protractor. 



exactly on the Gutting edge of the secondary bevel, 
where the reading is meaningful. 

If the iron has been honed freehand, chances are 
the bevel directly influencing the wedge angle has 
been domed in the process. This makes it difficult 
to get a precise protractor reading. More important
ly, a blade in this condition usually has an excessive 
wedge angle. The primary angle probably started 
out in the 25- to 3D-degree range. Each time the iron 
is rehoned, there is a natural tendency to tilt the 
hlade higher and higller, producing a domed or 
rounded bevel. The wedge angle may end up at 35 
degrees or higher (3-30), resulting in poor perfor
mance regardh~ss of edge sha.rpness. 

Here's a trick to assess tile flatness of the bevel 
forming the wedge angle: Position yourself with a 
light sourCe above and behind you. If the bevel is 
flat, the reflection is uniform and will reflect light 
to your eye when the iron is held at one specific 
angle. If the bevel is domed, the refJection scatters 
and light reflects to your eye as the iron is rotated 
over a range of angles (3-31). The wider the degree 
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3-30. A domed secondary bevel unacceptably increases 
the wedge angle. 
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Uniform refleaion 

3-31. A flat bevel reflects light uniformly. You will see a 
reflection with the blade at a specific angle. A domed bevel 
scatters the reflection. It can be seen over a range of 
angles. 

of rotatioo, the more of a dome there is, and the 
steeper the wedge angle. 

Setting the ThoI Rest 

With the grinder at rest, place the blade, bevel side 
down, on the tool-rest platform and bring the bevel 
up to the wheel until the two contact. Sight from 
the side and observe where the wheel contacts the 
bevel: at the toe, m' ddle, or heel (3-32). A bright 
light, white wall, or a piece of white mat board on 
the far side of the wbeel grea tly facilitates visibility 
and, tI1US, accuracy. The existing primary-bevel angle 

3-32. Checking the angle of the tool rest. Observe how the 
arc of the wheel relates to the bevel of the blade. 
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will be maintained if the arc of the ",,·heel contacts 

the bevel in the middle, or along its entirety, The 

primary bevel will be widened if the wheel contacts 

closer to the toe, and it will be narrowed if the 

wheel contacts closer to the heel of the bevel 

(3-33). 

It is eas,Y to effect accurate adjustments of the tool 

rest described in this text. First, adjust the tension

ing bolt that holds the tool-rest platform so that the 

platform is held snugly but can still be rotated by 

hand without straining. Roughly set the proper 

angle of the platform. Then position the tool rest so 

that the front edge of the platform is 1/8 to 1/4 inch 

from the outer face of the wheel and tighten the 

A 

B 

c 

3-33, Sighting the grinding wheel and blade from the side 
indicates the effects of grinding on the existing primary
bevel angle, 
A: A maintained bevel angle, B: 11 widened angle 
C: A narrowed angle, 

base fumly in place. Sight again all the contact 

point of 'wheel and bevel. If the acUustment looks 

good, you are set for a trial grind. 1f the adjustment 

is off, proceed as follows, 

It is more diffkultto get an accurate setting whilt" 

angling the platform up, so always start with thr 

platform tilted too high in the fronl. Use the blade 

itself as a depth stop to make minute movements of 

the platform, Bring the bevel into contact with thE' 

wheel, and then back it away 1/32 to 1/](, inch. Pinch 

the blade snugly to the platform with your fingers 

and rotate the platform and blade together into thr 

wheel until the blade bottoms on the wheel 

Continue moving incrementally like so until the 

platform is angled precisp.ly as you wilnt it, If you 

overshout~ back up and try' again. 

Make a trial cut with the grinder by simply touch
ing me bp.ve1 lightly to the illuving wheel. Look at 
the bevel and see if the fresh grind mark is in the 

right place. Continue adjusting the platfonn and 

making test grillds until you are satisfied. [fplanning 

to alter the existing angle, you won't have a good 

idea of the exact angle you are grinding at until tht;: 

new bevel is ground out sufficiently wide so that a 
reading can be taken with the protractor. Alter the 

current angle by a degree or so each time, until yuu 

close in on the 25- or 30-degree mark. 

It should be noted that if an angle slightly greater 

or smaller than the targered angle cuts w~ll and 

holds its edge, by all means stick with it. With Some 

experimentation, the pprformance of different 

blades can be optimized this way. 

Gripping the Blade 

As a right-hander, 1 lightly gra:>p the blade in my 

left hand as shown in 3--34 The thumb on the ri.ght 

side of the blade and the middle linger on the left 

control side-to-side movemellt. The index finger is 

the heat sensor, Keep it in the middle of the blade 

and quite close to the tip, witllin 1/4 inch or so, Take 

care not to grind YOllr .fingertip; this is a potential 

danger, but is unlikely to happen ifyou concentrate 

on the task at hand. Should the blade warm to the 



3-34, Blade-grinding grip, 

point "'There the finger can 110 longer be comforta ly 
positioned thMC, it is time to cool the bladc. If the 

blade is short enough, about 3 1/2 inches long 0 so, 

the pinkie can capture the end of the blade; this is 

insl rance against the blade's slipping backwards 

\ hile grinding, and falling to the floor. 

For a smooth motion and clean grinding results, 

the hand and fIngers must be relaxed, with the fin

gers slouched over and the rear palm of the hand 

resting lightly on the blade or the tool rest (3-35). 

The thumb and middle finger should glide over the 

£001 rest as the iron is slid from side to side while 

grinding. Remember, the rotation of t1,c wheel down. 

onto the too] reSt wi1l naturally keep the blade 

down. Only the lightest downward pressure is 

needed. If the fl11gers are elevated and tense, moV'c

3-35. The fingers should be slouched over and relaxed. 
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ments will be herky-jerky, resulting in a poor grind

ingjob. Excessive downward pressure will also alter 

the adjustment of tbe tool-rest angle. Practice the 

grip and side-to-side movement with the grinder off. 

Determining Straightness and Arc in the 
Cutting Edge
 

An acceptable straight contour for the cutting edge
 

is fairly asy to verify and is described in the fol


lowing s ,ction. When sighted with a sb'aightedge,
 

he range may vary from no uiscernible light

filled gaps along tlle edge to very slight gaps. at the 

corners only, that extend perhaps for 1/8 to 3/16 

inch. TIle proper degree of arc, however, is more 

nebulous, and the amount of arc needed is related 

to the: type of surface desired. If a surface that feels 

flat and smooth is desired, the arc will be minimal. 

a scalloped feel is desired, that calls for consider

ably more arc. In neither case arc the comers 0 the 

edge simply clipped off That always results in a 

harsh ". air tep" feel to the surface. Likewise, a hol

lowed contour yields the same effect. 

'When determining the arc on the blade, place a 

straightedge on the cutting edge. It should roll 

smoothlv on the arc. Experimentation and practicc 

"'ill move you toward your goal. 

When olisl -planing and taking those last few 

stroke' that will be the t'inishcd surface, the shaving 

thickness should be around .001 tC) .002 inch. For a 

flat surface, free of discernible scalloping, those 

sl101\ling must be nearly the full width of the blade. 

Clearly, the arc must be very small to a hieve this, 

but it rollS be present or the corners of the blade 

iron will dig into the wood. 

Assessing the Contour of the Cutting Edge 

'lake a small hardwood straightedge to check the 

condition of the edge. Fine-grained 'wood like 

maple, beech, and pear or boxwood 'works well. 

Mine is '~/16 i ch thick, 3 inches long, and 1/2 inch 

tall. steel straightedge may he used, but wood 

seems more at home against a steel cutting edge. 

Hold the straightedge against tbe cutting edge and 
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sight against a bright light (3-36). The union of the 
two should be seamless if the cutting edge is 

straight. AJternatively, if the blade is properly arced 
it will rock ever so slightly on a hump in the center 

of the blade. The light should reveal a point of con
tact in the center with gradually wider light-filled 
gaps tmvard the corners. If the blade is hollowed, 

there wiU be contact POilU':; at the corners and a 
light-filled gap in the center. 

3-36. Assessing the contour of the Iron's cutting edge with 
a hardwood straightedge. 

Grinding the Blade 

The critical skill in grinding is maintaining the bevel 
of the iron flat on the wheel while sliding the iron 

from side to side. If the blade pivots while you are 
grinding, only a corner of the ,,,heel contacts the 

bevel, making it difficult to achieve the desired result, 
but very easy to grind a wavy or hollow'ed edge. 

It is extremely helpful if you can cleady see the 

relationship betlveen the cutting edge and the 
wheel while grinding. Position your body in line 

with the axis of the wheel, off to the side of the 
grinder. From there, it is possihle to sight dmvn 
over the wheel and see the point of contact 

between the iron and wheel. If tl1e blade pivots 
away from the 'wheel slightly as you are grinding, 

a small, but readily visible, angled shadow line 
occurs, providing instant feedback to make an 

adjustment. A light touch gripping the iron, com
bined 'with some. practice, eventually allows you to 
feel when the iron is Oat on the wheel as you arc 

grinding, but until then a direct visual cue is a 

great boon. 

3-37. The correct sight line reveals an angled shadow line 
between the wheel and the cutting edge (evident below the 
index finger) if the bevel is not lIat on the wheel. 

Before you begin grinding, you should know 

when to stop. This is when the bevel is at the cor
rect angle, the edge contoured properly, and a very 
slight burr has been raised at the cutting edge from 

corner to corner on the back of the iron. 
Furthermore, the grinding should obliterate any 

previous traces of honing from heel to toe of Lbe 
bevel. The presence of the burr is very important; 
it indicates that the bevel and back meet at a crisp 

line and are ready for honing. Until the burr arises, 
a rounded or dulled condition still exists at the 

cutting edge (3-:38). 

Assess your goal and current conditions before 
you start grinding. Is the objective a straight or 
arced cutting edge? Is the edge already properly 

contoured or doe:; it need reshaping? Is the 'wedge 
angle correct? Does the angle of U1e cutting edge 

relative to the side of the blade need adjustment? 
Has the blade been honed previously or is it new? 
'JYpic:ally a new blade will require grinding only if 

the primary bevel angle is oif or the Gutting edge is 

blunt. In the case of a thick iron, is there a hollow 
grind present? The answers to these questions 

guide your intent as you grind. 
Turn on the grinder and gently bring the bevel to 

bear against the wheel. Even with light pressure, 

and a clean (unglazed), coarse wheel, there may be 
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3-38, Development of 
burr during grinding: 
it appears when the 
beveled side and the 
back meet at a knife 
edge, 

some overheating. Cool the blade in a can of cold 
water if your heat-sensing finger gets too hot, 

Pushing hard against the wheellleats the tool rapid
ly and may also cause the bev'el to ride up on thp, 

wheel and off the tool rest, altering the angle of the 
beveL Begin sliding the iron from side to side while 
maintaining full contact between the bevel and 

wheel. The object is to grind tlle full bevel fronl COf

ner to corner, Every 10 seconds or so turn the iron 

over and examine your progress. 
If the edge contour is correct to begin with 

(straight or arced) and the blade has been previous
ly honed, the shiny honed area at the cutting edge 
offers a road map to guide your grinding progress. 

'The grinding should shape the boned area into an 
even band parallel to the cutting edge. It is likely, 
though, that the band will taper, or be wider in 

some spots tban others With the bevel still kept flat 
on the wheel, and while you are still moving the 

iron from side to side, linger on the areas that need 
more grinding and avoid or quickly pass over the 

areas that arc ovcrground. When the honed band at 
the cutting edge has been evened out, resume cor
ner-to-earner grinding again. 

There may be a tendency to overgrind the center 
of the bevel. This is because 'when you are grinding 

from side to sidc, the center is ground twice for 

each time one comer is hit. 10 counter this, linger at 

Grinding progress 

each corner before passing through the center. 
Continue checking on the progress of the grinding 

until thp, honed area at the tip is almost completel:y 
gone, having been replaced by newly ground metal. 

If the honed area is already gone at the heel, then the 
primary angle has been narrowed. If there is mOTe 

honed area remaining at he heel than at the tip, the 

primary angle has been \ 'idened. You may wish to 

slightly adjust tIle tool-rest angle to correct this. 

As you come to the finis11, the honed area at the 
tip should completely disappear at once, and the 

burr simultaneously develop al1 across the back 
side of the edge. Carefully diagnose the extent of 
tIle burr with a fingernail pulled up'ward from the 

rear of the blade over the edge (3-39). A fingemail 

3-39, Checking for a burr with a fingernail 
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will catch on the slightest burr, but if the pad of the 
finger is being used the burr may not be detected 
until it has grown relatively large. Check all along 
the edge for the burr. If it is not present the entire 
way across, continue grinding, but avoid the spots 
where tbe burr has developed already. If you con
tinue grinding those areas, the edge will become 
hollowed there. 

If the contour of the edge is inadequate to begin 
with, make use of the straightedge to assess the sit
uation. If the edge is hollowed in the center, linger 
at the outer edges 'while grinding. If the edge is 
overly arced, then linger in the center Tf the edge 
is ,vavy, concentrate on keeping the bevel in full 
contact with the \vheel. If the edge is skewed left 
or right and you wish to restore it to square. again 
simply spend more time grinding whichever side is 
high (in contact with the square when taking a 
reading). Do not entirely neglect the low side. 
Feather the strokes there occasionally. Feathering 
consists of grinding on the "high" side and then 
moving slightly toward the "low" side. This is re
peated, moving farther toward the "low" side with 
each succession. 

In summary, do the following: Keep moving from 
side to side over the iron, keep the iron in full con
tact with the wheel; and devote extra grinding time 
to those spots that register as high with the straight
edge. of course, the contour of the cutting edge 
does not change until the new grind marks have 
reached the edge and a burr has developed. Once 
you have effected a change, roughly gauge the 
progress with the straightedge, which will give only 
a rough reading because of interference from the 
burr. When the cutting edge is close to a final con
tour, hone the burr away with the B,OOO-grit stone 
(read on about honing technique), and then obtain 
an accurate reading with the straightedge. As you 
will discover below, the shape of the honed flat that 
develops on the bevel also cues you to the condition 
of the contour. You may need to hop from wheel 
to smne a few times until satisfied wid1 the result. 
Be very picky! If the task cannot be completed with 

the wheel, do as much as possible with it and 
finisl) the job honing with stones. Before long, prop
edy grinding an iron will take just a moment. 

Honing Thchnique 

\Vhen honing, the objectives are speed, accuracy, 
and, most of all, utmost sharpness. Hone in the fol
lowing situations: after grinding the edge; any time 
the edge has lost razor sharpness and can be recon· 
ditioned quickly with the stones; and to obliterate 
minor nicks. Honing also tailors the shape of the 
edge, be it perfectly straight or slightly arced. 

You may feel that the more time spent honing, 
the sharper the edge \!I,m get. This is simply not 
true. With a clear grasp of the fundamentals and a 
knowledge of what to look for, honing typically 
requires 30 to 90 seconds. Longer sessions are 
usually counterproductive. Excessive honing erodes 
the hollow grind of a thick iron and alters the 
wedge sllg1e of a thin iron. Literally, then, it's back 
to the grinding wheel. 

When honing, grasp the iron as shown in 3-40, 

with the three fingers (or two for narrow irons) as 
]my dOVlll to the stone as possible, but 'without 
allowing them to drag on the surface. The low grip 
allows energy to be efficiently transferred to the 
cutting edge and, in the case of thick irons, is key 
to creating stability while honing. Slight upward 
pressure from the thumb and pinkie tucks the iron 
into the palm or against the heel of the hand. With 
the wrist held firm, tbe iron, hand, and forearm 
become a single unit that guards against wobble 
and gives close control over the selected honing 
angle. Caution: if your fingers consistently contact 
the stone while honing, the skin will be worn off; 
bloody streaks on the stone are the first indication 
(ouch!). 

Stand with knees relaxed and slightly bent. Place 
one foot about six inches in front of the other, and 
feet a little more than shoulder-width apart. Hone 
in a tightly looping circular pattern, letting the 
corners of the iron overlap U1e long sides of the 
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3-40. Honing grip for plane irons, 

stOne by 1/';l inch or so (3-41). The circular motion 

originates almost entirely from the shoulder; hold 

your wrist and elbow firm, but without tension. 

Traverse the I ngth of the stone while circling; 

because the Genter i.s contacted twice for ,ach time 
an end is hit, w1ger at the front and back thirds and 

pass quickly through the center to spread wear 

evenly. The front-to-back movement is effected by 

moving the entire upper body with the knees, not 

the arm, making it much easier to maintain the 

angle of tlle foreann and, hence, the wedge angle, 

Use as much pressure and circle as rapidly as you 

can while maintaining complete controL More pres

sure and speed lead to a quicke honing job. Be gen

tle while learning the motions, It is all too easy to 

inadvertently shde off the stone, chipping off a 

cbunk of it in the process, Another consideration 

about pressure concerns the size of the inm, If the 

pressure from your hand is constant, then the nar

rower the blade, the higher the developed pressure 

(pounds per square inch) on the cutting edge, so 

3--41. Circular honing pattern, Use the whole stone and 
pass over the center quickly. 

smaller tools sharpen more quickly. You may some

times need to back off, to avoid excessively sharp

ening the blade or gouging the stones, With expe

rience, speed and pressure can be tailored to the 

specific tool. 

I do not use other honing patterns for plane irons, 

finding that they are slower, more difficult to con

trol, and promote uneven wear of the stones, 

Honing Thick and Thin Irons 

Thick irons are honed with the primary bevel laid 

flat on the stone. As described above, proper grip 

and motion; along with the wide bevel. should 

allow you to hone witb no trace of ·wobble. As you 

hone, two polished flats develop: one at the cutting 

edge and one at the heel of the beveL They should 

grow at equal rates as you hone, and show no 

evidence of doming. Doming indicates wobble; 

concentrate on focusing the force of the fingertips 

right through the middle of the bevel if troubles 
persist. 
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Honing thin irons is somewhat more demand

ing. Recall that the primary bevel of a thin iron is 

too narrow to balance on while honing with any 

measure of stability, It is used simply as a refer

ence, At rest, place the bevel on the stone and gen

tly rock the iron until you Sfmse that the bevel is 

flat on the stone. The blade is nmv at 25 degrees if 
the bevel was ground correctly. Pick up the heel of 

the blade very slightly, increasing the angle of the 

blade to approximately 30 degrees. Think of the 

iron as the minute hand of a clock pivoting at the 

cutting edge, and note that merely one OOnu te of 

tra vel on a clock face corresponds to six degrees of 

rotation. 

Now hone the secondary lmicro-) bevel using the 

same technique described earlier. Only one pol

ished flat should develop, right at the tip. The heel 

of the bevel should remain untouched. Check the 

amount of doming on the microbe\rel (refer to 3-31) 

each time you go to resharpen. If it exceeds more 

than a few degrees, it is time to reestablish the pri

mary angle with the g1·inder. With practice, you will 

have little problem maintaining the wedge angle 

for several sharpenings before returning to the 

grinder. 

Honing Irons with a Ground Edge 

For irons that have been freshly ground to a knife

like edge and have a burr present (this includes 

most new irons), begin honing at what is Llsually 

considered the final honing stage, that is, with the 

8,DOO-grit (finish) stone. Don't be skeptical. The 

a,OOO-grit stone will quickly polish the bevel and 

simultaneously rerno,re any burr on tlle back side, 

regardless of the coarseness of the grinding wheel 

used on the bevel. This works not only because 

water stones cut quickly, but also because 

tremendous pressure is developed at the edge 

when a freshJy ground blade is being sharpened. 

The surface area being honed is very small, so 

consequently the PSI is very high. Following this 

advice minimizes time spent honing and time 

spent grinding irons and tlattening stones, Also, 

the accuracy of fre(~hand honing is greatly 

enhanced by minimizing contact tim~ with the 

stones. 

The burr obscures both the contou r of the cutting 

edge and the presence of nicks. Polish the bevel 

briefly to obtain a reading of' the shape of the edge: 

about five seconds of honing to develop a nat l/64 

inch wide should be sufficient. If the 8,000-grit 

slone is kept meticulously flat, it can reveal if the 

shape is straight, "vavy, arced, or hollowed, and to 

what degree. The location and ex.tent of the pol

ished bevel amplify the condition of the cutting 

edge 0-42). It is important to keep pressure in the 

middle of the iron while honing, to avoid false read

ings. You will also get false readings if the stone is 

out of nat. 

Hollowed faa much arc 

Wavy Drooped corner 

Straight Good arc 

3-42, Assessing the grind of a plane iron. A brief honing 
polishes the bevel, giving a diagnostic of the shape of the 
ClItting edge. 

If the contour is off. <lhva.ys apply this rule: Grind 

away the shiny are<l(s) of the bevel just honed, 

while. avoiding the spots that have not been honed. 

Honing on a fiat stone ahvays reveals the high spots 

of the cutting edge. If tbe center is hollowed, the 

ends will polish first and musl be ground down. 

Likewise, the center will polish first if it is overly 



arced and will need grinding dow'n. A good tl'aight 

r:ontour is revealed by a perfectly even lille of ])01

isbed bevel the full width of the iron, A good arced 

bevel is polished in the center and gradually peters 

out to\vard the edges (refer to 3-42). . Itemate 

grinding and taking a reading w'ith the finish stone 

until you achieve the proper contour, stl"aight or 

arced; then finish honing on the S,OOD-grit stone. If 
controlling the grinder proves to be 00 difficult at 

this stage, substitute the GOdrsc stone to achieve the 
same effect, 

Balanced pressure while honing with the coarse 

stone yields a straight edge. To arc the edge, simply 

alternate pressure at the corners of the be e1. If 
your index, middle, and ring fingers arc supplying 

do,~ nward pressure, press harder with the index 

finger while circling up the stone; then press 

harder with the ring fUlger 'while circling back 

down. The blade will be arced in no time. Th tcll if 

you are on the right track, check the hurr; it should 

be more prominent toward the corners than in t}le 

center. Honing similarly on the B,OOO-grit stone 

yields an evenly polished bevel, though arced, from 

corner to corner. 
Another, more elegant method of drdng the 

edge is easier still, but may not 'work fOT ever,Y

one. Despite the care T take to distribute wear 

over the stonc's surfaces, they still evel1lually hol

lO'",' slightly in length and width, but they do not 

progressively worsen. Thcy reach a certain point 

and hold. I noted this once to a friend and he 

responded that the woodworker Thshio Gdate 

reserved just such an arced stone for shaping his 

irons, By siml1ly honing the bevel lNith balanced 

pressu re, the arc of the stone is tra ns erred to t11e 
iron, lOW I keep an additional coaTSe stone, 

which I ne,'er flatten, and it always produces a 

nice aTC on my irons. Use the alternating-pressure 

method on the B,OOO-grit stone to polish the 

entire arc. 

Obtaining the optimum arc requires finesse at 

the stones and experience with the planes, The 

planes must be in perfect working OTder and there 
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must be precise control over the depth and lateral 

a dju st me nts in order t.o e valua te the iron. 

Sometimes I think I've arced the blade properly, 

but the results are not what they should be. In this 

case, I return to the coarse stone, remove or add a 
little arc as required, finish-hone, and tfV the blade 

again. Sometimes this might tale two or three 

attempts, but t]1ese efforts are ahvays rC,\·\7arded 

when the plane starts slicing lacy shavings with

out a trace of the corners of the hlade rnaning 

the plal1ed surface, 

To finish up once t.he edge is properly shaped, fin

ish-honing the bevel on the S,OOO-grit stone two or 

three trips up and down the stone, polishing it to a 

high sheen. Then hone the back side. Use the same 

technique as when flattening the back, except there 

is no need to use a flattening stich; just use your 

tlngers. Since honing tIle bevel probalJly already 

removed the burr, the purpose here is simply to 

keep the back side n.icely polishcd and free of cor
rosion. A few short strokes at either end of the 
stone, avoiding the center, suffice and prevent the 

stone from hollowing. 

Checkin.g foy S11a1pness and Nicks 

After honing, objectively assess 'i'l-'hether the edge is 

free from nicks and sufficiently sharp for planing. 

You must determine if the blade needs more 

honing, a return to the grinder, Or is ready for usc. 

While it is Ver~! ~atis(ving to shave off hairs to test 

a freshly sha pened blade, this method delivers 

no information about the presence of small nicks. 

Nicks in the blade leave raised lines in tlle wood as 

ou plane. Also, the hair-shaving test prcsents a 

threshold: the blade either is, or isn't, sharp enough 

to do it. Some vloods demand the ver_ i shaTpest 

blade, and the thumbnail-drag test reveals sharp

ness along the continuum. A touch will indicate 

just how sharp the blade is. 

Hold your thumbnail on the edge of the blade as 

shown in 3-43, Drag the tip of your nail along the 

length of the blade. Be careflll to angle your thumb 
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sufficiently so that its ti p does HOI contact the edge, 

or you will get a nasty slice! If your nail gliding 
along the edge feels frictionless, like a knife edge 

dragged across ice, the blade is very sharp, free of 
defects, and ready for use. If your thumbnail 
seemed to catch here and there, you have located 

nicks in the edge. The higger the catch, the bigger 
the nick You may need to rchone \ovith the coarse 
stone or even go hack to the grinder to remove the 

nicks; both can do the job, so it's a matter of expe
rience deciding which will use your time more effi

ciently. If you feel uniform b.-ietion ,-d,ile dragging 
your nail across the blade, the blade is not sharp 

enough and may indicate the continued presence 
of a burr left from grinding or coarse honing; return 

to the frne stone to remove the burr and further 
sharpen the edge. Continue the process until a 
sharp, nick-free edge is achieved, An iron with soft

er steel usually requires only one cycle. The entire 

process of coarse and fine han ing should take abou t 
30 to 90 seconds. 

3-43. Thumbnail-drag test. 

Rehoning the eu tting Edge 

Several cues indicate the blade needs resharpening. 

The presence of raised linc~ on the planed surface 
correspond to nicks in the blade edge. You may 
notice after planing for some ti.me that the plane 
starts producing dus, and the blade needs to be 

advanced to continue taking a fine shaving. 

Perhaps the surface now exhibits tear-out whereas 
before the blade cut cleanly_ Observing the bevel 

with the blade still installed in dIe plane may show 
a white line at the cutting edge when viewed ·with 

bright light. The worn edge of the hlade has round
ed and scatters light to give this appearance, All of 

tbe above indic·ate it is time to resharpen. 
Again, the decision to rehone rather than regrind 

takes some experience, the final arbiter being which 

technique will get you back to planing more quick
ly, Generally, a blade that is simply dull can be 

quickly restored by honing, GlS can one with small 
nicks. A thick. blade still possessing adequate hol
low-grind should also be rehoned, as should a thin 

blade that is not overly domed at the microbevel. 
Begin with the 800-grit stone. The primary pur

pose of this step is to form a crisp knife-like edge 

where the bevel and the back side of the blade 
meet. Just as with grinding l this occurs the 
moment a burr is discf.rnible on the back edge of 

the blade. Ulltil a burr arises, the cutting edge still 
exllibits rounding that occurred from the abrasion 

of planing. The edge contour sl,ould still be satis

factory, so hone to maintain a straight or arced edge 
as needed, 

Use the 800-grit stone sparingly. \'/hen I use the 
800-grit stone on plane blades of particularly hard 
steel, circling up and down the stone two times will 

usually create a burr, This takes about 30 seconds. 
Of course, this varir:s "lith blade hardness and how 

duD and, consequelltly, bow rounded the cutting 
edge was to start with, A blade of softer steel, typi

cal of most thin irons, often needs only one trip 

down the length of the stone. For some irons, even 
one straight stroke-\·vith no circling at all-can 

develop the burr. This takes just a few seconds. 
Remember, any time spent beyond the absolute 

minimum required to achieve the barest possible 
burr is unnecessary dud wasteful. Also, note that 

only tbe beveled side of the iron has been worked 
on the 800-grit Stone. Remember, once the back 

side has been tlattened and polished with the 8,000



grit stone, it should never contact the 800-grit stone 
again. Proceed to the 8,OOO-grit stone and finish 
honing as directed above. 

Producing an Extremely Sharp Blade 

Though the 8t OOO-grit stone produces sharpness 
sufficient for most occasions, I sometimes seek an 
even higher level of sharpness for extremely 
demanding situations. Stropping with H,OOO-mesh
equivalent diamond compound (available through 
lapidary supply sources) does the job. To prepare a 
strop, glue a 2 1/2 x 12-inch piece of llnsplit 
cow11ide, smooth side alit, to a backing board, 
Charge the surface with dots of compound (3-44). 

Press the bevel firmly on the strop as if preparing 
to hone. Drag the iron away from the cutting edge 
while holding the angle steady. Beware of rounding 
the cutting edge. A,lways strokc away from the cut
ting edge or the strop will be quickly sliced up. 
Repeat this four or nve times, and then drag the 
back side a time or two. The thumbnail-drag test 
will reveal an even slicker, thus sharper, edge. The 
compound lasts for many stroppings; recharge as 

necessary. 

SHARPENING STRAIGHT CHISELS 

The principles for honing and grinding, and decidi11g 
which approach is needed, are precisely the same 
for chisels as for plane irons. The technique is a vari
ation on the theme established with plane irons. 
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Grinding Narrow and Wide Chisels 

Tor chisels to ~\Tork well, it is important to maintain 
a crisp, straight cutting edge that is at a 90-degree 
angle to the side. This can be a challenge. 1)rpkally, 
chisels that are somewhat narro~\Ter than the width 
of the grinding wheel, perhaps :1/.1 incb wide and 
under, aTf~ clumsy to grind with the side-to-side 
motion introduced for plane irons. Their Width, 
insufficient to register on the face of the wheel, and 
the extended length of their handles combine to 
create a wobbly situation. These narrower chisels 
demand a different grinding technique. With the 
tool rest supporting the rusel at [he proper angle 
(see below), gently prod the grinding wheel with 
the chisel tip, not so much mmring the chisel in and 
out, but pulsing the pressw'e on and off the wheel 
while maintaining contact. Keep the chisel proper
ly oriented to the face of the wheel to yield a Gut
ting edge 90 degrees to the side. It may help to 
clamp a guide block to the lool rest to guide the side 
of the chisel 

Remember, for a given amount of force applied, 
the narrower the chisel. e higher the PSI devel
oped while grinding. 111US, chisels grind and heat 
up rapidly. feel for overheating and be sure to back 
off the pressure when grinding narro'wer chisels. 

Chisels that are ~...ider than the wheel call for the 
side-to-side motion used to grind plane irons. with 
the full ,vidth of the wheel registering against the 
rodge. controlling the chisel is not much more ditfi
cult than grinding a plane iron, 

3-44. A strop charged with compound. 
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Despite the thickness of most chisels, treat the 
bevel angles the same as those on thin irons: the 

primary bevel should be ground to 25 degrees, and 
the secondars' bevel honed at 30 degrees. Chisels 

cannot be adequately gripped for honing in the 
same way as thick irons: when the fingertips 
concentrate pressure over the bevel, the handle can

tileverS out too far, creating an unbalanced arrange
ment. Additionally, nan-ow chisels do not have a 

wide enough bevel to provide a stable platform. 

Preparing Chisels for Sharyening 

Chisel backs are flattened and polished the same 
way as plane-iron backs, but since chisels have han
dles there is no need for a flattening stick to aid in 
the process. 

Honing the Bevel 

Depending on tJ1e width of the chisel, plc,ce your 
index finger or your index and middle fingers on 

the back of the chisel about 1/2 inch from the edge. 
Press the chisel handle against your wrist and the 

heel of your palm by squeezing up against the erns
el ""ith the pinkie and ring fll1ger (3-45), The chis 

3-45. The proper chisel grip for honing. 

e1 should feel like an extension of your forearm. 
Keep your forearm at a constant angle while honing 

and the chisel 'will lollow, producing a precisely 
honed secondary bevel. 

Because of the high pressure developed when 
honing narrow chisds, those under onc inch are 
quickly done with a few straight strokes. Start at the 

far end of the Stone, and rest the chisel securely on 
the primary bevel. Tilt the chisel up slightly, just as 
with thin plane irons, to arrive, approximately, at a 

30-clegree secondary bevel. Apply balanced pres
sure to the cuning edge ·with your finger(s) resting 

on the back, and drag straight toward yourself along 
the length of the stone. Use your legs to make the 
movement, rather than your arms or shoulders, 
and there will be no trouble maintaining the angle. 

A burr should develop in one to three strokes on 
the SOO-grit stone. 

Thicker chisels may require the circular motion 
jf the burr does not develop right away with 

straight strokes. Observe the microbevel: if you 

notice that it tapers in width from one side of the 
chisel to the other, the pressure exerted on it is 
unbalanced and the edge will eventually lose its 



90-degree relationship to the side of the chisel 
(3-46). Make an adjustment with the next stroke to 
even out the microbevel If one finger is supplying 

pressure, reposition it slightly toward the side 
v,'here the microbevcl is narrower, If using two fi11

gel's, simply press down a little harder with the 

finger on the side that needs more pressure. 
Shift to the 8,OOO-grit 

stone, Hone the micro
( f Tapered 
~mlcrobeYei	 bevel two or three 

straight strokes for nar
row chisels, or lip and 
down the stone with a 

ci.rcular motion for 
wider chisels. I-lone the 

back side brielly, and 
then check for sharp
ness. Repeat if neces

sary. Stropping with 
diamond mmpound is 
reserved for special sit

uations when tha extra 
level of sharpness is 

required. 

SHARPENING 

SPOKESHAVE3-46. Too much pressure on 
the left side of the chisel cre IRONS 
ates a tapered flat on the 
bevel, This will lead to a 
skewed cutting edge, Irons for the 1 o. 151-pat

tern spokeshave are usu
ally less than J /e inch thick, and are treated in pre
cisely the same manner as thin plane irons, 

Locking the short iron i.nto your hand at a precise 
angle while honing poses a modest difficulty. 

SHARPENING KNIVES 

Knives are tricky to sharpen because it is difficult to 
reliably set the bevel angles. Knives work best 
when they start slicing at a very low angle. If the 

blade must be angled up significantly in order to 
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start cutting, it \dll not perform well regardless of 

how sharp; it will tend to skitter across the surface 
or dive in deeply, Shoot for a combined wedge 
angle of 20 to 2S degrees. 

I-lone the knife on a narrow side of the stone to 
prevent hollowing the face. Start on the 800~grit 

stone. For a double-beveled knife, lay the blade nat 
on the stone. Then elevate it to about 10 to 12 

degrees; use a protractor to 11elp you estimate this 
at first. Hold that angle and, with a looping spiral 
motion, ,vork your way along a section of the stone 
(3-47), 

Hone the other bevel fo11ovving the same proce
dure. Look closely at the edge with help from a 

bright light, and even a magnifying glass. Make 
sure that you have honed out to the cutting edge. It 
may take a bit of honing to overcome an excessive 

wedge angle if the knife has been improperly 
sharpened in the past. Conrinue honing untD a burr 

can be discerned (use the thumbnail·drag test): the 
burr indicates that you are Teady to proceed to the 
R,OOO-grit stone. Use the same technique as for the 
800-grit stone, although the backing board and nar

rower thickness of the 8,OOO-grit stone force you to 
hone on the face. Drag your thumbnail across the 

edge again to test for sharpness, making sure that 
the burr has been removed, A final stropping with 

diamond compound brings the knife to razor sharp
ness. Once again try to maintain a consistent bevel 
angle; do not roll the blade while stropping, 

Stropping is essential because it is difficult to hone 
knives consistently at the correct a.ngle. 

3-47. Honing a knife using a 
coarse stone on edge, Hone the 
knife Wittl a circular pattern. 
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The blac1es on most marking and 

carving knives feel tc,o thick and 

bulky for my taste. The types of 

knives ~,hown in 3~8 ar'e easily made 

and perform beaucifully for marking 

and also fo( carving delicate details. 

Disca rdec! saber-sa'A' blacJes make 

goad kniFe blanks. COITlolfllng springi

ness and good edge retention Shape 

the blade slowly and carefully vvith a 

grinding \Ai~leel, tal'lng care not to 

draw the temper of the steel. 

/\ltelTlatively. this project provides a 

good opportunity to become acquaint

ed vVlth the basics of heac-tr'eating 

metal-annealing. hardenIng. and 

tempering-which can be easily done 

on this small scale. The advantage is 

that the blank may be easily shaped 

with the sted in a sOftened state. 

and then reharclened and tempered 

Heat-treating employs hlgh-tem

peral:ur'e hear sources cmd potential

ly ~!ammable materials Caution 

must be taken Use gloves and safe

[lj glasses. and it is wise to have a fire 

e.,<tingulsher on hand, First anneal, or 

soften. the steel. Hold the knIfe 

blank witli vise grips and heat the 

end thac will become the cutting 

edge with d propane torch until it is 

cherry red. It is easiest to observe 

the colors of annealing and harden

Ing in a dar'kened shop, Allow the 

blade to cool slowly by tl1rusting the 

heared blade into a can 01 wood 

ashes When it is at room tempera

ture, the metal can be 'vvor'ked with 

a file. grinder. or belt sander. with no 

concern for overhea ting tlie steel, 

\lIJtlen the blade has been shaped. 

harden It by heating It ro cherry-red 

and then quenching the blade in a 

can filled With water. SWirling It 

around until the metal has cooled, 

The blank 5hould now be brittle

hard. To harden it properly. you must 

know the type of steel and the 

appropriate medium for quenching 

(which could be water. oil. or "Jarious 

inert gases). although water usually 

works well enough, Buff one face of 

he knife end of the blank to a shine 

with 150-grit wet-or-dry sandpaper 

In order to see the run of colors dur

ing the tempering process. /\pply the 

torch. fitted with a heat spreader. to 

the edge of the knife blank opposite 

the cutting edge, and heat the edge 

very gently (from a distance) 

Be aware that the thinnest part of 

[he blade will heat Fastest. so keep 

the heat away from this area. The 

3----48. Shop-made knives, 
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metal "Nill turn a straw color and 

then indigo. This progression of col

ors moves rapidly across the blade 

from the tlotter edge to che cooler 

edge. VI/hen the cutting edge has 

acquired a straw tinge. qUIckly 

quench it in the all to arrest the cem

pering process. Indigo-colored metal 

is too safe co hold an edge: straw

colored is just right. IF you under

sMt, heat the blade a bit more and 

quench i again. If you oversho the 

mark. reharden the blade and cry 

tempering It again (See Alexander 

Weygers's book The Makmg of Tools 

For more Information on heat-treat

Ing. 

Next. saw an versized handle 

blank in half and rout out a cavity 

chat wil accept the shank of the 

blade (3~9). Epoxy the blade into 

the cavity and glue the lwO holves 

logether with yellow lue In one 

operation {3-S0l. (Alternatively. you 

may use poly Irethane glue for the 

entne operation.) When the adhe

sives tlave dried, wrap rhe blade sev

era tllnes with electrician's tape or sink 

it into a cork to guard against cuts 

Shape the handle with the band .' '0.', 

rasps. files. and sandpaper Remove the 

rape and hone the edge (3-51). 

3-49 Making a knife: The resawn handle has been planed smooth and 
{Outed. and the shaped knife blade is ready to be installed. 

3-50. A glued-Up knife, 







































A
temPlat~ collar guide mounted 
LO the router base is the key to 

thiS simple fixture (refer to Chapter· 
1) that is used to r·out the r·amp slot 
as describer) on page 91 . The tem

plate gu!cle is a concentric ring that 
encir·cle5 the router bit. The cut IS 

gUlcled wilen t~le collar contacts the 
template, A slot-shaped template 
will create a similar. but smaller. slot 

in the ramp. SJI1ce the outside diJm
eter (0 D) of the bit must be 
smaller than the Inside diameter 
(I.D ) of the gUide. [he SIOL will be 

narrower and shorter than the tem
plate slot. resulting in an offset 
Select a gUide of smaller 0.0, Lhan 
the actual SIOl width, and a straight 
router bit I/vith a diameter at least 

1/8 Inch smaller than the gUide I D
for example. a s/8-inch guide with a 
1/2-inch straight bit. 

CALCULATING OFFSET 

The offset between the bit and tem

plate slots equals the radius of the 
router bit subtr'acted from [he out

sicie radius of the guide collar' 

TEMPLATE LAYOUT 
Start with a 7 x 7-inch squared-up 
piece of II:~-inch-thick mUlti-lami

nate plyvvood. (BaltiC birch is a good 
choice. another option Is to glue up 
he thic.kness from two pieces of 

more readily available lib-inch lauan 
plywood.) CareFully mcH·k a center

line at one edge (LJ-43) An accurate 
way to do tllis IS to measure the 
entire width and divide by two 
(there's more to It than that): here 
the I'esult is 31/2 inches, Set thiS 
length with '-lour combination 

square and make two marks mea-

Slot width + (offser- x 2) 

r . IL~-'-'ft i!.," 
• 11.12" 

('. "I I ~ 
I~ :J I '-1 

l:;~ I 

1:!~~ 1lf2" 
'"l'l

I 
1 ..... 

I 

Centerline 

4-43, A plan for loying out a tem
plate that aids in routing the ramp 
slot. 

suring in at the edge that amount by 
register'ing the handle of the square 
off both sides The tvvo resultant 

marks "viii either overlap perfectly. 
indicating the dead center of the 
board, or they will be slightly offset, 

in which case the center of the small 
space between the two marks is 
simply eyeballed. The vVldth of the 

template slot is the desired width of 
the cut piUS [Wice the offset. Center 

this amount on the centerline. 

The length of the template slot is 
made oversized so tllat the router is 

well supported by the template at 
the start of the cut, Mark a ilne 
denoting five inches on both Sides of 

the pl/vl/ood. the line should be cen

tered and sligntly longer than the 

width of the template slot. Setting 
up With [he aid of the rnarked tem

place. use the band saw and the 
fence to cut one of tIle Sides of the 

slot, Cut down to the Five-inch llile 
and carefully back out of [he cut. 

Maintain gentle pressure against the 

Fence while dOing this to avoid 
skeWing the template, which could 

catch the blade and pull It of! the 

wlleel. Alternatively. shut off the 
saw and allol/If the blade to stop 

beFore pUlling out of the CUt. 

Next, flip the template over so 

that the oppOSite edge registers off 

the fence and saw the other side of 
the slot. stopping at the five-indl 

line marked on the bacl< Side, Saw 

away most of the waste in the cen
ter with the band saw. stopping jus 

shy of the five-inch Ime (lean up the 

end of the slot With a chisel Drill 

and countersink the attachment 

holes 
Mark a vertical line on [he side of 

the tempiate slot that spac.es away 

from the end of the slot by the 
amouni of the offsec; when the 

template IS mounted on the ramp 

for routing. this mark is aligned With 
the actual slot length marked on the 
ramp (.!j-,VI), 

~~ 

......,,:.4 

4-44. A tem
plate will) its 
slot cut out. 
holes drilled 
and counter
sunk. and "end
of-slot" mark 
transferred to 
the inside edge 
of the slot, 
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Use a length of s/8-lnch-diameter 
brass rod for the head If order

Ing through an Industrial supply cat

alog. remember that rIle minimum 

length will provide for many ham

mer heads. Smaller lengths may b 

Found at a harclware store or machine 

shop. Sa\'.' off a segment 21/2 Inches 
long. face the ends With a sander. and 

then round the sharp edge 

Now the trick IS to drill a perfectly 

centered hole crosswise through the 

rod To do this, make a simple fix

ture from a squared and trued 

length of hardwood that's approxi

mately 2 inches long x 13/4 wide x 1 

inch truck In the center of the stick 

draw two connected line-o half th 

length of an edge and face and mark 

rhe exact centers (4-77) Drill a 5/s
inch hole through the mark on the 

Face. Insert the brass rod so that tIle 

ends protrude from the fixture the 

same amount. The rod must be a 

snug fit If It 1$ too loose, shim It 

wi t.il a wrap of tape. 

Chuck a 3/8-inch brad-pOint drill 

bit In the dlill press. Lay the fixture 

on the drill-press table, edge up. 

and use the pomt to perfectly cenrer 

the bit at the CEnterpOint on tIle 
line. Clamp the Fixture securely. Drill 

down to the rod. bur not Into it 

Replace the bit with a 3/B-inch 

metal-cutflng bit and dnll through 

the rod (4-78), 

'lake a handle ~rom a 12-incll

long x I-inch-wide x 1 inch-thick 
stick of rough. Springy hi:lrdwood 

such as hickory. ash, or oak. Shape 

one end to a 3/8-mch-dlameter to fit 

the hammer" head The stick IS 

longer rhall the handle will be. so 

the waste end may be clamped in a 

Vise willie tre Ilandle is worked with 

a spokeshave. Layout the shape of 

the handle on one race: t.he shape 

ShOUld taper to 3/8 illch at the 

hammer-head end. Saw out the 

shape on rile band saw, remaining 

outside the Hnes, Layout a second 

set of lines 011 tile sawn Face. again 

tapenng to 3/8 Inch at the head end. 

and Saw those as well (4-79). IF 

dealing with genLie curves. place the 

concave surface down. to prevent 

the <;tock From rocking, while the 

second set of Iilles is being sawn. 

Use a spokeshave to shape the 

handle (it-3D). Form the 3/8-inch

square end of the handle into an 

ctagon and then. witl) very fine 

cuts, shape It Into a circle Try rhe 

hammer ~lead UntIl it just gets 

tarted on ttle handle. TWist the 
head back and forth to burnish the 

handle and you will see exactly 

wllere co remove wood to Improve 

the fit. Fit the handle snugly through 

the head and let It extenc about 1/8 

inch beyond. Simply trim oFf any 

excess If it goes through further Cut 

the handle to length and trim up t.he 

encl. 
Next. saw a nalTow kerf in the 

t)ill1. end of the handle, for wedging 

tM hammer head In place Saw it in 

line with, and '/8 incll shy of, rhe full 

~ 
4-77. Fixture layout for drilling a centered hole in a hammer head. 

4-78. Drilling Q handle IJOle into the hammer head. 
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4-79. Sowing the handle The first set of fines are already cut. and the sec
ond set are being sown. 

~ -:0;-"",:::< -~ _< ,~ ~ 

; ," Maki,n,fi ,an :Adjus.,ting Hammer (continued)
." ..... ., .;.: 

another piece of lOad rhar 'civil I a t 

as a temporary table (4-81). 

Now prepare a low-angled wedg 
from ome 3/e-inch-wlde stock. The 

wedge should t ke up most of the 

length of the kerf. wltl10Ut bottom

Ing. beFore It Jams. Install the ham

mer head. squeeze a little glue 1nto 
tile saw kerF. and tap the wedge Into 

place. When the glue I'las dried. 

carefUlly pare the eneJ of the handle 

and wedge. leaVing the 11 both a bit 

proud of the hammer head (4-82). 

4-81. Kerfing the handle for a 
wedge. The scrap below the handle 
stock serves to cJose off the wide 
bond-saw throat plate; otherwise. 
the narrow handle end might drop in 
and jam. 

4-80. Shaping the handle with a spokeshave. 

diameter of the ham er head. The 

kerf IS vIsible only at the end when 4-82. A view of the finished hammer 

the hammer head is Installed. It is 

difficult to clamp the tapered stiape 

of the handle and make the cut With 

a handsaw. so use the band saw, 

running the handle agal sr a straight 

piece of srock. Close ofF the throat 

plate of the band saw by sawing Into 

showing the pored end with wedge. 













































CHAPTER FIVE 

•Planing Tee nlques
 

hose first lacy shavings that shoot from 
your plane are inspirational. Now it's time to 
move on from the making of shavings to 

expertly performing an array of techniques with 
planes. Be aware: This tool, which can do so much 
so well, may also confound and frustrate. A suc
cessful job-a melding of t}le process itself and the 
final product-is dependent on close observation 
ilnd involvement in the interaction among the 
craftsman, the plane, and the wood. If your efforts 
turn sour, often it's because the plane needs to be 

resharpencd, have its bOllom trued, or be ac~iusted 

for a finer setting. Pay attention to the demands of 
the plane. Revisit Chapter 4 for information con
cerning these procedures. 

The information in tl is chapter "xplores basic 
techniques for joining edges, truing and smoothing 
surface. , trimming and squaring stock, and shaping 
proftles (5-1). Follow the text while performing 
each exercise on a lengtll of practice stock, Each 
task will require a certain amount of sensitivity to 
the process. 

5-1. Planing llsing a push grip. 

725 
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PREPARING TO PLANE 

The Workbench 

For a woodworker using planes; the workbench is 

an (~:<tremely important tool capable of enhancing 

and supporting the efforts or causing lots of annoy

ance and difficulty, The European style of cabinet

maker's workbench is ideal1y suited for planing tor 

two n-~asons: its weight and its clamping systems 

(5-2). The weight provides stability-an anchor 

against the push and pul1 of planing. The clamping 

systems provide a variet:v of ways to reliahly secure 
the stock in a manner convenient for planing. 

At the core is the tail vise working in concert with 

movable bench dogs inseTted in the bench top. The 

dogs can be placed along the length of the bench to 

accommodate any size stock within that limit. They 

can be raised lip and down to handle thicknesses 

from about lis inch on up, aUoV\ring an obstruction

free path for planing (."1-3). The tail vise accepts a 

dog and provides the clamping power for holding 

boards to the bench 
top. Select proper dogTail vie;e _ 

[I I 
Shoulder 

vise 

holes to keep the 

opening of the tail vise 

as small as possible, to 

provide the workpiece 

with optimal support. 

The usc of spacing 
blocks beth'een the 

bench dog and work
piece is helpful in this 

5-2. European-style workbench. 

5-3. European workbencll with board dogged CO it. 

regard. 

j\'lake your OIVn 

wooc!r.n bench dogs. 

Accidentally running 

into a metal one-a 

distinct and unpleas

ant possibility, espe
cially "(,\then planing 

thin stock - tears up 

tbe blade and plane. A 

spring made of thin 

wood, screwed to the 

dog, prOVides some 

friction to kee p the 

clog at a chosen height 

instead of letting it 

i10p back into its hole 

(5-4). 



5-4. Wooden bench dogs. 

Flattening and Truing the Bench lbp 

;\ bench, like any other tool, must be properly' 
tuned to perform its best. The major requirement is 

a flat and true top. Any stock thin enough to flex 
more than a few thousandths of an inch under the 

pressure of planing will start to conform to the 
irregularities of an uneven bench top; thereforc, the 
bench should be as flat as possible. Refer to the sec

tion below on flattening tec1mique if the top needs 

attention. 
For a long bench, a six- or seven-foot length of 

aluminum "un channel may suffice for an overall 
check. Work with a standard three-foot straight

fldge for greater accuracy over a smaller area. 
Check the length of the bench alOllg the front, 
back, and middle. Check the width at both ends 

and the middle and then check hath diagonals. 
The size of the bench makes the ta k seem daunt

ing, but it is just a matter of methodically apply
ing the same principles llsed for smaller surfaces. 
Also, you can cheat a bit and concentrate the 
most critical efforts on the zones that receive the 

most use: the length of the fron t of tlre hench and 
th full width of the half of tl1e bench that 

includes the tail vise, where work is done most 
equentl . Wail until you have (Jane through the 

planing eKcrcises in this chapter and gained 
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some confidence with the planes before trying 
t11is_ 

A bench top that is flat and free of wind can also 
serve as an on-the-spot standan.1 to try against any 

smaller surface being worked on. Assess the bench 
top with winding sticks. Winding sticks may he any 

pair of straight sticks with parallel edges. For check
ing the bench top, mill a pair as long as the bench's 
width, about 3/8 inch thick and 111'2 inches wide. 

Sticks of contrasting colors aid the process because 
onc stick is sighted against the other to reveal the 
presence of wind. A stroke of black marking pen 

along one edge doe. the trick. 
It the bench is longer than three or four feet, 

gaugc it in tlVO locations: from one end to the mid
dle, and then from the midcUe to the other end. Lay 

onc stick on edge across the end of the bench 
where most of the work ~s clone. Lay the other 
across the bench about three feet away. Step back a 

few feet and bring your head down ::;0 your eye is 
level with and sighting across the tops of the sticks_ 

Concentrate on the outer ends. J\110ve your head up 

and down until the tops of both sticks near oue end 
line up. Sight across the sticks at the other end, 

without changing the elevation of your head, and 
see if the tops are aligned or if the back stick 

appears higher at that end (5-5). .Reverse the order, 
sighting across and aligning the ends of the sticks 
you finished 'with last time, and compare the oppo

site ends. 

5-5. SigMing across winding sticks to assess a bench top. 
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Two readings arf. taken because the front stick 

obscures the back one if thf. back stick happens to 

give a low reading at one end. There is no wind if the 

sticks are level for both sightings; if tlley appear out 

of level, there is 'wind to that same degree The top 

and base of the ,·vorkbench may have some flexi

bility. It is worth a try shimming under tlle bench 

legs, seeing if that correr.ts the situation. If it cloes, 

trim the legs appropriately and acld braces to the 

bench for a more permanent fix. 1b plane out the 

error, skip ahead to Flattening and Truing Surfaces 

on pages 139 to 143 for information on correcting 

wind. 

Vise Faces 

It is important that the opposing faces of the vises 

be parallel and flat. 1b determine this, lightly damp 
a sheet of paper that is as wide as the vise and see 

if the paper is gripped firmly all across If it is not, 

remove a little wooel from a face where the paper is 

tight. Clamping a sheet of carbon paper leaves a 

mark showing precisely where to concentrate the 

efforts. Keep the faces flat. VI'hen the faces of the 

vise mate properly, trued stock can be held securely 

with a minimum of pressure. Consider gluing a cov

ering of l/a-inch high-density rubber (available at 

hardware stores) to one facc, to fmther guard against 

pivoting or to take up any minor imperfections. Glue 

it with contact cement. 

Good Lighting 

Good ligh ting is essential. A pair of swing-arm desk 

lamps mounted on the bench will find constant use. 

A strip of wood with several holes drilled to aeee pt 

the lamp, mounted to the back of the bench, works 

well and allows for ea"y removal of the lamps when 

they are in the way. 

Working with the Workbench at Hand 

If the workbench is something other than a 

European cabinetmaker's bench, it can still be 

quite serviceable as long as it is flat. If the bench 

top cannot be flattened for whatever reason, an 

auxiliary top for planing (essentially a large plan

ing hook as described in Chapter 6) may be the 

"'my to go, short of getting a new bench. Fashion one 

from twO thicknesses of flat 311-inch sheet stOck, 

such as particleboard, MDF (medium-density fiber

board), or plY'·,,"ood, glued together. The stiffness of 

the lamination helps average out the inaccuracies of 

the bench top. If you can't glue Ll p this flat yourself, 

seek out a shop with 0 veneer press to do the job. 

Make two tops to cover most planing situations: 

one about 24 x 42 inches and one about (j x 72 

inches. If the bench has dogs, use them to s~cure 
the auxiliary tops. If not, scrmv a length of 3/4 x 

I-inch stock underneath the aUXiliary tops, along 

an edge, to hook on a corner of the bench while you 

plane (5-6). 111e far side of the auxiliary tops 

requires a stop that 'will trap tlle stock being planed. 

Screw on a strip of 3/8-jnch ply''lood to the edge: it 

should protrude above the top aboLlt ~!l6 inch. In 

essence, these are extTa-thick "planing hooks" as 

described below. 

uxiliwy Bench lOp 

DoubJ~-thickne5",.- ,VlyWOOd 

.-.; ~.",r~...,.~ ~ 

5-6. Side view of ol/xiJiory planing tops showing location 
of stops. 

If the lJench top is tlat, but lacks a convenient 

method for clamping the stock to be planed, the 
stock can be held by forcing or stopping the work

piece up against a board clamped to the bench top. 

Plane in the direction of the stop and all will be 

tine. If there is a need to plane diagonally (<1 tech

nique for truing a surhlce), additional stops on the 

sides are required. A planing hook-as abovc

made from a single thickness of sheet stock (for 

lighter vreight) is another possibility. The advantage 

is doing a,vay with clamps for straight-on planing. 
A typical wooch.vorking face ,rise mounted on the 

end of the bench can be used to simulate a tail vise. 



This requires the type with an adjustable (up-and

down) stop as palt of the outeI half of the vise. 
Clamp stock to the bench top, pinching it between 
the vise and a board firmly clamped across the 

bench top. Now planing can be done diagonallv 

without the stock sliding away. 
~-'\..notheT option that allows for planing to be done 

diagonally is to drill boles for bench dogs. Align a 
series of 3/1-incl1 holes with the center of the vise, 

along the front edge of the bench top, to accept 
simple bench dogs made from .1/4-inch dowels. 

Space them four to five i.nches apart. Angle the 

holes so that the bench dogs will lean ,lightly 

toward tIle vise. This helps keep the clamped stock 
down on the bench. Cut a flat at the top of the 

dowel to register on the board. 1b prevent the 
dowels from slipping down the holes, insert small 
bullet catches (spring-loaded ball bearings) in radi
ally drilled holes placed near the bottonl Also, 

always use a spacer board that completely bridges 

the opening of the vise, allowing the clamped stock 
to lay fully supported on the workbench. 

Practice Stock 

Select an 8-inclH~rid(~ 4/4 board of straight-grained 

hardwood that is free from knots. Cherry, walnut, 

oak, maple, ash, etc., will do fine. Crosscut a 20
inch length and true the faces and edges with a 

jointer and planer. 

"Reading" Wood Grain for Planing 

1b av?id tear-out, you probably determined the 
grain run-out direction before using tl1e jointer and 

planer, as discussed in Chapter 2. When planing, 
always be aware of grain direction, moving in the 

direction that smoothes the fibers down rather than 
lifting tllem out of the surface (tear-out). Often a 
quick glance at the edge adjacent to the face being 

planed indicates everything needed to know: the 
slant of the grain is obvious. Sometimes this area is 

difficult to read thOl gh. Lightly brushing your fin
gers up and dmvll the board, as is done when deter-
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mining the hack and front of the plane blank, may 

reveal Tun-out. The wood fibers w1ll catch your skin 
in one direction, as was described in Preparing the 
Plane Blank in Chapter] . 

A close examination of the surface of open-pored 
woods such as oak. ash, and walnut can also show 

which wa' to plane. Hollow vessels run up and 

down the tree. in a elir ction parallel to otller types 
of wood fibers. These tubes may run parallel on the 

face of (] hoard GUt from a log (no run-out) or inter
sect the face at some angle (resulting in run-out). If 

t11e hoard has run-out, the opening of the tubes, 
seen on the surface of i1 plan k, are teardrop-shaped, 

the tapered end pointing ont the direction LO plane 
(5-7). The more elongat.ed the opening, the less 
run-out there is. This knowledge is especially 

helpful when the edges of a board an~ obscured, or 
to reveal iuedS of run-out reversal witllin a board. 

A Hollow-Grain Piber 

Point shows 
dlrec"tion to plane 

5-7. If a board has run-out, the hollow fibers of an open
pored wood ore cut obliquely at tl1e surface The point of 
the resultant teardrop shape indicates the planing direction. 

Look at the end of the practice stock. and examine 
the nd grain. The orientation of the annual growth 

rings, with respect to the face of the board heing 
planed, affects the planin(T characteristics of differ

ent species of wood to varying, sometimes opposing, 
degrees. For example, extra vigilance and attention 
must 1Je given to the sharpness of an iron when plan
ing a chen· quarter-sawn fiKe. J'vledullary rays, a 

physiological component situate·d radially and hori

zontally in the tree, are visible as small opalescent 
flecks on the quarter (notably in quarter-sawn oak). 
If care is not taken, these may pull from the wood 
while planing, leaving a roughened surface. 
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Cherry that is flat-saum is much easier to plane; not advantageous, merely clumsy, to use a plane 
this is because the medullary rays are firmly inte that is longer than the boa.rds being joined. On the 
grated into the structure of the wood. My experi other hand, a jointer plane 18 inches long is quite 
ence with some ash planks is just the opposite. The capable of making flawless joints 6 feet long if han
flat-sawn face is trickier to plane to perfection, as cUed carefully. 
the stTingy, very open-pored flat-sawn surface is It is of utmost importance that the plane be well 
more susceptible to tear-out than the tighter flattened prior to beginning. Any time you are hav
grained quarter-sawn surface. ing extended difftculty and can't quite get the joint 

With experience, you will become familiar with to fit, that is the first thing to check Also, the plane 
the characteris[ics of the different woods; this iron must be sharpened straight across, with no 
knowledge will prove helpful wben planing them. hint of an arc. The cut must be set extremelyrrne, 

producing ver.y thin, cottony-soft shavings. 
rt is helpful to have t.vvo planes available: one set 

EDGE-JOINING TECHNIQUES coarse to remove the milling marks, and one set 
fine to fit the joint. The blade must also be set per

A pmver Jointer can do a decent job of edge~join fectly parallel to the bottom. If it takes a slightly 
ing jf it is set up very precisely and the blades are heavier cut off one side, each pass of the plane low
ver.y sharp. Optimal conditions are hard to main
tain, though: tables lose alignment, fences go off 
square, the knife edges may not be concentric, 
and very quickly the knives lose their sharpness. 
...oon the wood is not only cut by the knives, but 
ponnded and compressed as well. Joints may look 
good dry, but when they are glued up compressed 
fibers swell, exposing an evident glue }jne. A 
planed surface is sheared smoothly; there is no 
fiber compression. It can be drenched ';''lith water, 
even steamed indefinitely, only to reveal a silky
smooth surface ·when dried; glue has no adverse 
effect on the quality of the joint as observed when 
dry-fit, 

Consider the jointer as a tool for rough truing and 
squaring boards and parts. Final smoothing is done 
with a plane for dead-on squareness, straightness, 
and virtually undetectable joinery. 

The plane chosen for joining boards together 
should be close in size to the length of the boards: 
the closer it is, the easier it becomes to plane a 
straight edge. A flat plane cannot work an appre
ciable clip into the edge of a board that is the same 
length. Looked at from the other way: if the plane 
is shorter than the board, the shorter the plane, the 
more of a dip that can be planed into that edge. It is 

ers that side of the edge of the board, quickly 
putting it out of square. Set up the plane with a 
trued piece of scrap. 

The Basic Strokes 

Set the practice board edge-up in a face vise, with 
the gTain on the face of the board rising to the left, 
Set the front of the plane on the edge of the board 
and slide it forward unti1 the blade just contacts the 
wood. The front (left) hand plays a very important 
role, maneuvering the plane latera.lly and centering 
pressure over tlIe wood. Its four fmgers wrap 
underneath the body of the p];me "vith the finger
tips on the bottom and brushing the face of the 
board. The thumb is arched on top of the plane, 
positioned so that the tip is directly over the center 
of the edge of the board being planed (5-8) 
Sometimes the thumb will be in the center of the 
plane, and sometimes to the left or light of center 
if partial-width shavings are desired. The thumb is 
important for balancing the plane and the pressure 
transmitted to the blacle. The slightest wobble pro
duces an incomplete shaving and a flawed surface. 

he back hand rests lightly on the back of the 
plane. 



5-8. TIle grip for edge-ioining. 

It is a universal law of planing that '''hen the 

stroke is started, pressure is on the front of the 

plane; then pressure is transferred equally to the 

front and back when the plane is fully on the board; 

and finally pressure is exerted on the rear of the 

plane as the front of tlle plane leaves the board. At 

the end of the stroke, when the shaving has parted 

from the board, the motion of the plane is stopped 

while the rear of the plane is sti11 registered flat on 

the board. All of these elements are essential to accu

rate planing. And how much "pressure" is needed? 

Very, very little The weight of the plane is &uffi· 

dent. You mainly supply forward thrust and controL 

Practice Shavings 

If the blade is set fine enough, tl1e first two or three 

shavings will reflect the scalloped quality of the 

surface left by tIw, jointer: they appear rippled and 

discontinuous. Then you should sta.rt producing 

continuous shavings the fujI width and length of 

the edge. This must he done time after time to get 

good results in edge-joining. 

A properly flattened and adjusted plane, a light 

touch, and well-centered pressure from the thumb 

are the keys tOI edge~ioining success. Any time the 

shaving is discontinuous, a flawed joint 'will result. 

Unfortunately, the opposite is not always correct: a 

continuous shaving does not guarantee a good joint. 

If continuous shavings are not forthcoming, 

check the usual suspects: the sharpness of tl1e iron 

and plane flatness. It takes ju t a small amount of 

practice to acquire the necessary' finesse to get con

sistent, continuous shavings_ In the meantime, if 
the edge of the board ha. been knocked out of true 

b} the initial efforts, it will be difficult to get satis

factory results. Reestablish a true edge with the 

power jointer and try again. 

Squaring and Straightening the Edge 

Carefully plane off the jointer marks. Release the 

board from the vise and check the edge ror square. 

Sight to,v-ard a brig11t light to get a good reading 

witiI the combination square. Check both cnds and 

the middle. Register the handle off the same f: ce 

each time, for consist<:ncy. Is it square aU tlle way 

across, or au t of sq uare all the way or only at one 

end? It may eVe!l be out of s uaTe in opposite direc

tions at either end. 

Let's assume there is a problem. Take the same 

approach bere as when truing the ramp of the 

plane: namely, plane the high spots and avoid the 

spots that read lQ'I'. Thke panial S]lavings with the 

appropriate corner of the blade while the plane is 

flat on the stock. Steer the plane using the finger

tips of the front hand like an adjustable fencc 

<.lgainst We face of the stock, and keep your thumb 
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centered over th~ edge being planed. for instance, 

if the edge reads high all along the left side, let the 

right carn~r of the blade take a shaving off the left

edge only that is one-third the full width of the 

edge:. On the next pass, take a shaving that is t\·\lO

thirds the Width, and then one that is the full width 

(5-9). If it was way out of square, start with a one

quarter- or one-fifth-'ivide sbaving and work pro

gressively across to full width. Check for square and 

repeat if necessary 

For an edgcwitll a \"'ind, take a full-width shaving 

where the edge is square and move the plane over 

to take a panial shaving from the edge wbere it 

reads high. This is accomplisbed in one smooth 

stroke of the plane, navigating left and right with 

the aid of the left-hand finger/fence as you go. 

Repeat the process taking wider partial shavings 

and then, finally, a fun-length., full-width :;baving 

(5-10). TIle motion of the plane must be fluid as the 

width of th~ shavings is adjusted (S-lJ). 

Before long )Iou will effortlessly guide the plane 

1!;;t; ?ass 2nd 31d 

Top view 

C:;:d view 
of board zff 

/~![ 
-.. '.'

):> 'I 
j'< I;~ 
..Ji ---r\ 

5-9. Squaring the edge of a board that is high on the left. 
Tile shaded portion corresponds to the width of the shav
ings made. The squares show the readings at the ends and 
middle of the board. 

1M· ,Pas" 2nd 3rd 

~
 ~
 

5-10. Squaring the edge of a board that has wind. 

Ie/".. Pass 2nd 3rd 

~~ 

~~ w 
....7_
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~ 
5-11. Squaring the edge of a board that is low at one end. 

along an edge, steering it right where it needs to go. 

r-laving squared up the edge, hoy taking it purposely 

out of square, or putting a wind in it, and then 

restoring squareness again. If you are feeling COlll

fortable controlling the plane and achievillg a 

square edge, it's time lo practice straightening it. 

After all, a perfect edge joint is square and straight. 

Drav\' a cabinetmaker's triangle on the center of 

the board in preparation for sa'wing it into twO 

pieces (5-1 ~). Tllis exercise involves ripping the 
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5-72. A practice board with a cabinet
maker's triangle drown Oil it. When the 
board is ripped into two pieces, it will be 
easy to relocate them with tile aid of the 
reference mark. 

End View 

THiS 
5-13. Above is a cupped board that 
has been left intact and then flat
tened, Below is a board that has been 
ripped into stoveS that are individually 
flattened alld tllen rejoined. Note theTHIS 
difference in final thickness. 

ria tened 

board and then scamlessly joining it back together. 

That may appear to be simply an acadp.mic activity, 

but, in fact, this capability opens up an exciting 

avenue for utilizing wide boards. Wide sock can be 
lipped into pieces narrow enough to fit the jointer 

and planer, dimensioned efficiently, and then 

joined lJack to a unified 'whole, with no glue lines 
bp.traying the process that 0 curred. The difference 
between the visual impact of harmonious grain 

patterns on large surfaces and the inevitable dis
jointedness that occurs from joining disparate 
boards is stark. of course, a ,\Tide plank can be flat

tened with planes, but the process i laboriou and 

even wasteful Ira board is cupped across its width, 
a significant amount of thickness can be lost while 
it is being flattened. Cutting it into narrow strips 

minimi&es the loss of thickness (5-13). Be aware 
that the board \,\rill lose some width due to the saw 

kerfs, 'ointing, and planing. 

I always prefer ripping on the band saw. i\bsence 
of kickback danger' a big plus and so is the narrow 

saw kerf. If the same pieces of wood will be glued 

back together again, it is important to preserve the 

grain pattern b.'Y' taking a n1mimal saw kerf. It is also 
easier to match the grain and hide the joint if the 

saw Gut falls in an area of straight grain. If the grain 
pattern is angling across the saw cut, it will be nec

essary to offset the ends of the board to match the 

grain lines, and sometimes a perfect match is not 

even possible (5-14). For this reason, ah'llays leave a 

5-14. Saw cuts in straigllt and angled grain areas of a 
board. Notice the degree of offset at the ends of the boards 
required to match the grain when the cut is mode in an 
area Witll angled grain Jines. 
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little extra length for boards that will be sawn and 
reglued. In any e\7ent, rip the practice stock into two 
pieces and true the sawn edges on the jointer. 

Squaring Each Board 
and 'ICstin.g It for Straightness 

For stock less than Ih blCh thick, the mating edges 
can be planed simultaneously, but the task is best 
done with a shooting board (see Chapter 6). Here, 
work on the edges one at a time. Once squared, try 
the boards together. Use the cabinetmaker's hiangle 
to quickly orient the pieces. One quick test will 
indicate right away if there is more fitting to do. 
While holding the planed edges together with light 
pressure, rotate the pieces in opposite directions-lJle 
lop of One board moving toward you and the other 
cl'ivay (5-15). If they pivot easily at [he center, it's 
likely that both boards arc humped. If there is some 
resistance to pivoting, the ends of the two pieces 
are making contact, which is good. 

Plvor; ax{" 

~ 
~ ( r' ::>, 

5-15. Pivoting test for tight board ends. 

One of the real challenges for novice edge-joiners 
is getting a tight joint at the ends. There is a natural 
tendency to make a slightly heavier cut at the begin
niJlg and end of each stroke. The cumulative offect 
is to create a hump in the center of both board edges. 

if the boards pivoted, sight the joint against a 

light and you will see the. gaps at the ends. The goal 
is to methodically remove the hump without aIrer
iug squarencss. Place one piece back in the vise. 
Envision the length of the edge divided into fifths. 
Take successive partial-length shavings- first from 
the central fIfth, and then from the second to the 
fourth .. followed by a full-length stroke. Try thcjoim 
again. If the boards still pivot, repeat the steps on 
the other piece. Continue in like manner until the 
joint can be felt locking at the ends. If the plane is 
nearly the smne length as the board, stick to partial
length shavings until no shavings are torthcoming 
from the center. This imlicates that the edge is as 
flat as the plane. 'T<lke a full-length shaving. and 
then try the joint for the fIrst time. 

Beware of creating a dip in the central portion of 
the edge. Some craftsmen do inlentionally create a 
small gap there and call it "springing the joint." 
This puts pressure on the ends of the joint once it 
is glued up, the thought being that since edge joints 
usually tiJil at the ends first, tension should be used 
in the rest of the glue surface to hold thelll light. 
But it is easy to end lip with an overly stressed 
'oint, prone to wholesale failure, orjust a poor-look
ing joint. The best joint fits perfectly, from end to 

end. vv'ithout stressing the boards. 
For boards small enough to be taken in hand com

fortahly, check the fit by sighting against a bright 
light. If the boards are too large, they may be laid 
flat on the bench or one held in a vise and the other 
stacked all edge on top of it. Do not mistake shadow 
lines for gaps. Wherever a gap is perceived, check 
that the sllrfaces are Hush or oriented so that no 
misleading shadow is cast. 

'ICsting for Wind 

This time, while matulg the hoards fOrIlling the 
joint, cock the wrists very minimal1y toward your
self and then away (5-16). If overdone, the effect 
would be to hinge the joint open lengthwise, on the 
side facing you, and then away from ~'Oll, but that 
is not the intent. InStead, try to feel if the joint 



Hinge 

5-16. Hinging test for wind. 

remains finn, or if there is any rocking within the 
joint benaying the pre5ence of a wind. If it feels 
firm, the board is in good shape. If a sma]) amount 

of motion is felt, look 

closely along the 
joint while racking 
it in the same way. 

Check the hont and 

the back. At some 
point you ,viII see a 

smal1 gap opening 

and closing. That area 
can be checked for 

square, but simply 

sliding the ends out 
of register Wit]l each 

other may indicate 
v,rhich edge is droop

ing. 
For example, per

haps a gap was dis

cove.red at the top of 
the joint. rf raising 

the left-band piece 
does not close the 
gap, but raising the 

right-hand piece docs, 
it can be surmised 
that the wind is in 

the right-hand piece 

No gap 

5-1 7. Offsetting ends to iden
tify Q board with Q defective 
end. 
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(5-17). l'dke the previously described steps for re

moving wind. and t len tTy the joint again. 
If the adjustments to the joint keep creating gaps 

in different ]oca ions, the shaVings are prababl)' too 

thick. Each time an adjustment is made, you arc 
overcompensating and causing a new problem. 

Adjust the plane. Give yourself a break and use the 
'ointer to get back to square one if you have 
hecome frustrated. With d little practice, it all 

comes together: the board comes off the jointer, a 
few strokes of the plane clean od' the milling 

marks, the joint is tried, a fcvv adjustments are 
made, thejoim is tried again. and the board is ready 

for the clamps. 

Matching Gl'ail1 

Lay the piece on the bench in their original orien
tation. Match IIp the grain Jines tor the most har
monious appearance across the joint. A pencil line 

across the joint indexes the parts, so there is 110 

need to fumble with this decision while gluing; 

merely line up tlle pencil mark and clamp (5-18). 

5-18. Aligning grain and indeXing with Q pend/line. Notice 
the small offset of boards at the ends of the joint. 

Clamps 
Literall 1 any clamp that opens wide enough can do 

the job, but generally choose bar or pipe clamps for 
edge-gluing. The sizes of the clamp ends are geared 
for the typical thicknesses encountered, and they 
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come long enough for gluing up wide surfac~s. 

They should rest securely on a bench top 'with 
the jaw opening facing the ceiling. if the clamps are 
wobbly, fashion a series of uniform blocks to sup

port them-only one per clamp is needed (5-19). 
The method shown in 5-21 places all the clamps 

beneath the boards being glued (rather than stag
gerec.1 under and over). It is helpful if the horizon
tal centerline of the clamp screws is the same 

height off the workbench. Keep the bars free of 
dried glue to prevent scratching the wood. 

5-20. The important 
relationships between the 
bar-clamp face and the bar. 

~ 

5-19. Bar clamp support block. 

The faces of the clamp heads should be flat, 

smooth, and square to the bar in both directions
that is, in line with and across the length of the bar 

(5-20). Lumpy or misaligned clamp heads exen 
pressure at an angle to the bar, skewing the boards 
as pressure is applied. The effect is greatly magni

fied when glue lubricates the joint. if the clamps 
need attention and you cannot do the work, have it 

done by a machinist. 

Determining the Number of Clamps Needed 

The number of clamps used on the boards depends 

on the length and strength of the boards beinf 
glued. While developing a sense for what is 
reqnired, apply this technique: envision or lightly 

sketch a zigzag of 45-degree lines across the face of 
a hoard, starting at the center and working out to 

the edges (5-21). If the boards are of different 
widths, use the narro\ver one. each apex on the 
edge of the board opposite the glue line describes 
one clamp. Alter tlle distribution and/or add an 

extra clamp for even spacing along the length of the 
joint. Ifjoining narrow boards, which will not trans

mH the clamping pressure faT along the glue line, 
cut down on the amount of clamps needed by 

adding cauls (stiffeners) to the outer edges of the 
boards. Add the width of the caul to the width of the 
board while estimating the amount of clamps. 

5-21. Forty-five-degree lines have been drawn across the 
face of the board to determine how many clamps to use 
when edge-joining boards. The outer clamps are moved 
over to ensure adequate pressure at the ends. 



5-22. Aligning the centers of the thickness of the board 
and the clamp screw minimizes skewing of the joint during 
glue-up. 

Preventing Glue Drips 

Protect the bench top from glue with a sheet of 
polyethylene film or an appropriately sized sheet of 
J/fl_ to l!4-inch w<L"'::ed Masonite. Glue doel> not 

adhere to either, so the covering can be used over 
and over. V'lith experience and care, you will apply 
just the right amount of glue, avoiding drips, and 

dispense witl1 the coverings. 

Guidelines for Successful Edge·Gluing 

The primary difficulty \\7ith edge-gluing boards is 

that they slide and cup under clamping pressure, 
causing misaligned surfaces and partially opened 

glue joints. 
1Iake sure that the following conditions are met; 

1. The clamp heads are properly machined. 
2. The boards and clamps are aligned. 

3. The correct amount of glue is usr,d. 
4. The correct clamping pressure is used. 

The importance of using properly machined 
clamp heads is discussed above. It is also important 
to align the centerline of the clamp screws with 
the centerline of the thickness of the boards (5-22 

and 5-23). Also, the surface of the boards must be 
placed parallel to the clamp bar and the bar per

pendicular to the glue joint. Skew the bar in rela-
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TOp view (Clamp) 

)
 
Centerline 

Side view (clamp) 

5-23. Proper alignment of clamp Gnd boards. 

tion to the glue joint and the boards will shift along 
the joint to bring the bar back t ward perpendic

ular. Place the centerline thickness of the boards 
above the centerline of the clamp screw and the 
joint will want to hinge open upward. The opposite 
occurs when the centerline thickness sets below 
the clamp-screw centerline. 

Surplus glue creates a cleanup chore and causes 
the boards to slip around excessively as the clamps 
are tightened. Think of the porosity of the wood 

being glued: the more porous, the more glu(C the 
joint requires. Lay a bead of glue down on one 

edge. With the pad of the pinky, start in the middle 
of the joint and stroke the glue out firmly toward 
each end. \I\lipe off excess glue on tJ1e finger with a 

damp paper towel. If he surface seems too dry, add 

some more glue: if it seem too wet, squeegee off 
the extra glue with your finger before clamping up. 

J\fter clamping, assess the glll~ queeze-out along 

the joint and make a mental note for next time. 
Small, evenly spaced beads indicate a good job. 
Dripping gobs show an overabundance of glue, and 

no, or sparse, squeeze-out indicates a potential lack 
of glue. 

Excessive pressure may cup the boards, making it 
difficult to align the joint and actually opening it up 
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rathp.r than bringing it together. There is also the 

possibility of starving the joint of glue by squeezing 

it all out. If the joint fits well, only gentle pressure 

is needed to bring it home, The boards will not be 

distorted, and alignil1g them is a snap. 

DJy-Clamping 

Dry-clamping presents an opportunity to calmly 

prepare for the glue-up and make a final check on 

the quality of the joint. Perform this ritual before 

every glue-up. Arrange the clamps on the bench and 

the wood on the clamps. Distribute the clamps 

evenly, with the outer clamps near the ends and 

the bars perpendicular to the glue joint. Adjust the 

threaded end of the clamps so that about :l/4 inch of 

the shaft eytends from the "nut" tovv'ard the boards, 

to minimize shaft wobble, Pinch the boards with tlle 

sliding pdrt of the clamp, and tllen back off the 

tJlreaded shaft one turn for clearance 

Starring at one end, suppon the boardi3 with the 

inde'\ finger below the boards and the thumb above. 

Lower your head so that it is level with the clamp 

screw, and lift that end until the screw is lined up 

with the center of lhe thickness of the boards. See 

that the boards arc parallel La the clamp bar and 

fcr.l with the finger and thumb that the boards ilre 

flusl, with each other at [he joint. 

Now lighten the damp just enough to hold the 

boards in position. Then shift to the other end and 

do the same positioning. Lightly tighten that clamp 

as well, Cently snug any interior clamps tlnt 

remain. If dealil1g with boards that are not perfectly 

flat, rather than clamp at both ends first, \vork your 

way across the joint, starting at one end, aligning 

the boards flush, and clamping while proceeding, 

Lay a suaighrcdge across the joint at a spot where 

the boards arc perfe(~tly Hush Check to see that the 

surface is flat widthwise (5-24). Correct any 

deviance USing tile plane to slightly angle the edge 

of Olle board in the direction tllat'Ni11 compensat~ 

for the error. Examine the joint for gaps, especially 

at the ends, Tighten the clamps a bit more to pre

5-24, Check.ing for flatness across the boards With a 
straightedge. 

vent them from falling off: then turn the assembly 

over and check the back side. Lightly mark any 

problem areas with a pencil. Make all corrections 

llsing your recently acquired arsenal of planing 

techniques, Resist the temptation to mash out gaps 

by bearing dovm on the clamps-the final results 

will be disappointing. Dry-clamp again if any alter

ations have been made. 

Glue-Up 

Carpenter's.yel1ow glue works well for edge-gluing. 

It is easy to work with, capable of leaving invisible 

glue lines, and very strong, and it sets up fast. It 

must be fresh-smooth and runny-to give good 

results. Stay away from thickened, lumpy glue, 

Have on hand glue in a bottle, a dampened paper 

towel, and a sharp one-inc/l-wicle chisel. 

Apply glue in the prescribed manner and lay the 

boards in the clamps. Line up the grain as indicated 

by the pencil rnark. With the boards lying directly 

on the clamp bars, gently tighten them up to 

squeezl~ Out most of the excess glue (5-25). Scrape 

off the sljueeze-out, holding the chisd perpendicu

lar to the boards and wiping it dean with the towel 

each time it becomes loaded 'with glue. 

Loosen all the clamps and reset them as was done 

\\·hen dry-clamping, aligning the clamp screws with 
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the r,enterline thickness of the boards. If tb boards 

shift slightly, loosen the clamps and make: adjust

ments to the hoards while proceeding, maki-ng sure 

that the adjacent sluface.s are, flush and the pendl 

line indi ating grain matching is properly aligned. 
Do not overtighten the clamps. ,\Tith the glue 

cleaned off, you should be able to see that tJle joint 

is together. Additional force may starve the joint for 

glue. One you are satisfied with the clamping stay 

vvith it a momont longer; ,ome glue may continue 

to ooze out, which can be cleaned off now. 

Carcfull T turn the assembly ov ,1' to clean up the 

bad;. Do not worry about contaminating the sur

face with glue, because the first swipe of the plane 

will remove any residual glue in the pores of the 

wood. Pencil the time at the end of the glue-up on 

the board . Remove the boards from the clamps in 

one llour and gently scrap off any glue that 

remained on the baek side. You may continue work

ing the boards at any time now. 

5-25. Squeeze-out as seen from undemeat/l tJl(~ boord. It 
is a little heavier than need be. 

Troubleshooting Guidelines 

Edge-joining can be tl·icky. There are many compo

nentshat need to be correct. Scan this list to deter

mine why good-quality edge-joined boards have not 

been produced: 

The plane shavings are too thick 

The blade is not sufficiently sharp. 

The cutting edge of the blade is not straight. 

The plane bottom is not flat. 

An improper planing grip has been used, 

causing an imbalance in hand pres ure. 

An improper stance or body positioning was 

used, causing the same as above. 

The square was used improperly (including the 

USP. of it on a defective reference surface). 

Joining Multi-Board Swfaces 

Glue up the hoards in adjacent pairs. Then join 

these wider surfaces to pairs also, until the entire 

surface is complete. 1n this manner the accuracy of 

each joint can be carefu]Jy controlkd. SinGe the 

boards are worked gently and retuD1ed to a com

pressed state, half an hour in the clamps is suffi

cient before working the next joint. A few extra 

clamp' anow you to work and glue the joint on the 

following pair of boards aftel the first joint is clone, 

and keep rotating along. 

To prevent glued-up surfaces from cupping, 

always store them so air can circulate on both sides, 

If mistakenly laid flat OD a bench top overnight, the 

sides will curl up, resulting in a cupped surface. 

Flipping the distorted surface over and leaving it 

overnight mayor may not alleviate the problem. 

FLATTENING AND TRUING SURFACES 

Now it is time to flatten and true the edge-glued 

practice stock. Saw the ends square if they are out of 

register As with edge-joining, a larger plane flattens a 

larger surface with greater ease than a smaller plane 

wil], but too large a plane is awkward to use on a small 

surface. For this relativell small board, a jack or even 

a polishing plane is a good choice. The sharpness of 

the iron is, as always, important, but the shape of the 

edge is not critica . 

Set the plane for a thicker shaving than done for 
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edge-joining. The thicker the shaving, the harder 

the plane is to push and the greater the likelihood 

of tear-out, so shaving thickness is limited by your 

strength and the response of the wood. Start with a 

thinner shaving and gradually increase the depth of 

Gut to establish the most efficient setting. 

The Side Grip 

Two ways of holding the plane have been described: 

the basic push grip (refer to 5-1) and the modifir.d 

push grip used for edge-joining. What I term the 

"side grip" is a third useful way of holding wooden 

planes (5-26), and my favorite for longer planing 

sessions. Whereas you stand behind the plane Llsing 

the first t'lvO methods, with the side grip you are 

positioned at the szde of the plane. The legs are 

spread somewhat more than shoulder-width (24 

inches or so), with the knees and ~vaist slightly 

bent. You should feel springy and loose, and should 

be able to sway left or right comfortably. AS you get 

into the rhythm of the work, you will find yourself 

rocking from side to side, transferring body weight 

from one foot to the other and using the whole 

body to do the work-planing can be done this way 

for a long time if need be. 

Dog (he board to the workbench. It usnally rises 

5-26. Side grip. 

off the bench a bit in the process. Tap the dogs 

down slightly, to anchor the board. I f only stops are 

being used to capture the board, they should be 

added at the sidf.s as well as the end to control it. 

Thmporarily screw low batrens to the planing hook 

or clamp extra stops to the bench top. Place any 

clarnps well out of the way, to avoid crashing into 

them. 
Level the surface and remove all rnilling marks 

by methodically planing from corner to corner at 

about a 45-degrec angle to the grain and then coming 

back the otht~r way, as shown in 5-27, creating a 
cross-hatched patt(;rn. The strol<.es should still be 

trending "uphill" with respect to run-out. Rcpei:lt 

until the surface is cleaned off and each stroke pro

duces a shaving from start to finish. This is a good 

~vay of handling the unevenness at the glue joint 

and dealing with overall inaccuracies. Planing at an 
angle to the grain also minimizes tear-out ,\Then tak

ing thick shavings, but docs leave a roughened sur

face. vlhell the smoothing stage is reached, the 

surface should plane quickly to a nice polish. If 
it takes many strokes to remove gouges and tear

out frotu this leveling stage, the plane was set to 

remow~ too mLLch ""ood. 
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I 
5-27. Primary leveling of a surface. 

Checking the Surface foy 
Hump and "Wind 

An accurately flattened workbench is a great aid, 

acting as a built-in reference surface to gauge the 
workpiece against. Flip the board over so that the 
newly planed surface is facedown. 'Vi'ith y'our hands 

placed broadly across the width at the ends of the 
board, try rocking the board end for end (5-28). If 
it rocks, there is a lengthl.\Tise hump, Remove it the 

same way humps on the plane ramps were 
removed (refer to Chapter 4). Adjust the plane for a 

lighter cut. l'dke partial-length shavings, perhaps 
one-third the total board length and centered over 

Prese> here ... and here 

5-28. ClJecking a surface for a lengthwise hump, 

5-29. Correcting 0 lengthwise hump. 

the hump, Work all the way acrO!:iS the width. 

Follow with two-thirds-Iength shavings C-29). Test 
aoain and repeat as necessary until the board rests 

steadily. Speed or slow the pa<'8 of change by 

adjusting the deptl1 of Clll or altering the length of 
the iitrokes, Finish with full-length strokes. 

Next, place your hands on the sides of the board 
and try to rock the hoard from side to side to rcve.al 

the presence of a widthwiso hump (5-30). Look 
again to your ramp-truing expelience as described 

in Chapter 4 if there is a problem. Take a ~trokc 

down the center at position one as shown in 5-3], 

Press here ",and here 

5-30, Checking a surfoce for a widthwise hump. 
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and then one to either side at position two. Next, 

plane at positions one. two, and three. Continue the 
pattern until the sides aTe reached. Check the board 
again and repeat as necessary. 

--.~ 

\ .. 
5-31. Correcting a widthwise hump_ 

The test for wind is similar. Alternately poke a 
pair of diagonally opposite corners with your index 
fingers, attempting to rock the board (5-32). Try the 
other pair of corners. If the board remains perfectly 
steady, then it is trued. Should the board rock, the 
corners being poked are relatively low and the 
other pair of corners are relatively high, acting as 
pivot points. The board has a ',,·ind. Note the high 

PreSf;> here ".and here 

5-32, Checking a surface for wind. 

corners, flip the board back over, and clamp it. 

Again, the remedy uses the same methodical 
approach used to corrt.ct wind On the plane ramps. 
Plane a stroke from high corner to high corner at 
position one as shown in 5-33 and then at both 
locations of position two. Go back to position one 
for a stroke, to position two, and then to position 
three. Continue expanding this pattern until the 
low corners have been reached. Flip the board and 
check for wind again, 

2 

3 

l(f~
 
High corner 

~~ 
5-33. Correcting wind. 

If the work surface is not adequately flattened 
(and that is something that should be done after a 
bit of this type of practice). usc a straightedge and 
winding sticks to assess the pracbce board. Gauge 
the ends and middle across the width of the board 
with the straightedge, then the sides and middle 
along the length, followed by the diagonals. Use 
\>,Tinding sticks as described in Flattening and 
Truing the Bench Top on pages 127 and 128 to iden· 
tify the "high" corners 



Final Flattening 

First consider how the wood has responded to plan
ing. If there has been Uttle tear-out, maintain the 
current depth of CLlt. If the wood is prone to tear
out, use a lighter setting. Err on the side of a lighter 
cut to avoid tear-alit, as it may be time-consuming 
to eliminate in the smoothing stage of planing. 

Finish off the flattening by planing 'with the 
grain. Start at one side of the board and war' your 
way across, slightly overlapping each pass. Stroke 
your hand on the wood in the direction being 
planed to check for tear-out. The Angers should 
glide smootllly over the surface; any catching or 
roughness indicates tear-aLIt. 

Another essential diagnostic tool is the bench 
lamp. Plane toward the light and set it i.nches above 
the board andjust offta the s·cle. Projecting strong, 
low-angle light places any irregularities of the sur
face in stark r lief b creating shadows. 

It is important to flatten the opposite face, ifit has 
Wind, before proceeding to the polishing or smooth
ing stage. Otherwise, the board rna fie' \Vhi e 
being planed. interrupting the flow of shavings and 
leaving an imperfect smface. In fact, if the stock is 
appreciably out of tme to begin with, it is possible 
both faces will have to be worked back and forth to 
accurately true it. If you started with trued stock 
and dic1litt]e other than remove milling marks with 
the initial planing on the first face treat the oppo
site face in like manner. 

On the other hand, if the first face required sub
stantial planing, there is the concern of maintain
ing uniform thickness as well as correcting wind 
as the opposite face is planed. Ihm the ends of the 
boards compri ing the surface flush, and flatten 
the second face approximately. Use a marking 
gauge to reference off the flattened face and scribe 
the desired thickness on the ends and side of the 
board (5-34). Plane down to the mark-with 
harder woods a discernib e ridge may be revealed 
while planing the face, saYing the need to maneu
ver around to look at the edge (5-35). The knife 
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of the marking gauge should he sharpened to a 
curving knife edge, rather than a pencil point, to 
cut effectively. 

5-34. Scribing the thickness of a board. 

5-35. The scribe line marked on the edge is revealed on the 
face by planing. Note the fuzzy-looking inner edge. 

POLISHING S RFACES 

Perhaps the most satisfying aspect of hand-planing 
is perfecting a surface to shining hrilliance u ing 
nothing other than the plane and a wad a fine 
shavings. The work; pleasant, engaging, and sat
isfying. The final surface may be s alluring you 
are tempted to dispense with finishes altogether. 
And this may be donc, ,,\There appropriate, to bene
fit from the wood's lovely nat ral aroma and subtle 
colorations, typically obscured by finishes. 
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Polishing Plane 

A poHshing plane (also called a smoothing plane) 

should be eight to nine inches long. The shorter 

length allows an extra stroke or two to be taken in 

areas requiring added attention. Too shOrt a plane 

may produce an undulating final surhice. The 

plane should carry ani ron 13/ of to 2 incbes wide. 

13/4-inch blade yields a nice shaving width and 

the plane will fit the hand of most people. Since 

the width of the plane w;;ed increases wilh the 

blade's width, anything over two inches wide is 

cumbersome for most people with average-sized 
hands. 

The blade must he arced very precisely to yield a 

shaving nearly its full width yet not allow {he r.or

ners to dig \~rhen the plane is set for a very fine cut. 

It is a matter of trial and error. If the shavings are 

full width and very thill, and corner digs are left in 

the wood, there is nOl enough arc, so it is neces

sary to go back to the HOO-grit stone and add more 

arc. If the shavings are too narrow, use the BOO-grit 

stone to flatlen out the arc. Of course, the blade 

must be rehoneel on the B.OOO-b'Tit stone also. When 

vcry thin and wide shaVings arc produced-for 

example, shavings slightly ,vider than Ph inches 

from a 13/4-inch-wide blade-the plane is pertonn
ing well. 

Planing Technique 

It is important to scan ·with. a flat surface, whether 

it is obtained by planing or hy machine. Set the 

plane for the finest cut. Methodically plane the 

entire surface. Start at one edge and work your way 

across, slightly overlapping the strokes. Pay atten

tiOl' to the shavings coming oUl of the throat of the 

plane. Do they seem to come off the center of the 

blade, or from one side or the other? Thp the blade 

over a bit if they are oIT to one side, reducing the 

Gut on lhat side and increasing it on the other. 
Cover the entire surface two times. 

Check your progress visuall~! and tactilely. 

ScrUtinize the surface for tear-out using the benr.h 

lamp for assiStance as in the final stage of flatten

ing. Brush your fingers across the grain from side to 

side in both directions. This is to check for suffi

cient blade arc and a properly adjusted plane. The 

surface should feel very smooth, perhaps with a 

hint of undulation caused by the arced blade. If 

sharp steps are detected that head in one direction, 

but tbe surface feels smoother coming back the 

other way, the corner of the blade is digging. The 

plane may be maladjusted, Ole blade insufficiently 

arced, or both. 

The direction the hand moves to feel the sharp 

ridges also indicates which corner of the blade is 

digging: it's on the side of the plane you would be 

moving toward if the plane were on the board ready 

to make a shaving (5-36). Adjust the plane to lessen 

the cut on that side while increasing the cut on the 

other side. If the blade continues to dig on one side 

or the olher, try setting for a fIner cut. Failing that, 

go back to the BOO-grit stone and develop a bit more 

arc on the blade. 

St-roke: Steps feel "dull" 

7' 

Sr-roke: Steps feef "sharp" 

~p cut by comer of blade j
End of Board 

5-36. Feeling the steps left by rhe corner of the blade indi
cares how to adjusr the plane 

When the surface bas been planed free of ridges, 

make a final check faT tear-out. It may be necessary 

to go over the entire surface a couple of extra fiJnes 
to achieve a flawless surface. Finally, remove the 

board from the hench top and sight along its length 

toward a bright light. The surface should be smooth 

and shiny, but there will also be a series of highly 

polished streaks going across the board. Those 

streaks are burnished by the bottom of the plane to 
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either side of the blade. Clamp up the board. Gather 
a good handful of only the finest shavings and vig

orously burnish the surface, rubbing them back and 
forth with the grain and bringing the entire surface 

up to a uniform gleam. 

If defects are noted that cannot be eliminated, 
the proper course of action is to omit the burnish

ing stage and go to scraping, followed by light sand
ing (sec Chapter 7 for informatjon on scraping). In 

time, you will be able to judge visually or after a 
few strokes whether the wood chosen is amenable 
to planing witbout much di ICU!ty, ifit will be chal

lenging, or if scraping and sanding is thf: best 
approach. 

SQUARING END GRAIN 

Due to the structure of wood, squaring, or simply 
planing, end grain holds a special challenge, I a 

longer does the slicing occur parallel with the wood 

fibers; instead the cut is across the ends of the 
fibers. The wood offers considerably more r sis
tance and; indeed, demands the sharpest blade 
edge for planing effectively. If end grain is planed 

without the proper precaubons, the inevitable 
result is cracking and chipping at the end of the cut. 

Most woodworkers have experienced this frustra

tion and may have also noticed that instead ofsbav
ings, the result is more like dust- A well-tuned and 
sharpened wooden plane will slice beautiful end

grain shavings (5-37). allowing the ends of boards 
to be squared and trimmed with little difficulty. 

Continue on with the practice board. Check tlle 

end ofthe hoard for square in both directions (from 
a face and a side). Even if the board reads true, 
doubtless there are sa,v marks and an out-of·focus 

or blurry look to the grain. Planing the end grain 

gives it sharp clarity, but the surface. will remain a 
little fuzzy_ A few swipes with 400-grit sandpaper, 

backed by a sanding block, knocks off the fuzz, 
leaving a perfectly smooth surface, 

5-37. End-grain shavings. 

Avoiding Spl it-Out at the Completion 
of an End-Grain Cut 

There arc several approache to avoiding splinter
ing at the end of a stroke. If the end of the board is 

simply being cleaned up and accuracy is not a 
major concern, one wa is to entirely avoid planing 

off the end of the board. Plane to the middle of the 
board and stop. Pick up the plane, turn it end for 

end, and plane into the center from the other end 

with a pulling stroke toward your body. Pulling the 
plane may feel awkward at first, but when the 
hands become accustomed to t11eir reversed Toles, 
it is rather more convenienr than flipping the board 

or moving" our hody around to plane in from the 
other direction. 

Another useful method, when precise squarp,ness 

is a concern, is to lightly chamfer the cornel' of the 
board where the end of the stroke occurs (5-38). 

The chamfer can be formed with a chisel, fIle, or 
plane. In this way, tbe last fibers contacted by the 
blade are supported by other fibers neamr the edge 

of the board. The size of the chamfer required is 
directly re1ated to the depth of cut: a small chamfer 
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5-38. Chamfering the comer of the boord, 

is good for light cuts, and a heavier cut needs a 

larger chamfer. A 45-degree chamfery'ielding a flat 
about 1116 to 3/32 inch wide safely allows several 

light passes with the plane. Each stroke of the plane 
reduces the size of the chamfer. Continue too long 
and the error is heralded by a sharp cracking 

sound. Rub in some glue, tape the splinter shut, and 
set the board aside until it is dry. The disadvantage 
of this method is the presence of the chamfer in the 

finished product and thac very element of uncer
tainty, 

After chamfering the corner, reverse the board in 

the vise so that the chan1.fer is away from you. To 

minimize chatter and tbe potential for pivoting tbe 
stock in the vise, clamp the board as 10'\'\7 to the vise 
as possible 'ivithout endangering your fingers while 
planing. Set the iron for a fine cut. You may find 

that the blacle must protrude a bit fartJ1er than 

""hen planing side grain to produce a continuous 

sha\?ing, Also, more downward pressure is rcqwred 

when planing end grain; use the minimum neces

sary to get good results. 
Plane off any saw marks and then check the end 

for square. Correcting an oLlt-of-square condition 
perpendicular to the face of the board is the same 
as squaring the edge of a board for edge-joining: 

plane away the side reading high, taking progres
sively wider, partial-width, full·length shavings. 
Correcting an out-ot~square condition perpendicu

lar to the SicW5 of the board is l1andled by taking pro
gressively longer full-width shavings, starting from 
the end that is high, Humps or dips in the center 

are removed, as you are now accustomed to, by 
simply planing away the high spots and avoiding 

the low spots. 
CorreCt each of these faults, one at a time, rather 

than trying to figure out the stroke that 'will redress 
all at once. Always end up with one full·length, full

width, continuous shaving. Keep an eye on the 
chamfer ancl restore it whenever it gets too small. 

Another method of planing end grain employs an 
aid called a "shooting board," a simple device, yet 
truly wonderful in its many uses. Shooting boards, 

along with a variety of specialized aids and tech

niques, are covered in Chapter 6. 

PROFILING 

Hand planes can create a variety of pleasing pro
files for the ends and edges of boards. Chamfers are 

easily accomplished in any size. Roundovers are as 
clean and slick as a hand-planed surface, with the 

lively addition of minute faceting, Done carefully, a 
reasonabl(~ uniformity is not difficult to achieve, 
but still the finished element is easily distinguished 

from the Tigid product of a router or shaper, Break 
away fTom these basic shapes and a whole range of 

possibilities opens up, freeing you to explore 

shapes other than what come off the shelf (5-39). 

You may even be inspired to make a simple round
bottomed molding plane to further expand your 

horizons (5-40). 
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Finish l P the practice board by planing various 

chamfers, roundovers, or other shapes into the 

edges and ends (5-41). To avoid splintering when 

planing profiles across end grain, hold the plane 

(
 

(- 

5-39. Some ideas for planed profiles. TIle lower two 
require a round-bottom molding plane or hove to be 
carved. 

skewed and b"end the direction of the stroke in the 

direction of the side grain while exiting the cut. 

FIr ISHJNG HAND-PLANED SURFACES 

Applying a finish to a hand-planed surface need not 
be different from applying on(; to a surface pre

pared in ally other manner. Water-bC1l'ied finishes 

are easier to handle, since little if any grain-raising 

occurs >v·hen tbe J an~ applied. Frequently, p1 aned 

and burnished surfaces are so appealing "in the 

\. hite" (unfmished) that the wood palpably begs not 

5-40. Some shop-made round-bottom molding planes. 
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5-4 1. A planed chamfer and round
over in end groin. 

to be smothered in a thick coating. Consider thin 

flnishes, like very diluted shellac, a lig11t applica
tion of oil, or perhaps just a Goat of furniture 'wax 

that is wiped on, buffed out with a natural bristle 
brush (to gel the wax out of the pores), and then 
polished with a soft doth. 

Canned shellac has a limited shelf life; it won't 

cure properly if used after its expiration clate. 
Mixing ;mU[ own shellac from Oakes will result in a 

successful shellac finish (5-42). A CLIp or so of shellac 
flakes placed in a 16-ounce glass jar and dissolved in 
about two cups of alcohol is a good starting point klr 

a stock solution. Denatured alcohol works fine, but 
j prefer grain alcohol obtained from a liquor store. 

There's an appeal to working with toad-grade finish
ing materials, but don't be tempted to imbibe. Swirl 

the mixture every few hours, and then leave it 

over-night. The shellac should be completely dis

solved and ready for use in the rnorning. 

Strain some shellac into a small-mouthed con
tainer, like a wine or beer bottle, that can be stop

pered with a cork. Dilute it with an equal amount 

of alcohol. and then apply a little to the thumb. Rub 
with the index finger and blow until the alcohol 

flashes off, leaving the resin behind. It should feel 
only slightly tacky, If it's stickier t.han that, dilute 

with more alcohol and test again. Appl.y the finish 

with a cotton" lint-free cloth, like an old T-shirt. A 
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5-42. The products and materials needed for a shellac fin
ish include a pile of blond slJellac flakes. a jar of stock-solu
tion shellac, on applicator bottle with diluted shellac. groin 
alcohol. and an applicator cloth. 

little pad can he made h)T covering up a few cotton 

halls with the cloth or by just fOlding the cloth a few 

times on itself. Wet the cloth and stroke tlle flnish 

on, but. don't attempt to rub it in. Do a few coats in 

quick succession, and then let it rest for a few min

meso Repeat thi five or six times, giving a longer 

rest between each applicat.ion before proceeding 

If the fInishing 1s done 'well, with properly 

thinned shellac, tbere should he no need for sand

ing between coats. If needed, a quick buff with 

stearate-coated 400-grit sandpaper (sold at automo

tive stores) will do. Stop when a sheen stalis to 

develop. Let the finish dry overnight and then bur

nish i[ lightl with fiue shavj],gs to bring out a very 

pleasing gloss. 

Practicality dictates a durable film for tahletops 

and the like-something much tougher than shellac 
or oil finishes. Chances are, hough, that the var

nish or lacquer goes on with regret; with every 

layer of finish, something is diminished as contact 

is lost with the wood itself. 





CHAPTER SIX
 

Planing Aids
 
and Special Techniques
 

T
here are severa] planing aids and techniques 

that aTe ilwaluable. They directly enhance 
accuracy or simply hold the stock more con

veniently or securely, .... hieh helps achieve better 

results. Plane users will find themselves remrning 
to these aids and techniques again and again during 

their woodworking activities. 

SHOarING BOARDS 

Shooting boards arc used on the sides anel e leiS of 
stock (6-1). They are supremel:>! useful de\rice for 
edge~joining, sl.juaring, precise trimming, mitering, 
or precisely planing any angle. At the most basic 

6-7. Planing end grain with a shooting board. level, a shooting board merely elevates the stock so 
that a plaJ1e laid on its m,rn side has free access to 
work t11e edge of the stock. An impromptu shooting the plane. This arrangement does several things: 
board may be not1 il1g more than the work piece laid when planU1g the end of a boarcl. sguarcness can be 
upon another dimensioned board, with the plane easHy and simultaneousl established referenced 
on its side running along the bench top. What is the from the face and a sicle. At th sarne time, the stop 
advantage of this etup7 The stock and plane main supports th grain at the exit of the cut, allow1ng 
tain a precise relationship for the 'whole st 'oke, planing to he done shaigbt across end grain without 
making it a simple matter to obtain square. splintering. There are many useful versions of 

A more sophisticated shooting board incorporates shoo Lng boards. Follmdng are three that I have 
a stop set exactly at 90 degrees ro a runway for found particularly invaluable. 

757 
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6-2. An edge-joining slJOoting board. 

Edge-Joining Shooting Board	 work done: it should be as long as the longest joints 
that are typically worked. Screw a stop across tbe 

This shooting board (6-2 and 6-3) is used exclu
sively for planing side grain, and especially for 
preparing stock 1ess than J /2 inch thick for edge

joining Balancing a plane without an aid on some

thing tbat thin is like walking a tightrope. The 
shooting board makes it easy, 

Well-seasoned, well-trued solid wood makes a 
workable shooting board, but 3/4-inch plywood is 

a bettf.r choice f()[ long-term stability. Six inches is 

a good general-use width, but size the board to com
fortably support whatever size stock you are work
ing with. The length is determined by the scale of 

Ede,,-Iollling shootllll'! board 

1 r Board stop 

r < pS • 

i/ZH 

T 
To suit ? 

( L ....lrN .'1 

Side vie',v Shooting board hook 

6-3. Edge-joining shooting board. 

width of the board at one end, protruding above the 
surface 1h inch or so (refer to 6-2). The shooting 
hoard may be doggp.cl to the workbench, or a stop 

can be screwed to the end of the bottom to hook on 

a corner of the bench. 
If the bench top is not tnJed, the shooting board 

must include a runway for the plane in order to 
achieve consistent results. Construct the shooting 

board from ply'\vooel; screw a second board to the 
bottom of the first that's the same l~ngth. but 3 

inches "'rider. The plane will ride on the ramp that 
is formed (6-4). 

Edg~-Ioinlng ehootlne board 

3"---.-1 

~ ~ 4	 ~" 
- . --'-,....,,--~~.,.-. ......~:~I_y•.~'J 

Plane ramp 

End view 

6-~. End view of the shooting board shown here with an 
additional board at the bottom to form a ramp {or the 
plane and with the bench stop omitted. 
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Adjusting the Plane and sing 
the Shooting Board 

First set up the plane to produce a square Cllt. Do this 
with scrap stock. The face of the stock being planed 

must be true-if it wobbles on the shooting board the 
results will be inconsistent. Select the plane, applying 
the samr, onsiderations as for edge-jcrining without 

a shooting board. Set the plane for a very fine CLIt as 
for normal edge-joining. Orient the scrap so planing 
will take place with the grain and bring the end up 

against the stop. The edge to be planed should over

hang the shooting board 1.14 inch or so. 
With the plane on its side, place the front portion 

of t.he bottom against the edge to be planed. The 

left hand presses down on the stock; this allows the 
stock to resist the modest sideways pressure devel
oped by the right hand as the plane is pressed gen

tly again t the edge. Push the plane wit just the 
right hand, placed near the center of the plane 
(6-5). There wUJ be a very good view showing how 

the boltom of t11e plane registers on the edge of the 
stock; keep the plane flat on the stock and avoid 

<.lipping at th ends. 
Take a few strokes. Adjust: the iron forward or 

back to get the right. thickness of shaving. Cl1e k the 
edge for square, referencing off the face that is down, 

It is not critical that the bottom ofthc plane be per

fectIy square to the cheek the plane is gliding on, but 
the closer it is} the nearer tile iron will be to a nor
mal setting when producing a squarely jointed edge. 
If the reading is off, adjustment should be possible 

by pivoting the blade laterally in the plane, thus set
ting the iron for a heavier cut on the side needed. 

Usually, the depth of cut must also be readjusted in 
concert with any lateral alterations. 

Once properly adjusted, the plane almost auto
matkally gives a square cut The objective is to 

plane a straight edge, and that is done in the same 
manner as normal edge-joining: by making progres

sively longer, partial-length shavings, centered ini
tially on the high spots. It's a good practice to plane 
the mating piece with its opposite facedown, so that 

any slight deviation from square is compensated 

when the two pans are joined together. This 'Narks 
nne, with respect to planing with the grain, when 
the pieces are "book-matched" (that's when a thick

er board is resawn in two, folded open at the edge, 
and the two pieces are joined, creating a symrnetri
ca1 pattern at e axis of the joint). In other situa

tions, following that dictum may force you to plane 
against the grain, If no tear-out occurs, proceed, but 
if the grain doe,s tear, planing with the grain takes 

precedence. 

6-5,. Using an edge-joining board. The left hand holds the boord down and presses it up ogainst the stop. The right hand 
applies pressure to the front of the plane. keeping its bottom stralglJt on the edge being planed at all times, 
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Ganging Stock 

For stock around 3lB-inch thick or less, both halves 

of the joint can be planed simultaneously. ThiS 

speeds up roughing in the joint. At the refining 

stage, though, approach the pieces one at a time; 

otherwise, the thickness of the shavings have been 

essentially doubled, by working both joints simul

taneously, and it may be difficult to fit the joint, As 

above, to cOlllpenSi,lte for any deviat:ion from square 

when the edges aJ-e brought together, a pair of like 

faces should be sandwiched together: either up-side 

to up-side or down-side to down-side 

Inclined Shooting BoaJ'd 

A potential drawback of shooting boards, most 

notable when planing thin stock, is that all the wear 

on the blade occurs at precisely the same spot. A 

3/16-inch segment of the blade may he completely 

dull, 'ivhile the rest of the blade is razor-sharp. 

Spreading the wear across the blade edge extends 

the time between sharpenings. This can be done 

by shimming tlle stock with a fe,,\1 pieces of 1/4_ 

inch lauan plywood sized to fit the shooting board. 

Either add or remove shims during the planing 

session to eXl)OSe fresh sections of the blade, 

Another way is to slope the shooting board ovp.r its 

length with long, tapered wedges or height-graded 

crosswise supports at various intervals along the 

length. Tlle top of the iron is exposed at the start of 

the stroke, and by the end ofthe stroke the bottom 

portion of the blade comes into play. This solution 

is optimal if the shooting board is tailored to stock 

of a specific length and thickness (6-6). 

inclined 5hoot;;/ng board 

CrOf>B -support;; 

6-6, An inclined shooting board spreads the weor on the 
cutting edge over 0 wider orea. 

End-Grain Shooting Board 

This type of shooting board (6-7) is typically made 
wider and shorter than the preceding one. Its main 

purpose is squaring the ends of stod; and precisely 

trimming it to length. Tailor the size to specine 

needs. A pbtfOTlTI about 18 inches long and 11 inches 

wide has served well for me. For assured accuracy, 

add a bottom that's 3 inches wider than the plat

form, to create a runway or ramp for the plane. 

A sturdy stop, ]! /z inches wide and P/4 inches 

high, is securely mounted to the platform: it must 

resist considerable thrust when end grain is being 

planed. The stop must be placed perpendicular to 

the side of the platform that forms the runway for 

the plane, while the end of the stop must be per

fectly flush to that edge of the platform (6-8). 

These two features provide for a square cut that 

is unlikely to chip out wood at the end of the 

cut, Over time. the end of tbe stop tends to get 

worn back, allowing the corner of planed stock to 

develop fuzz or even splinter slightly. When this 

happens, it's rime to replace the stop, Alternatively, 

a properly positioned auxiliary face for the stop can 

be screwed on or attached with carpet tape. Make it 

the same height as the original stop and about 5/8 

inch thkk. 

Using the Shooting Board 

The plane is adjusted to give a square result on the 

stoek end referenced off a face in the vertical axis 

JUSt as 'with the edge-joining shooting board. This 
shooting board is used quite differently, though, to 

also produce a square end referenced from the siele 

of the stock The plane, on its side, is brought up 

against the edge of the platform. The stock is held 

against the stop with the end to be planed back 

slightly from the edge of the platform. Slide the 

plane forward until the blade is about 1/4 inch shy 

of the leading corner of the end of the stock. \Vith 

he plane still up against the edge of tlJe platform 

and the stock still contacting the Stop, slide the 

stock to meet the bottom of the plane (6-9). 

Here is what has happened: The stock has been 



6-7. End-groin shooting board. This board, in use for some time, has had its stop foced. 

6-8. An end-grain shooting boord, 

positjoned so that it extends beyond the edge of the 
platform by the amount of the thickness of the shav
ing the plane is set to take Since the stop is square Lo 
the edge of the platform t11at the plane is tiding 
against, the plane is poised to square the end of the 
stock in the horizontal axis. Press the stock against the 
bottom of the plane and take a shaving while keeping 
the plane registered on t11e edge of the platform. The 
left hand must hold the stock ATl111y against the stop 
and mu.st rwt force the plane away from contact wjtl1 
the edge of the platform. 

It takes a sharp iron and a fmc setting to push the 
plane through smoothl.>.,.. If the end of the stock is 
all t of square, only one comer will r.ontact the hot
tom of the plane, Usually planing is most effective 
if that corner is the one the blade contacts first. 

6-9, Using on end-grain shooting board. 

Depending on the hardnp.ss and thickness of the 
wood, it may be necessary to take a "running start" 
(Q power the plane. The stock is positioned as 
described above, but then the plane is backed up a 
few inches before the run is started. 

The plane has been set up to produce "square" 
referenced from the face that is do\vn on the plat
[(Jrm. Ncyw check the squareness of (he end refer
enced off the side that was against the stop If it is 
off, adjustment is made by remov'ing the stop and 
tapering it appropriately, or simply by shimming 
the face of the stop at one end or the other wi h 
some strips of masking tape. An alternative, as 
described above, is to mount an appropriCltely 
tapered allxi} iary face to the stop. 

The, plane is pressed against the edge of the plat
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form for each snoke. YOll may be concerned that the 
plane will cut into the edge of [he platform and alter 

the square relationship between the edge of the plat
form and the stop In lact, the ellt into the platform is 

liruited by the bottom edge oftlle cheek of the plane 
on the nmway contacting the edge of the platform. A 

smalileuge equal to the protTusion of the blade is cut, 
but no more. The square relationship is preserved. 

1rimmil1g Boards 

Shooting boards excel at tl"imming boards to aCCll

rate lengths. Make tbe crosscuts with a hand- or 
power saw. leaving the stock slightly oversized; a 
few swipes on the shooting board trim the stock to 

the exact length with nicely squared-off ends. This 
15 a tremendous help if a handsaw is being used or 

the power saw is not performing well. When tlvo 
boards need to he exactly the same length, stack 

them and feel if both ends are flush If one over
heings, trim it on the shooting board to perfection. 

Alitering Across the HTidth 

Use a draftsman's triangle (or the combination 

square) to draw a 45-degree angle on the shooting 
board and screw uovm an auxiliary fence to the linc, 
as shown in 6-10, Make a practice corner to check 
the setting of the fence. Shoot the miters, fit them 

together, and check for square. Shim an end of the 
fence with tape to make minor adjustments to the 
angle. Saw rough miters, leaving the stock over

sized, and then plane them to their precise size for 
delightfully tight joints. 

To plane the miters at horb ends, stock must be 
flipped end-for-end; a minor difficulty ensues ,"hen 
handling stuck 'with other than parallel faces. At 

one end at the stock, its square edge and face ref
erence properly off the platform and fence; when 

ule stock is flipped to plane its other end, that is no 
longer so. To plane the proper angle, elevate the 
outer edge of the stock Witll a pair of small wedges 

until the edge against the fence registers imd the 
face that is up is leveled (6-11). Tape the wedges to 

the platform or mark the location of the Outer edge 

6-7 O. Shooring an across-the-width miter with a guide 
screwed to the platform of the end-grain shooting board. 

of the stock across the wedges for quick positioning 
of the other pieces. A boarel with both miter angles 
built in can be constructed; this allows the stock to 

be properly positioned withoUl using wedges, but 
in this rase the plane must be flipped to its other 

cheek and, most likely, readjusted as well. 

~Miterfjtop 

~f ~ 'IF/lP8tockcJ . . ZJ 
Level with wedge _ 

I~~ ~ 
6-7 1. Mitering with a shooting boord. If the stock is not 
square or rectangulor in cross-section. it must be leveled 
with wedges when planing on.. of the ends. 

Mitering Edge Thickness 

A shooting board also planes miters aCross the 
thickness of an edge (6-12). Clamp or screw an 
easily fabricated 45-degree (or whatever angle is 

required) ramp to the platform of an end-grain 
shooting hoard to do the job. 
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6-73. Bench hook. 6-12. A £i5-degree ramp on a shooting board for mitering 
across the thickness. 

Bench Hook 

'\"Yhile the previously described shooting boards are 

fairly bulky, the bench hook (6-13) is a small and 
handy shooting board great for trimming, cleaning 
up, and squaring the ends of small stock, which can 

also be Llsed for crosscutting. The one J've used for 

years is about S x 7 inches, with &tops that are 1 x 
1/4 inch, and is made of red oak. Hardwood stops 

on a plywood base rnakc a better arrangement. 
Screw one st.op to each face, at opposite ends, so 

that the stop is set 90 degrees to the edge of the 
platform. The end of one stop is flush to the right
hand edge of the platform; the end of the stop on 
the other side is ahout 112 inch shy of (he same 

edge. The stop tl1at is dosvn serves as an anchor, 
hooking the corner of tJ,e bench, while the stop that 

is up raptures the stock. 
Use the face with the stop that is flush to the edge 

for planing (6-14). I usc whatever plane happens to 

be on the bench at the time j running it directly on 
the bench top. The otJ,er face is for crosscutting. 
The end of the stop serves as a guide, helping to 

achieve a square cut by aligning the saw verticaJ1:y 
and horizontally (6-15). The saw gouges the plat
fonn- instead of the bench top-as the cut is finished. 

6-14. Planing with a bench hook. 

6-15. Sawing with Q bench hook. 
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PLANING THlN Al"\TD/OR
 
SMALL SroCK
 

Planing stock that is thin and/or small poses a spe
cial challenge: how to secure the stock for planing? 
One solution is to turn the problem on its head; 
instead of securing the stock, secure the plane and 
drag the stock over the blade. This method was 
suggested for :;haping the cross-pin of the plane, as 
described in Locating the Cross-Pin on pages 87 to 
89. TWo other approaches involve using a planing 
hook or a fTic.;tion board. Each -is described below. 

fla t surface covered with sandpaper (100- to 150
gl'it). It can be dogged to the bench or fitted with a 
stop on the bottom to hook a corner of the bench. 
The sandpaper grabs the stock, preventing it from 
sliding during planing. Th help secure the stock to 
the board, use a bit more downward force on the 
plane than is typically required. Take light passes 
only or the force required to push the plane will 

overcome the friction between the sandpaper and 
stock, causing a slip. Also take care not to tip the 
plane at the start and finish of the stroke, or the 
bottom of the plane may be inadvertently sanded. 

Planing Hool\. 

Using a planing hook as described in Chapter 5, but 
sized to the specific task and with the stop protrud
ing only 1/8 inch above the surface (6-16), works 
well for thin stock until the stock becomes thinner 
than the stop, or the strength of the stock is over
come by the force of planing, causing the stock to 
deflect and hop over the StOp. jf many small parts 
of the same size will be planed, ganging them 
together on a planing hook and working them 
simultaneously will help maintain uniformity. 

6- T6. Planing hook. 

Friction Board 

A friction board (6-17), which handles the deflec
tion problem noted above, is nothing more than a 

6-17, A friction board is useful for planing very thin stock. 

PLANING EDGES OF
 
LARGE BOARDS AND SURFACES
 

Planing large pieces, like planing small ones, pri
marily presents a clamping problem. One tech
nique is to simulate a shooting board. Lay a piece of 
flat sheet stock that is 1/2 to 3/4 inch thick on the 
benr.h top. Lay the stock on top. CJamp the two 
pieces to the bench and work the edge with the 
plane on its side running on the bench top. This 
approach is particularly useful on curved edges. 

1Wo aids useful when planing large pieces are 
planing trees and bench "pups." Each is discussed 
below. 



Planing Edges of Lor!; 

Bench ((Pups}} 

Bench pups (6-20) are similar to bench dogs. They 

require a tail vise and pinch the stock in the same 
way as bench dogs, except that the stock is attached 

to the outside of the bench top; this is a handy way 
of planing the edges of wide surfaces such as doors 
or wide panels (6-2]). 

6-18. Planing tree. 

Planin.g 'Iree 

A planing tree, used in conjunction with a face vise 

(O-IE1 and 6-19), is helpful for working the edge of 
large stock The vise grips one end of the stock, and 
the plamng iTee supports the other end. For height 
adjustability, drill a series of holes at a slight angle 
in a 2 x 2-inch board, to accept a 1h-inch dowel. 
The angled holes prevent the stock from slipping 
off tlle dowel 

6-19. Planing tree witlJ a plank mounted on it. 

6---20. Bench "pups." 

6-2 I. Bench "pups" in use. 

The dimensions of the pups are determined by 

the distance from the edge of the bench to the near
est edge of a dog hole: distance X as shmvn in 6-22. 
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B A6-22. Bench·pup layout. 

Side View 
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6-24. The thickness of the stem and the stop are defined. 

~ 

Tdke that length, multiply it by 1.4, and add 4 

inches for the overall length of the bench pup; 
B· it is 11 h inches wide and 1314 inches thick. ~:/ 

/ The two pups are mirror images of each 
other. Lay them out nose-to-nose on the stock 
to help avoid errors. Draw a centerline down 
the length of tbe stock. Measure in Ph inches 
and mark the center for a hole that will6-23, Forty-five-degree notches hove been cut in the bench pups. 
accept a dowel that will fit in the dog hole (it 
should he at least 3/" inch in diameter). Drill 
the hole, stopping 1/8 inch shy of the oppo

site face. Use a combination square to draw a 
45-degree line that is tangential to the hole. 
This is shown as A in 6-22. Draw line B, 
which is the distance X measured perpendi
cular to line A. Then drai"" line C. 

Next, cut out the triangle formed by lines B 
and C on the table saw (6-23). Set the saw to 
cut half the thickness of the stock. Cut a 
series of <IS-degree saw kerfs to define the posi

tion of the stop, "which is the remains ofline B 
(6-24). Remove the rest of the material with 
a stopped cut on the band saw to define the 
stem (6-25). Crosscut the bench pups to 

length 131-1 inches from the intersection of 

lines Band C. Glue in the dowel. Face the 
clamping surfaces with I Ill-inch cork or 
dense Tubber.6-25. The rest of the stem has been cut out. 
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COMPONENTS PRECISELY
 

Precise fits arc one of the hall marks of fine crafts

manship, and planes are truly the tool of choice 

when it comes time to fit one part of a cahinet or 

box to another, be it a lid, dravver, back pane1. or 

door. Doors can be worked to such close tolerances 

with planes that they close on a cushion of air and 

open against a perceptible vacuum; likewis(\ draw

ers can be \·'1orked that glide effortlessly yet ])etray 

no sideways rattle. Careful measure

ment is paramount, and there is no bet

ter way than with measuring sticks. 

Measuring Sticks 

A measuring stick is a ruler custom

made for a particular task. The most 

accurate and rellable form is a stick cut 

to the desired length and fitted where 

the actual piece will go. There are no 

marks and it is difficult to misread tlle 

information it carries. Th(~ cllance for 

error has been reduced to almost nil. 

Sa'w the stick slightly oversize; then use -~, 

the bench hook and plane to size the 

stick for an exact fit. Use the stick to 

transfer the dimension to the stock or a 

saw. This is a fine method for fitting 

panels within frames. 

The frame is dry-assembled with its rabbets 

already cuL Separate sticks should be fitted for 

length and width (6-26). Usc the sticks to set up the 

saw for sizing the pane1s. Stockpile offcuts for 

measuring sticks-to-be. Tl1iD offcuts in the neigh

borhood of l/8 inc11 thick by about 5/8 inch wiele are 

good for easy trimming. 

Alternatively, a measuring stick can be marked 

with a sharp knife and labeled for various (limen

sions right off the work in progress. Knifing a mark 

is always preferable to penciling one in when trim

ming to size ';'1ith a plane; the preciSion of knifing is 

perfectly compatible with tlle accuracy of planing 
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There are always decision.s to be reached with a 

pencil line: should trimming he done to the left of 

it. or to the right, or should the line be split in half? 

With a knifed line, this isn't a concern. This type of 

measuring stiCk carries a slightly great.er chance 

for error, though, than 'with the former, since the 

markings must be transposed and the correct one 

selected when parts are being dimensioned. Still, 

measurement errors arc r,\7en likelier using rulers, 

w-ith their myriad markings that arc rarely exactly 

\vhere they are needed. 

6-26. Measuring stick fitted in a frame width. 

Fitting Doors and Lids to Their Cases 

1.\l10rc often than not, doors and lids require some 

fitting to mesh properly 'widJ their cases. When a 

door or lid is ovcdaic1, it is best to alter the cabinet 
or box for a perfect fit (6-27). Glue up and complete 

the door. Dry-clamp the case. Try thc fit of the door 

with the case. Check the h\ 0 for relative Wind by 
tapping opposite corners of the door in the sarne 

way that a surface is ched.ed for wind against the 

bench top (see Chapter 5). 

When the high corners have been established, the 

planing approach must be determined. If the door 

is fully overlaid, plane the high corners with the 

case assembled. The plane is steered right around 
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Full Overlay 

~ 
Partial {ne;§t 

---..... 

6-27. Three basic relationships of doors to cases: overlaid, 
partial inset. and inset. 

the corner like a train on its track. Start with a short 
stroke centered over the comer and progressively 
lengthen the strokes until they reach from low cor

ner to low corner. Check the door against the case: 
and continue with this adjustment until the door 
and case are mated. 

If the door is partially inset (refer to 6-27), disas
semble the case after determining the high spots 
hat the door rests on, Plane the high spots down 

'Ivith successively longer strokes, starting from the 

high end. Count and use the same amount of 
strokes at both sides to keep the case dimensions as 
even as possible. Reassemble the case and try the 
door again. This method presupposes that the sides 

of the case are made slightly wide to accommodate 
such a fitting: 1116 to 3h2 inch s.hould be plenty. 

if the door is fully inset (refer to 6-27), trim the 
edges of the door so that it fits the opening of the 

dry-assernbled case a bit snug. With the door in 

place, check that the case edges are flush with the 

face of the door. Plane the edges of the case sides as 
necessary. 

Eliminating "Wobble in Boxes 
and Drawers 

rt is not uncommon for a box or drawer to come 
together with a bit of a wind to it; it will have an 

annoying little wobble when it is sitting on a table 
or in a drawer pocket. A plane will quickly take 

care of that. With the box assembled, identify the 
high corners in the accustomed fashion by poking 

pairs of diagonally opposite corners and seeing 
which produces a wobble. The stable pair of corners 

are the high ones. 111rn the box over and take par

tial shavings centered over these corners, extend
ing eadl stroke unW they reach from low corner to 
low corner. The plane is balanced on the edge and 

turns tbe corners in a continuous sweep, but be 
careful: If it "falls off," a serious ding may occur. 

Continue until the wobble is removed. 

Fitting Dovetailed Drawers 
With a Dr({wer Board 

Nicely fitting a dovetailed drawer in a drawer is a 

challenge r6tj uiring control and discipline, To 
achieve a piston-like fit, make the drawers about 
1hz-inch oversized in width and then plane them to 

Ht. To plane the sides of a drawer withOllt racking 

the joints, a drawer board is needed (6-28). A piece 
of 3j'l-inch plywood that's about 3 feet long and 7 

inches wide accommodates most drawers. The 

board holds and fUlly supports the dfawer as it is 
planed, without this, the relaUvely slender sides, 

back, and front can distort under pressure, giving 
inconsistent results. Slots are cut into the board to fit 
the spacing of the front and back of the drawer 

when planing the sides, and the spacing of the sides 
,vhen planing the front or back. After making slots 

for several sizes of drml'er, it seems like the existing 
slots cover JUSt abollt any size box that may come 

up. 
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6-28. Drawer board. 

The drawer board is clamped or dogged to the 

bench top, thr. drawer or box is E;ct into the slots, 

and planing commences. Planing "through" dove

tails (the joint is visible on both pieces making up 

the corner) consists of planing across end grain, so 
it is important to keep a chamfer on the corner at 

the exjt of the ell t to avoid splinters. Cut he dove

tails so that the. pins protrude slightly. A few swipes 

with the plane, and the joint is cleaned up. Ideally, 

a few more swipes and the drawer fits the pocket. 

PLANING CURVED EDGES 

Planing a curved edge is not as difficuh as it may 

seem. It is a bit trickier than dealing with a straight 

edge, though, and there is the added dimension of 

"fairing" the curve-creating a smoolh curve that is 

pleasing to the eye and the touch. Below is infor

mation for planing convex and concave curves. 

Convex Curves 

Convex curves can be handled with a normal, flat

bottomed plane. The tighter the radius of the 
curve, the more difficult it hecomes to produce a 

W11sistent, continuous shaviTlg, increasing the dif

ficulty of fairing the curve. It is important to learn 

to feel the balance of the plane so t11at the arc of 

the curve is contacting the bottolll of the plane 

right at the throat opening (0-29). It is very helpful 

to lay the stock and plane siclevvays 011 the work

bench, devaling the stock as \'\lith a shooting 

board This T"ny that critical point of contact can be 

seen and felt. Take frequent breaks and sight the 

curve, bringing it right up to the eyes and looking 

dQioY-n the length to spot any b1 mps or dips. Also 

ligbtly caress the length of rhe curve with tl1e fin

gertips. Keep your eyes closed dnd teel for any 
irregularities that need attention. \Vhile planing, 

CnticZi/J contZilGt area 

6-29. Planing a convex curve. 



the plane be out of contact with the stock, or the 

blade ,...'ill be lifted off (6-31). 

Roc1{er-Bottom Plane 

10 make the plane, first construct a typical flat-bot

tomed plane, but do not open the throat. Layout a 

slightly smaller radius on the bottom of the plane 

than the one that is to be worked. Draw the radius 

so that no material will be removed from an area 

about 1/2 inch in front of the thma t openjllg. Ifit is 

a slight curve, use a stationary belt or disc sander 

for the shaping; athen-vise, cut the curve on a band 

saw and follow with the sander to smooth it out. 

Avoid power-sanding the area of the throat open

ing. Once the curve has been nearly formed, refine 

it by hand-sanding on a belt of 100 to lSD-grit 
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pay attention to grain direction; frequently the 

curve muSt be approached from both directions to 

avoid planing against the grain on some portion of 
the curve. 

Concave Curves 

There is one major difference in llandling concave 

curves: a rocker-bottom plane (6-30) rollst be used. 
This plane, which is convex in length, is only 

slightly more complicated to make than a t1at

bottom plane. If the radius of the rocker-bottom 

plane is smaller than the curve being planed, the 

same technique used to plane convex curves will 
m.ake shavings on concave Curves. The only 
requirement is that the front and back end of 

6-30. Rocker-bottom plane. 

, "" G '" 
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Critical contact area 

6-31, Planing a concave curve, 

paper clamped to a flat surface. Sand in a gentle 

rocking motion, feathering the curve through the 

area of the throat opening. W'hen the curve looks 

and feels right, open the throat by filing in the 

usual manner. 

Pattern-Routing Curves 

In some instances, a useful approach to forming a 
curve involves first shaping it in a template of 1/4_ 

inch lauan pl)'\Yood. Shape the curve with the 



plane and plywood on their sides as with a 
shooting board. Il is somewhat easier to plane thin 
material and, with plywood, grain direction is of 
little consequence, further simplifying the task. 

One the template bas been shaped to your satis
faction, attach it to tlle stock with double-sided 
tape. Hammer over the tape or give it a sql1eeze 
wit.h a clamp to get a good bond. Cut the curve on 

a band saw to within 1/16 inch of the template. 
Bout the stock witll a laminate-trimming or pattern
follo'wing bit installed in a routcr mounted 0 a 
router table (6-32). This method requires familiari
ty with a router and caution must be taken when 
routing against the grain. Clean up the surface "17ith 
a finely set plane. 

6-32. Pattern-routing a curve. 





CHAPTER SEVEN
 

Scraping Techniqu'es
 

I

t is going to happen -perhaps it already has!
 

There, on the bench, is an expanSE: of bubin 'OJ 

(or another recalcitrant wood) that is ahsolutely 

defying your best c[forts with a plane. Perllaps eVf:n 

more heartbreaking, there is an entire tabletop 0 a 
morc accommodating wood planed to sbimmeling 

perfection-,villi t}le exception of one small area of 

s,.virling grain that cannot be Smootlled out. Before 

reaching for the power sander in resignation, 
consider another approach: llsing a scraper. 

Scrapers are an effective bridg(~ hetween tJ1C occa
sional limitations of planes and the: unpleasantly 
dusty nature of sanding, whether wnrkillg In entire 

surface or simply repairing a minor fJaw. A prop
erly sharpened and burnished scraper is a ble sing. 
H makes lovely shavings, with never any tear-out, 

no llwtter the vrood or the nature of the grain. But 
scraping does not noL entirely substitute for plan
ing; even J well-scraped surface has some 'uzz and 

requi.res a light sanding to become properly 

smoothed. l3ut scraping before sanding avoids the 

progressive march through a variety of sandpaper 
grits Jne! lUuch of the sawdust that accompanies the 

process. Preparing a scraper is not difficult, yet a 

hasty job rrlJY result in a weak and marred edge 
that won't make shavings for long and can leave a 

surface so scrat<.hed that a substantial amount of 
sanding is still needed. 

-Scrapers have evolved into several forms (more 

numerous than mentioned here) that are well 
adapted to meet the typicJl challenges of wood

working (7-1). A basic cabinet scraper is ideal for 

spot repairs and curved snrfaces. Add a platform, a 
pair of handles, and a clamp to 110ld the scraper 

and the result is a No. 80 pattern scraper, which is 
great for working aggressively or prepping small 

surfaces. Installing a scraper in a long body pro
duces a scraper plane for working larger surfar:e:s. 

BASIC CABINET SCRAPER 

The apparent simplicity of the basic cabinet 

scraper, a simple rectangle of steel, belies its impor
tant variations and the splendidly unique character 
of t.he cuttiJlg edge, both in its final foml and the 

process of getting there (7-2). Scrapers come in 

many thicknesses, and the quality of the steel may 

vary greatly from one supplier to another. A 
medium-thickness scraper (about .030 inch) is gen
erally the one of c.hoice for all-purpose stock 

removal; this is a tool that will be reached for again 
and again to spot-repair ilmys. Thicker scrapers flex 
little in use and lend thernsclvr.s 'well to leveling 

bumps (perhaps from a filled repair) or removing 
dried glue, where the extra mass is of bf:nct-1t, too. 
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7-1, Basic cabinet scraper (bottom), No. 80 cabinet scraper (middle), and scraper plane (top). 

Er;d Vlew 

Scrape!!' 

~ 
Burr 

7-2. Enlarged shape of a burr on (I scraper. 

Thinner scrapers lake very fine shavings, which is 

good for I1nessing delicate details, The hardness of 

the steel and related qualities such as edge retell' 
lion and ductility influence the ease with which the 
''burr''-the cutting edge of the semper-is !>hal'p
ened and formed, and how long it holds up to usc. 

Preparing the Scraper 

A rectangular scraper has eight potential cutting 

edges-t\vo for each Side-though generally only 
the two longest sides are prepped for a total of four 

cutting edges, Just as the cutting edge of a plane 

iron is formed at the intersection of two surfaces
the beveled side and the back-the CLltting edge of 
a scraper is formed by the intersectioD of the face 
and the narrow edge where they meet at a 90

degree corner, the "arris" (7-3). And just as with a 

plane iron, both surfaces of the scraper must be 
polished, as the coarsest surface will determine the 

amount of nicks in the cutting edge and its ultimate 
sharpness, 

Polishing the Faces 
Analogous to the back side of a plane iron, the tlrst 

step is to polish the faces of the scraper. The area of 
critical concrrn is right along the cutting edge, to 

'within about 1h inch from each end. Face a flat 
block of wood that's the same length as the 5uaper 
and 11/2 inches wide with 1!J6-inch-thick rubber or 

cork. This is llsed to help grip the scraper and apply 

uniform pressure while polishing the face (7-4). 
The block may be omitted and the flllgers and 
thumb simply spread along the scraper, but, except 

for the thickest serapel'S, the pressure of the fingcr
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7-3. The cutting edges of a scraper are formed at the 
"orrises. " the intersections of faces and edges. 

7-4. Using a rUbber-faced block to help polish the scraper 
face. The piloto was staged on tile workbench. for clarity. 
It would normoily be done at the honing station. 

tips may be telegraphed through the steel, leaving 
a more polished spot beneath the location of each 

finger. 

For a new scraper, start with an tWO-grit stone to 
remove deeper scratches and grind marks. Rusted 

tools may require more aggressive measures (a lap

ping plate and Carborundum powder or a coars~r-
rit stone]. Finish the polish on an 8,OOO-grit stone 
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Repeat this procedure for th other three long 

arrises. 

Filing the Edge 

I ext, the edge is filed straight and square to the 

face. Select an 8- to lO-inch mill bastard or smooth 

file for the job. The teeth must be sharp and clean 
to ,""ork well. Also check the tile for straightness; a 

bowed fIle will shape a corresponding bow or dip 

into the edge of the s .raper. 

Check the scraper against a straightedge to gauge 
its initial condition. Ifit is grossly curved or lumpy, 

a stationary belt or disc sander will quickly tnt it. 

Lay the scraper flat on the machine table alld push 
it gently against the abrasive. 

Place the scraper in a metal-working vise stationed 

at an area other than the vvood~'l'orking bench. 

Ivleta1 filings have a way of contaminating wooden 
projects despite meticulous sv.rcep-u p efforts. The 
scraper ohould be as low as possible in thev'ise to 

minimize vibration, but high enough to keep 
knuckles out of harm' way, 

Joint the edge straight with Ull.idirectional strokes 
of the file; the tang is at the rear relative to tlle 

direction of travel. Try to maintain the face of the 
me at 90 degrees to th nace of the sc -aper (7-5). 

Clean the file teeth regularly with a file card. With 

7-5. Jointing a scraper with a fiie. 
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properly positioned lighting, the progress of the 
filing can be. followed by noting the subtle chang 

of color at the points of contact. 
When the edge has been straightened, switch to 

"draw-ming." The file is held crOilS,\"ays to the edge 
with the tang in the left hand and the tip in the 
right Stand ,'lith an end of the scraper pointed 

toward your bell:;,.., lay the me on the scraper at the 
farthest corner, and draw the me toward you all the 
way to the nearest corner (7-6). 

Draw-filing gives a nice, smooth stroke. and. 

7-6. DraW-filing the scraper. 

importantly, with the length of the file crossways to 
the length of the scraper it is easy to eyel)aD a 90

degree relationship between the two. rour or five 
strokes should be sufficient to establish a crisp, 
square edge. Look dosely at the tllingjob. The edge 

Should be free of deep scratches or chatter marks. 

Honing the Edge 

The water stones must be flat or the scrapers will 

sharpen only in the center or at the euds. To pre
vent wearing a furrow in the stone, tlle scraper is 

held skewed, but the srrokes are made parallel to 
tbe length of the stone (7-7). Start on the BOO-grit 

stone. Strive to hold the scraper faces perpendicu
lar to the stone. Concentrate short back-and-forth 
strokes at the ends of the stone, skipping quickly 

over the middle. Hone briefly (say £jve seconcls 

worth), and then reverse the angle of the skew and 

hone for another brief spell 
Now flip the scraper end for end (still honing the 

same edge) and repeat the rOlltine. Flipping the 

scraper should counteract any tendency there may 

be to lean it one way or the other and ensure that 
both anises have been honed. Scrutinize the edge 

to sl">~ that it has acquirecl the dull gray sheen asso
ciated with the scratch pattern of the ROO-glit stone. 
There should be no evidence of filing marks. Do 
not be overly critical of the very ends, because tlle 

scraping cuts are kept toward the ceUler of the 
blade, Repeat the process if need l)e. 

i\-1ove to the 8,OOO-grir stone and hone tIle edge 

agail1, but this time spend about ten seconds or so 
in each position before changing the skew or revers
ing the scraper. The edge should be polished to a 

mirror shine. It is important to keep the honed edge 

7-7. Honing the scraper. The photo was staged on the 
workbench, for clarity. 



7-8, Burnisher, oil applicotor. storage bottle, jasmine oil, and a scraper 

square to the face of rhe scraper, If you wobble 

around too much while honing, Or extend the hon

ing session for too long (around one minute total 

should do it), the edge starts to become round, 

losing the crisp anises that will become the cutting 

edge. 

RenlOve any burr [hat may still remain from the 

filing by lapping the face of the scraper on the 

8.0aO-grit stonc; usc raul' fingers or the rubber

faced block to spread pressure, Ovcrlap the stone 

about ham\Tay to avoid wobbling, and even out 

stone wear. Check the sharpened corners by drag· 

ging your thumbnail over them, feeling for the 

presence of nicks or a remnant burr, One more 

brief period honing the edge and face with the 

8,aOO-grit stone should clear up any remaining 

laws. 

The Burnisher 

The burnisher is rubbed against the edge to create 

the bun, Burnishns r.Ome in a variety of shapes 

and styles, any of which may perform quite well. 

They must be highly polished or they will create 

defens in the cutting edge..1\1y preference is a 3/8

inch·diameter hardened rod set in a handle (7-8), 

~=

-. 
I 

for the main reason that a rod is ~asy to polish by 

chucking it in a drill press and spinning it at high 

speed, 

Stan with 400-grit \~Yet-or-dry sandpaper lubricated 

with oil, and then progress to GOO-grit. Follow with 

buffing compound loaded on a cloth aud held to 

tile pinning rod, to produce a good sheen. Polish 

as much of the rod as possible. For burnishers with 

other shapes, buffrng wheels an; a bia help; other

wise, it's hc1ud-sanding and buffll1g to achieve a pol
i h, 

Oil Applicator 

Light machine oil or Japanese jasmine oil (which 

smdls hetter than machine oil) aid in the burnish

ing, Make an applicator by tearing 21/z-inch-wide 

strips of old ,orton sheet, Roll them tightly to ahout 

a 13/4.inch diameter. Cover them with a square of 

the same cloth and then .\'rap that with cotton 

string (refer to 7-8). A very sharp one-inch chisel 

will trim the "open" end nicely, Saturate the open 

end with a teaspoon or so of oil. Store the applica

tor in a lidded jar. Prior to burnishing, rub the 

applicator over the burnisher and the p,dge of the 

scraper to deposit a \rcry light film of oiL 
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Forming a Burr 

There seems to be a general belief that burnishing 
a burr takes a lot of force. That is not true, but the 
amount of effort is certainly directly related to the 

contact an~a between the burnisher and the edge. 
For the same amount of effort, a rod 'I",>ith sharp cor

ners, slich as one that is txiangular in cross-section, 
dew~lops higher PSI than a rod that is round or oval 
in cross-section. Tn fact. a triangula.r cross-secr-ion 

hurnisher requires a most delicate touch or the burr 
becomes overly large and m.isshapen. Round or 
oval cross-section hurnishers are less flnicky to use. 

While flling and honing, you have been preparing 
both arrises of an edge at the same time. Now one 
will be worked on at a time, while forming a burr. 
The purpose ofburnishing is to draw tbe sharpened 

edge Ollt into a thin book shape ("burr"), capable of 
making shavings. As stated above, this does not 
require brute force. Using moderate pressure and 
designing aU motions to move the steel in the right 

direction does the job quickly and consistently, 
while producing a durable, tlawless burt. 

Hold the scraper in the ]eft hand and the bur
nisher in the right (7-9). Place the burnisher on the 
scraper at the end nearest to you, with the scraper 

neGlr to the handle. Viewed end on, the burnisher is 
held at 90 degrees to the scraper face, flat on the 
filed and honed edge (7 -10). Frorn tbe top viev,,", the 
bUrllLsher makes an angle of about 120 degrees 
with tl1e scraper. 

Using only as much force as can be comfortably 
controlled, make two strokes the length of the 
scraper. Maintain both angles vvhile pulling the 

handle of the burnisher away from the face of the 
scraper (7-ll). The burr ,,,,,ill develop on tl1e side of 

the scraper that the handle of the burnisher over
hangs, simply because the weight of the hand and 
any tendency to angle downward will favor that 

side. Sliding the burnisher Out to'ward this side dur
ing the stroke also helps to draw out the burr. 
Obtusely angling the burnisher not only favors 
drawing out the bun. but also helps keep the burr 
from forming ripples. 

7-9. Holding the scraper and burnisher. 

End view 

~. 190'"-- Burni6he:~ 

~ 

~ 

7-10. Important relationships of burnislJer to scraper when 
forming a burr. 

Too, View 

7-1 I. The motion of the burnisher. 



Come back toward your body with two strokes in 

the opposite direction, applying aU the same crite
ria. Repeat the cycle. Check for the presence of a 
burr by t.rying to hook it with your fingernail. Keep 

at it, one or two strokes at a time, going from op
posite directions untn the burr can just barely be 

detected. It may be surprising to learn that the mer

est burr is best of all; it will make beautiful shavings 
and be most durable. How long it takes to form 
depends on your strength, technique, and the par

ticular scraper. 

Using the Scraper 

Even with a properly sharpened scraper, it may 

take a bit of trying before the first tissuey shavings 
come rolling off tile burr. There is a bit of a knack, 
or a feel, for just the right angle to hold the scraper 

at, as well as the amount of arc to bend it to, but 
that comes fast. Clamp a piece of hardwood to the 
bench - serapel'S pedorm beston hardwoods. Jf the 

stock i.s short enough, clamp it across the width of 
the bench, allowing for the most balanced stance 
and attack. Grip the scraper as illustrated in 7-12 

and 7-13. The burr in use is on the opposite face 
from the thumbs. The mi.ddle and ring fingers act 

against the thumbs to tension the scraper, flexing it 
into a slight arc: perhaps 1/8 inch over 6 inches of 
length. 

Grip and flex the scraper. To prevent chatter, keep 
your thumbs very low, so that they graze the sur
face of the wood. Start with the face of the scraper 

at 90 degrees to the wood surface. Give it a push 
and tbe scraper can be felt sliding right over the 

surface without biting. Start another stroke. Volhile 
pushing, tilt tbe top edge away from you until the 
scraper is at about 45 degrees. There should be 

steadily increasing resistance as the burr starts bit
ing into the wood more and more before tbe cut 

begins to fall off again. Maintain the angle corre
sponding to the point of greatest resistance, usual1y 

somewhere near 50 to 60 degrees. Also try experi
menting with the amount of flex ."hile scraping, 
searching for that point of most resistance. Scrapers 

7-12. Scroping liP shovings. 

7-13. Bock view of 0 scraper grip. 
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are mainly used with this push stroke, though on 
occasion pull strokes are used, and sOlnetimes even 
one-handed strokes going in either direction. 

You will have noticed the scraper heating up in the 
process. There is a real danger of burning or blis
tering thumbs if scraping js too aggressive. Some 
people will wrap theh thumbs with tape to protect 
them. I like to work steadily at a rate that won't pro
duce a blistering amount of heat. 

There are several other important things to know 
about scraping. Always scrape with the grain. 
Skewing across the grain can roll wood fibers out of 
the surface, leaving a fairly deep Haw. On the other 
hand, though the motion of travel is always parallel 
to the grain, the scraper itself should be held 
skewed at about a 50- to 50-degree angle to the 
grain, alternating the angle with subsequent passes 
(7-14). 

7-74. The scraper should be skewed to the grain directioll. 

Think of the scraper, for a moment, in similar 
terms as a plane. Held 90 degrees to tbe grain, a 
scraper behaves like a plane only as long as its 
thickness: abOLlt 1 i 16 inch! The end result of scrap
ing ill this manner is a surface full of dpples. 
UnfortunateJy, the rippling is hard to detect until 
the surface is finished and has a sheen. SkeWing 
elongates the effective length of the scraper to 

around 3 inches or so. This is a dramatic improve
ment over 'lIB inch, but still hardly a match for a 
jack plane, let alone a jointer. This emphasizes the 
fact that the basic cabinet scraper is not the ideal 
tool for truing a large surface but more of a spot 
fInishing tool. 

Th scrape out a flaw, be sure to work a larger area; 
if not, the surface will be noticeably dished. Say 
there is a spot the size of a quarter that needs atten· 
tion. Center two strokes three to four inches long 
over the defect, and then two more with the oppo
site skew. Now move a few inches off to the left, 
taking six- to- eight-inch-Iong strokes-going over 
the Hawed area again-and then scrape a few inches 
to the right of the Haw. Repeat with the opposite 
skew. If the flaw still remains, lengthen the strokes 
and widen the scraped area once again before 
attacking it with short, centered strokes again. With 
this strategy, any dishing is so gradual that it goes 
unnoticed by eye or touch. 

lake special care at the margins of the stock. 
When working near the sides, let only a smalJ por
tion of the scraper overhang the edge (7-15). Keep 
your pressure with the outer hand very light and 
sensitive. The inner hand keeps the scraper firmly 
anchored to the surface of the wood. If caution is 
not observed, the scraper may damage the surface 
near the margin, raising the grain. Similar caution 
is needed at the ends of a board. For the far end, 
stop the motion of the scraper with only a small 
portion of it overhanging the edge (7-1.6). The best 
approach for the near end of the board is to make it 
t11e far end by rotating the board, and then use the 
same method. 

After a period of use, the burr makes fewer shav
ings and more dust. The edge may still be quite 
sharp-it has just lost its shape. Reform the burr by 
first drawing it up parallel to the face of the scraper 
(7-17). Oil the face of the scraper at the burr, and 
then oil the edge and the burnisher. Lay the scraper 
on the bench, the burr to be worked facing up, par
allel to the length of the bench and at the edge. Lay 
the burnisher Hat on the face, angled as shown in 
7-18. Draw the burnisher firmly along the face 
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7-15. Scraping near the sides of rhe board. 

7-17, The burr may be flattened and reformed severol 
times. 

7-18, Reforming the burr,7-16, Scraping the for end of the boord. 

while pulling the handle away from the burr. By the 

end of the stroke, about one inr:h of the burnisher 
should stil1 be flat on tl1e scraper. Come back from 
the opposite direction One or two strokes should 
remove an evidence of th , burr. Check that 't is 

gone with a fingernail, as in the burr-forming 
process. ext, reform the bUtT, but UO\,\7, since tIle 
burr is already present, one or two light stTOkes are 
an that 's necessary to again discern the burr with 

a fIngernail. 
Reform the burr each time the scraper's capacity 

to make shavings is diminished-with luck, lllat 
may be five OT ix times, If the burr has been made 

too large to :tart with, it will be fragile and begin 

fragmenting with the first reforming. Return to the 
filing and honing process when tho reformed burr 

no longer makes shavings or the scraped surface 

shows excessive scratching. 

SMOarHING SURFACES WITH THE
 
NO. 80 PATTERN SCRAPER
 

The No. 80 pattern scraper works well tor smooth

ing srnaU- to mediurn- sized surfaces, up to about 
two x three feet. Initial truing. if needed, should 
first be done vvith a plane, skewing the strokes to 

the grain direction to minimize tear-out. The addi
tion of handles protects t umbs from heat buildup 

and decreases hand fatigue, so this tool is suitable 
for aggressi"e or extended periods of scraping, The 
small platform helps control rippling, though the 
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No. 80 should be skewed to the grain in the same 
manner d.5 the basic cahinet scraper. In fact, nearly 

all the caveats with respect ta Llsing the basic 
scraper apply ta the No. 80 as well. There is one 

exception: Since a No. 80 scraper is rather narrow, 
to prevent damage at the end of a board finish the 
pass with a deliberate rising motion, rather than 

stapping the tool while still in contact with the 
stock. 

Preparing the Scraper Blade 

Preparing tbe scraper blade tor the No. 80 pattern 

scraper is best done identically to the preparation 
for the basic cabinet scraper. This advice is at odds 
,vjth the traditional approach, which advocates cre

ating a 35- to 45-degree bevel, limiting the scraper 

to one burr per side (7-i9). After following tradi
tion for many years, but failing to come up with a 

convincing rationale for it, I experimented by using 

a gO-degree flat. I found no difference in perform
ance. The benefits are clear, tbough: tvvo burrs per 

edge are formed, decreasing overall time spent 
filing and honing. It is also easier to file aud hone 

a 90-degree edge than a 45-degree one. 

OR 

Traditional Recommended 

7-19, A traditional 35-degree burr on a No. 80 scraper as 
compared to the recommended 90-degree burr. 

Setting Up the No. 80 Scraper 

For smoother operation, fLrst tlatu~n and polish the 

bottom of the scraper as was done to a block plane. 
10 set the scraper blade, first loosen the two blade
holding screws. Next, back off the thumbscrew so 

7-20. The bfade and the body of the No. 80 scraper are 
both held down on a flat surface while the cfomp screws 
are graduafly tightened. 

that it is not in contact \II"hen the blade is clamped 
jJl the body. Set the tool On a £lat surface and insert 

the prepared blade. Hold both down firmly with 
one hand and alternately tighten the clamping 
scr~ws a little at a time to prevel1t the blade from 

skewing (7-20). Clamp the blade firmly. 
Now grasp the scraper as shown in 7-21, keeping 

the thumbs dO'wn at the bottom, again to minimize 

chatter. Take a slow tria} stroke on a piece of prac
tice stock while looking down the throat to see what 

7-2 I. Holding the No, 80 pattern scraper. 
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7-22. Scraper plane. 

portion of the blade is peeling off a shaving. If it's 

all across the blade or primarily in the center, the 

scraper is ready to be used, but if one of the comers 

is digging, go back to the clamping stage and read
just tbe elevation of the blade. To do tili , loosen tIle 

clamping screws, and this time, while tightening 

them, apply a little more dowmvard pressure to the 

opposite side of the blade that was digg·ng. Tighten 

the screws and test [he blade again. On e the blade 

is set parallel to the bottom, apply a small amount 
of tension to the center of tlle blade with the 

thumbscrew-just enough so that the corners do 

not dig into the board while scraping or.curs. Whr.n 

dust starts to replace shaviJlgs, th life of the bun 
can be extended by arcing me blade a bit more with 

the thumbscrew; but don't overdo i or the surf~~ce 

will become noticeahly scalloped. The burr can 

also be reformed as above. 

THE SCRr\PER PLA IE 

Even lClrge tabletol1s cern be handled ucccssfully 

with the No. 80 scraper, but the to01 becomes awk

ward to use and is prone to rippling the surface, A. 

better choic;e is the scraper plane (7-22). The same 

size as a jack or srnoothing plane, the scraper plane 
leaves a ~mooth and f11l\>\T1ess surt~lr.c, and is as com

fort<~ble to use as any other plane. Fitted with a 

high-quality plane iron-a good burr can be turned 

on a plane iron-the scraper plane will work a 

lengthy cssion hefore exhausting the hurr's sharp

ness. 

J\faking the Plane 

The procedure is almost identical to making a con

ventional plane, with fOUf alterations (7-23): 

1. The back ramp upon which the blade rests is cut 

a.t 9.'i degrees. 

2. The throat opening is expi1llded to sir, inch to 

/ Blade detail 

o 

95~ 

/ 
/ 

/

/y 
/ 30' 

/ 

o 

7-23. The plan for a scraper plane. 
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prevent the tissuey shavings from clogging there. 1\ 

narrow throat opening is of no consequence for 
scraper cutting action. 

3. There is no chip breaker to account for when 
placing the cross-pin location. 

4. The front ramp is curved or angled sufficiently 

to provide adequate clearance in front of the cross
pin for clearing out jammed shavings. 

Setting Up and Using the Plane 

A two-inch-wide blade is a good choice. The pri

mary bevel is ground oonventionally at 30 
degrees. ;-\ secondary bevel is also ground, regard
less of the thickness of the iron, at 40 degrees, to 

give the burr added durability. To prevent corner 
digs, the cutting edge must be slightly arced, a5 

chere is no way to flex the blade into an arc. Work 
the burnisher on the secondary bevel to form the 

bun on the back of the iron. Be patient: it will take 
more strokes to coax th8 metal over, because it is 

harder than a normal scraper blade. If too much 
pressure is being exerted, the edge may be chipped. 

Set the plane on a flat surface, insert the iron so 
that the beveled side of the blade is down on the 

ramp, and insert the wedge finger-tight. 1ap the 
wedge snug dnd try a shaving. Adjust the blade so 

that the shaving comes from the center of the 

blade. Th back the blade up, tap the top and front of 

the plane body. There is no need to skew the plane 
as with the basic cabinet scraper or the No, 80 pat

tern scraper. The length of the plane prevents the 

surface from becoming rippled. 

SANDING AFTER SCRAPING 

Sanding should be approached in the same sys
tematic and meticulous manner as planing or 
scraping. For flat surfaces, use sanding blocks. 

Purchased sanding blocks are fine. Sanding blocks 
can also be made faced with lie-inch cork or rubber, 
or even J/4-inch felt, jf one with mOre "give" is 

needed (7-24). Lubricated (stearate) sandpaper 
resists clogging and works ver:y well on wood. Only 

the 280- and 400-grit types are needed. Open-pored 
or coarse-grained woods such as oak, ash} and hick
ory should be sanded with 2S0-grit sandpaper This 
is the extent of sanding required on a well-scraped 

surface. Progressing to finer grits does not yield a 

discernible difference since the coarseness of the 
gTaill tends to mask any improvement made, Fine

grained woods such as u-uihIToods or maple should 

be sanded up to 400-grit. 
Depending on the species and the quality of the 

scraping job, sanding may consist of using just 400

7-24, A variety of sanding blocks, 



grit sandpaper, Experience and a close eye on the 
work will be the guide to the most ef11cient path. 

When sanding, avoid scrubbing at the work as 
though it were a dirty floor. Start at one side, if a 

wide piece is being sanded. Go dovm and back the 
length of the stock, with the grain. Move over a 
little less than the width of the sanding block and 

repeat, working your way across the stock. Vacuum 
the surface and wipe it down with a wel1-wrung 

towel or raggy T-shirt to remove most of the fine 
dust and slightly raise the grain. If a vacuum is not 
available, just use the dampened cloth to capture 
most of the dust-shake it out, outside the work

shop, \\rhen it hecomes loaded. 
If an open-pored or coarse-grained wood is being 

sanded, brush the surface, with the grain, using 
a natural-bristle scrub brush, to clean out the pores 
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while vacuuming, Seare11 the surface wi.th your fin
gertips, feeling for any rough Spots, and sand them 

out as discovered, bemg caTeful not to create dips. 
Uniformly silnd the entire surface once more and 
Huish by vacuuming it wiping it down with il damp 

cloth, and bristle-brushing. The resuh i' i:l. very 
smooth and flat, uniformly sanded surface, free of 

errant sanding scratches and ready for fmisrung. 
If only a little spot-scraping was done on an oth

erwise nicely planed surface, it is unfOliunate, but 

the entire surface must be sanded or the repaired 
flaw will most likely stand in contrast to the planed 
pOTtion when a finish is applied First sand the 

scraped area smooth, being careful not to dish it out 
overly, and then sand lhc entire surfau; one time 
thoroughly, as described above. 
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INCHES TO MILLIMETERS Ai 0 CENTIMETERS 

MM- 1illimcrcrs eM-Centimeters 

INCHES MM eM INCHES eM INCHES eM 

Vs 3 0.3 9 22.9 30 76.2 

JA 6 0.6 10 25.4 31 78.7 

·Va 27.9 -~ 81.310 1.0 11 1) 

Vz 13 1.3 12 30.5 33 83.8 

'I.q 16 1.6 13 33.0 34 86.4 

3,4 19 1.9 14 35.6 35 88.9 

j'~ 22 2.2 15 38.1 36 91.4 

25 2.5 16 40.6 37 94.0 

1y,. 32 3.2 17 43.2 38 96.5 

lY2 38 3.8 18 45.7 39 99.1 

l·W 44 4.4 19 48 ..3 48 101.6 

2 51 5.1 20 50.8 41 104.1 

21/2 64 6.4 21 53.3 42 106.7 

3 76 7.6 22 55.9 43 109.2 

3Vz 89 8.9 23 58.4 44 111.8 

4 102 10.2 24 61.0 45 114.3 

4Y2 114 11.4 25 63.5 46 116.8 

5 127 12.7 25 66.0 47 119.4 

6 152 15.2 27 68.6 48 121.9 

7 178 17.8 28 71.1 49 124.5 

8 203 20.3 29 73.7 50 127.0 
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Arris The 90-degree corner of t]le scraper where its edge, and joining the two pir,<.es, producing a 

the face and narrow edge intersect, which forms symmetrical grain pattern. 

the cutting edge. Bullnose A blunt rounclover rather than a gradu

Bench Dog A t:lsrening device working in con all, ar ing one. 

junction with tbe tail vise of a workbench that Burnisher A tool used to polish or form a burr 

clamps boards to the bench top. edge on a scraper blade. 

Bench Hook A sock-holding aid llseful for trim Burr A thin ridge of metal produced by grinding or 

ming the ends of small stock with a plane, as well coa:'se honi.ng when sharpening an iron, Or, alter

as for CroSSClltting, natively, tbe cutting edge of a scraper formed by 

Bench "Pup" A fastening device, similar to a 1) urnishing. 

bench dog, that damps wide boards and surfaces to Cabinetmaker's Triangle A triangle marked on 

the front r.dgc of the workbench for convenient an assembly to indicate all the relationships of the 

edge planing, various parts: up, down, inside, ou side, left, right, 

Blade Set TIle side-to-side bend in the blade's front, back, etc. 

teeth that allows the blade to ell a kerr larger than Cabinet Scraper A card-shaped piece of steel Sha11)

the blade's tbickness. This gives clearance for the ened with a burnisher to create a burr that can cut 

body of the blade, reducing binding and over sl,Jvings from wood, especially for irregular grain. 

hf',<1ting, Cap Iron (also referred to as chip breaker) A part 

Block Plane A small plane about 71/2 inches long of the blade assembly of the plans that reinforces 

'with a 11/4 to 1=,/a-incb-wide blade used primarily for the cutting edge, thus preventing chatter and 

trimming, chamfering, and fitting small parts. tear-out. 

Book-Matching A technique dlat consists of Cap Screw For a plane, it is the screw that holds 

resawing a thicker board in t'\\ 0, fold'ng it open the chip breaker to the iron. for a spokeshave, it is 

183 
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the larger SCrew on the cap iron that presses against 

the end of the blade, causing the cap iron to pivot 

on the pivot screw and press tightly against the tip 

of the blade. 

Carcass The basic box or frame of a cabinet. 

Chamfer A beveled cut made on an edge. 

Chip Breaker A part of the iJOn assembly in a 

plane that is a separate piece of mild steel profiled 

to a knife edge and clamped to the back of the 

plane iron with a screw, 

Combination Square A measuring tool wilh a 

removable blade that can be used to check boards 

for square and do a variety of other jobs, 

Crosscut A cut made perpendicular to the grain 

fibers of the \vood. 

Cross-Pin The part of the plane between the 

cheeks that contacts the wedge and captures the 

plane-iron assembly against the 4S-degree ramp. 

Crown As refers to a band-saw tire, the convex arc 

across the width of the tire, 

Dovetail Saw A small, fine-toothed backsaw that 

is generally used to cut dovetails. 

Draw-Filing A method of filing that consists of 

pulling the file toward you while holding the tang of 

the file in the left hand and the tip in the right hand, 

Drawing the Temper Reducing the bardness of a 

blade to optimize its sharpening qualities and dura

bility, 

Edge Retention The ability of a blade's cutting 

edge to resist dulling and chipping, 

Face Vise A vise mounted to the face (or front 

edge) of the workbench, Also called a shoulder vise. 

Fairing a Curve Creating a smooth Curve that is 

pleasing to the eye and touch. 

Flat-Sawn Wood A board, vie'wed end all, in 

which 111e face has been sawn approximately tan

gent to the growth rings, 

Flattening Stick A block of vvood that is used to 

back up a plane iron or scraper blade during the 

flattening process. 

Heat-Treating The process of alU1ealing, harden

ing, and tempering blades. 

Hogging Removing stock rapidly with a plane. 

Hollow Grind The arc produced across the bevel 

of a blade, the reS11lt of grindjog on the circumfer

ence of a grinding wheel. 

Jack Plane A 12-inch-long plane used to true sur

faces, edge-join smaller boards, trim ends of wide 

boards, and smooth. It is also used with a shooting 

board. 

Jointer A stationary power tool used to true the 

face and edge of a board, 

Jointer Plane A 17-inch-long plane used for edge

joining longer boards and truing large surfaces. 

Jointing Making an edge straight and square with 

the face of the boaJd. 

Kerf The width of a Gut made by a saw blade. 

Lapping Plate A true surface used to flatten 

blades, 

Marking Gauge A tool consisting of a moveable 

knife ancl rod that is used to make and transfer 

measurements. 

Measuring Stick A custom-made ruler used to 

make and transfer measurements on a specific 

project. 

Miter Joint A joint cut at an angle. 

Molding Planes Planes used to make decora

tive recesses or relieved surfaces. 



Nagura A synthetic or natural stone used to clean 

the surface of fine-grit water stones while sharpen

ing and to creat a slurry that speeds sharpening. 

Oilstones Synthetic or natural abrasive stones 

that are used to hone blades. They are normally 

lubricated with oil or some petroleum product. 

Out-of-true surfaces Surfaces that are out of 

square, out of flat, andlor have a wind. 

Planer A power tool used to dimension lumber to 

thickness, producing two parallel surfaces. 

Polishing (Smoothing) Plane A plane, abollt 9 

inches long, that is used to smooth a surface to fin

ished perfection. 

Primary Angle (Macrobevel) The angle of a 

plane iron formed with the grinder. The primary 

angle of a thin (l/8 inch thick or less) iron should 

be 25 degrees, and for a thick (over lis inch tl1ick) 

iron 30 degrees. 

Oua'lrter~Sawn Wood A board, viewed end on, in 

which the face has been sawn pc.rpondicular to the 

growth rings. 

Refere.nce Surface The trued surface of a board 

that determines the accuracy of the milling of the 

other surfaces of that board. 

Rift-Sawn Wood A board, viewed end on, with 

growth rings that are approxjmately 45 degrees to 

the face across the width of the board. 

Rip Cut A cut made with the grain of the wood. 

Rocker Bottom Plane A plane arced along its 

length that is used to smooth concave curves with the 

grain. 

Run-Out When the wood fIDel'S of a board inter

sect a particular surface of it at an angle. 

Scraper Plane A plane with the ramp set at a 

Glossary () 785 

steep angle and the blade prepared as a scraper 

with a burr. 

Scrub Plane An 81/z-inch-long plane with a ,·vide 

throat opening that is used for oarse plani 19 

Secondary Angle (Microbevel) An additional, 

steeper bevel, continuous with the cutting edge of 

the blade, that sup arts and strengthens the edge. 

The secondary angle of a thin iron should be 30 

degrees. 

Shooting Board A shop-made device that sup

ports the stock and guides the plane for increasing 

the aCCUl<lcy of edge-joining, squaring, imming, 

and mitering. 

Snipe The excessive amount of wood removed at 

the beginning and/or end of a cut made by a faulty 

or poorly set-up jointer or planer. 

Sole A complete covering of durable wood for the 

bottom of a plane made of wood that does not wear 

particularly welL 

Stone Cradle An aid used to firnl1y an hor he 

sharpening stones while they are being used. 

Stove Bolt A bolt with a domed head. 

Strop 1b make a keen edge by stroking away from 

the cutting edge ofthe blade or iron on leather or a 

composition material. 

Tail Vise A vise incorporated into and mOVing par

allel to the front edge of a workbench. 

Tear-Out A mndition in which the bladf: rips or 

tears out the grain of a workpiece. 

Temper Reducing the hardness of tool steel. Temper is 

optimized at the point of greatest edge tention, pro

ducing tool steel soft enough to minimi7.e hipping but 

hard enough to minimize abrasive wear. 

Tensioning For a plane, adding a certain 
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amount of pressure to a blade to lock the blade in 

place. 

Throat The space between the cutting edge of the 

blade and the front portion of the plane that defines 

the opening in the sole of the plane. 

Through Dovetail Joint A dovetail joint in which 

the joint is visible on both pieces making up the 

corner. 

Trued Surface One that is nat, square, and free of 

wind. 

Truing Jig A device that holds a diamond dresser 

securely and allows for a controlled cut while tru

ing the circumference of a grinding wheel. 

Tuning Optimizing the performance of a tool. 

Water Stone A natural or synthetic stone in 

which water is used as the sharpening lubricant 

honing blades. The abrasive particles of the stone 

slough off quickly, exposing sharp edges and 

resulting in speedier cutting than achieved with an 

oilstone. 

Wedge Angle The angle continuous with the cut

tillg edge of the blade. 



A
 
Adjusting hammer, 102-103
 
Alignment stick, 97, 98
 
Arris, 183
 

B 
Band saw
 

and adjusting-llammer 11C1nclle, 101
 
and blade-tensioning, 18, 19
 
and blade-weld alignment, 111
 
and cuts for front and back blocks, 75
 
cutting a temvlate with, 90
 
as part of tool J, it, ]4
 
pointers for using, 18
 
and resawing plane hlank, 17, 23
 
rip-sawing with a, 20, 21, 23, 133
 
sawing wedge curves with, 108
 
shaping knife handle with, 71
 
shapi.ng planes 'with, 115
 
and tire checkup, 19
 
and vibration, 19
 

Bar damp, 136
 
Bastard file
 

as part of tool kit, 13
 
to shape knife edge, 31
 

Bench dog, 126, 127, liB
 
Bench hook, 158, 183
 
Bench lamp, 143
 
Bench pup, 159, HiD, 183
 
Bench top, flattening and truing, 127, 128
 
BeveJ gauge, 20
 
Blade. See Iron
 
Blank. plane
 

altemative, 26, 27
 
gluing up, 97, 98-99
 

milling the, 23, 24
 
orienting the, 24, 25
 
preparing, 15, 17
 
resawing, 17, 23
 
,md wedge and cross-pin preparation, 26
 
wood for, 14, 15
 

Blo"k plane
 
adjusting and using, 76, 77-78, 89
 
cutting angle of, 83
 
definition of, 183
 
and lack of chip breaker, 29
 
as part of a set, 12]
 
as part ot tool kit, J 3, 73
 
tuning and using, 37, 38-40
 

Board
 
edge-Jo.ining, 39
 
mitering, 156, 157
 
trimming, 156
 
truing, 24
 

Book-matching, 153, liB 
Bottom, plane
 

assessing the, 38, 39
 
flattening t1w, 9, 40
 
out-of-true, 113
 
truing, W4, 105
 

Boxes and drawers, eliminat'ng wobble jn, 162
 
Bullnose, 32, 183
 
Burnisher,
 

definition of, 183
 
as pa t of tool kit, ]4
 
for scraper, 1/1, )72, ]73
 

Burr
 
on chip breaker, 32, :3:~
 

definition of. 183
 
grinding, checking for a, 61, 62
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honing, checking for 3, 68
 
for sharpened chisels, 68
 

C 
Cabinetmaker's triangle
 

definition of, 183
 
for edge-joining, 132, 133
 
for orienting the plane blank, 24, 25
 
using a, 25
 

Cabinet scraper
 
description of, 167,168,183
 
as part of tool kit, 14
 
preparing, 168,169-172,173
 
using, In, 174, 175
 

Cap iron. See chip breaker 
Cap screw
 

clearance slot for, 89
 
definition of, 184
 
drilling and tapping for, 3D, 31
 
protruding through chip breaker, 109
 
on a spokeshave, 41
 

Carborundum powder, 14
 
Carcass
 

components, fitting, 161, 162, 163
 
description of, 184
 

Carving knife
 
making, 70-7]
 
as part of tool kit, 13
 

Caul
 
lamping, 73, 86, 97, 98
 

for gluing plane inserts, U8, 119
 
Ceramic stonc, 46
 
Chamfer
 

at completion afend-grain cut, 145, 146, 148
 
definition of, 184
 
and hand planes, 146
 
on plane ramp, 83, 83
 
on water stone,
 

Chip breaker
 
bending, 30
 
description of, 28, 29, 184
 
evaluating, 29, 30
 
flnal fitting, :32, 33
 
gap, 113
 
making, 30
 
shaping the knife edge, 31, 32
 
tapping jig for, 31, 32
 

Chisel
 
to improve throat opening, 119
 
paring dowel ends, 87
 
as part of tool kit, 13, 73
 
prying cheeks off blocks, 87
 

shaping cross-pins, 95, 96
 
sharpening, 67, 68, 69
 

Clamp
 
and band-saw rip cuts, 21
 
dry, 97, !-lB, 138
 
tor edge-joining bOClrds, 135, 136,
 
as part ofto01 kit, 13
 
for plane-blank laminates, 27
 

Clamping caul, 73, 86, 97, 98
 
Combination square
 

definition of, 184
 
as part of tool kit, 14, 73
 
tuning and using, 35, 36, 37
 

Conca ve curve, planing, 164
 
Convex curve, p1aning, 163, 164
 
Cradle for water stones, 48, 49
 
Crosscut, 16, 184
 
Cross-pin
 

and clearance with front block, 75
 
definition of, 184
 
ocaling and shaping, 87, 88-89
 

making, 92, 93-96, 97
 
preparing, 26
 

Crown, 19, 184
 
Curved edge, planing, 163, 164-165
 
Curved wedge, making a, 107, 108, 109
 

o 
Diamond compound, 67
 
Diamond dresser, 47
 
Diamond stone, 46
 
Doors and lids, fitting, 161, 162
 
Dovetailed drcmrers, fitting with drawer board, 162,
 

163
 
Dovetail saw
 

definition of, 184
 
as part of tool kit, 13
 
trimming excess dowels with, 86, 87
 

Dowel,73
 
Draw-filing, 170, 184
 
Drawing the temper, 43, 44, 18
 
Dressing stick.. for truing a grinding "rlleel, 45, 46,
 

47
 
Drift angle, 20
 
Drill press
 

drilling into chip breaker, 31
 
drilling into cTOss-pins, 95
 
drilling into hammer head .. 102
 
drilling into index pins, 85, 86
 
as part of tool kit, 14, 73
 

Dry-clamping edge-glued boards, 138
 
Dry-sanding water stones, 49, 50
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E 
Edge-joining
 

with a shooting board, 152, 153, 154
 
techniques, 130, 131-138, 139
 

Edge retention, 54, 184
 
End-grain
 

on plane ramp, 80
 
shooting boal'd fa I, 154, 15 , 156
 
5quaring, 145, 146
 

European-style workbench, 126
 

F 
Face vise
 

defmition of, 184
 
and planing tree, 159
 

Fairing a curve, 163, 184
 
Fence, band-saw, 21
 
File card, 13, 169, 170
 
Fire'vvood, for plane blanks, 26, 27
 
Flat, correctin.g, 40
 
Flat-sawn wood, 16, 184
 
Flattening stick, 48, 52, 184
 
Flattening and truing surfaces, U!::J. 140
 
Flea markets and plane i1'Ons, 28
 
Freehand honing, S5
 
Friable-bond aluminum oxide, 44
 
Friction board, 158
 
Fumiture band, 18
 
furniture sq uare, 16
 

G 
Grinder
 

as part of tOol kit, 14
 
preparing a, 43, 43, 44
 
using a, 55, 56-61, 62
 

Grinding
 
chisels, 67, 68
 
irons, 55, 56-61, 62
 

Grinding wheel, preparing GI, 4'), 46
 
Grip
 

pUSh, 12.5, 140
 
side, 140
 

Gullet, 18
 

H 
Hammer,
 

adjusting, 102-103
 
as part of tool kit, 13
 

Hand-planed surface, fInishing, 147, 148-149
 
Hand tools, tuning and using
 

block plane, 37, 38-40
 
combination square, :,5, 36, :U
 

spokeshave, 41
 
, traightedge, 37., 38
 

Hardvmod, as plane-blank rna lerial, 15
 
Heat-Ir ,ating, 70, 184
 
Hobby saw, 13
 
Hogging, 28, 184
 
Hollow, correcting, 40
 
Hollow grind, 55, 56, 184
 
Honin
 

5 ane~ faf, 46
 
technique, 62, 63-64, 65
 
workstation faT, 48
 

Hook-teeth blade, 18
 
Horizontal boring machine, tor drilling index holes,
 

85
 
Hump
 

checking surf..1.cc faT, 141, 142
 
flattening, on ramps, 81
 
on plane botLam, 40
 

I
 
Inclined shooting board, 154
 
Index pin, Sfi, HG
 
Insert
 

making a, 118, 11~, 120
 
wood used fl'lr, I.')
 

Inset door, 162
 
Iron
 

checking for sharpness and nicks, 65, 66
 
dull, 113
 
grinding, 5S, .56-61, 62
 
with ground edge, honing, 64
 
presharpcning proGt-:dures for, 43, 44-50
 
proble11l5 with 114
 
"sharp, 'I 43
 

sharpening, 51-54, 55, 69
 
[hick or thill, honing, 163, 164
 
types of, 27, 28
 

J
 
JaG plane, 122, 184
 
Japanese water stone, 46
 
Jasmine oil, 171
 
Jig
 

for bending chip breaker, 0
 
for holding diamond dresser, 47
 
for tapping chip IJTeaker, 31, 32
 
tenoning, 95
 
truing, 47, 186
 

Jointer
 
descri ption of, 184
 
edge-joining vdth (l, 130
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for milling the blank, 23
 
as part of tool kit, 14
 
and run-out, 22
 
and snipe, 16
 
truing board~ with a, 24
 
truing plane bottom with a, 104
 

Jointer plane, 122, 123, 184
 
Jointing, 184
 

K 
Kerf, 184
 
Knive
 

making, 70, 71
 
sharpening, 69
 

Knob and horn plane, 7
 

L 
Lapping plate
 

description of, 184
 
and honing workstation, 48
 
as part of tool kit, 14
 

M
 
Macro-bevel, 54, 55, 56, 185
 
T)l(~ Making of Tools, 28, 71
 
Maple plane, IS
 
Marking gauge
 

description of, 184
 
senbing the thickness of a board with <1, 143
 

'larking knife
 
making a, 70, 71
 
as pan of tool kit, 13
 

Measuring stick, 161, 184
 
ledullary rays, 129, 130
 

Metal, heat-treating, 70, 71
 
I'vletal planes, replacernent irons for, :W
 
Micro-bevel. 54, 5S, 56, 69, 185
 
Miter joint
 

definition of, 184
 
planing, 156, 157
 

Molding plane
 
and chip breaker, 29
 
description of, I84
 
for profiling, 146, 147
 

N 
Nagura
 

cleaning sharpening stones with, 46
 
description of, 185
 
as part of tool kit 14
 

Narrow chisels, grinding, 68, 69
 
Number-80 pattern scraper, 175, 176
 
Number-lSI spokesha<re, 41
 

o
 
Oil applicator, 171
 
Oilstones, 46, 185
 
Osage-orange plane, 15
 
Out-of-true surtaces, 80, 185
 
Overlay doors, 162
 

p 
Pattern-routing curves, 164, 165
 
Pencil 

marking front block with, 104
 
as part of tool kit, 14, 73
 

Pivot screw, on spokeshave, 41
 
Plane components
 

blank, 14,15-17,23,24,25, 26,27, 97, 98-~)9 

chip breaker, 28, 29-33
 
irons, 27, 28
 

Plane, making a
 
blank, gluing up, 97, 98-99
 
cross-pin, 87, 88, 97
 
cuts, cleaning up, 76, 77-82, 83
 
front and back blocks, 74, 75-76
 
glue surfaces, preparing, 74
 
setting up, III
 
shaping, 114, 115-116
 
soles and insells, 117, 1I8
 
testing and adjusting il2
 
throat opening, 83, 84-86, 87, 100-101, 102..106,
 

107, 109, 119, 120
 
tools and supplies, 13, 14, 73
 
u'oubleshooting techniques, 113-114
 
wedge, 107, 108-110
 

Planer
 
description of, 185
 
as part of tool kit, ]4
 
and run-out, 22
 
and snipe, 16
 
truing boards with a, 24
 

Planes, type of
 
block, 13,29,37, 38-40, 121,73,76,77-78,83,89, 

121,183, 
jack, 120, 123
 
jointer, 122
 
molding, 146, 147
 
rocker bottom, 123, 164, 165
 
scraper, 177, 178
 
scmb,123 
smoothing, 121,141,185
 

Plane, wood
 
advantages of, 9, 10
 
as a classic tool, 7
 
making, 15,74,75-123
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setting up, III
 
shaping the, 114, 115-116
 
testing and adjusting, 112, 112
 
tools for maldng, 13, 14
 
troubleshooting techniques for, 113, 114
 
use of, 9
 

Planing hook. J58 
Planing techniques 

edge-joining, 130, 131-138, 139 
finishing hand-planed surfaces, 147, 148-149 
flattening and truing surfaces, 139, 140-142, 143 
polishing surfaces, 143, 144, 145 
preparing to plane, 126-129, 130 
profiling, 146, 147 
squaring end grain, 145, 146 

Planing tree, 158, 159 
Plug cutter 

drilling a tenon with a, 95 
as part of tool kit, 73 

Polishing surfaces, 143, 144, 145 
Primary bevel, 54, 55, 56, 185 
Profiling, 146, 147 
Protractor 

gauging a bevel with a, 56 
for making planes, 14, 73 

Push grip, 125, J 40 
Pushing stroke, 78, 79 

o 
Quarter-sawn wood, 16, 185 

R 
Ramp, plane 

planing. 79, 80-87, 83 
on shooting board, 15'1, 158 
slot for, routing, 91, 92 

Razor saw, 73 
Reference surface 

definition of, 24, 185 
and use of square, 36 

Rift-sawn wood, 16, 185 
Rip cut 

with a band saw, 20, 21, 23, 133 
definition of, 16, 185 

Rocker-bottom plane, ] 23, 164, 165, 185 
"Rosewood," 15 
Roundover, 147, 148 
Router 

cutting insert areas, 119, 120
 
cutting ramp slot, 91, 92
 
fanning curves, 164, 16.':::i
 
as paIi of tool kit, 14, 73
 

Run-out 
dealing with, 22 
definition of 185 
and planing direction, 129 

5 
Safety equipment, 14 
Sanding block, 178 
Sanding drum 73, 108 
Scraper 

advantages of, 10, 167
 
cabinet, 167,168-174,175
 
patten1, 175, 176
 
plane, 177, 178
 
shaping planes with, 116
 

Scraper plane, 177, 178, 185 
Scraping, sanding after, 178, 179 
Screwdl"iver, 13 
Scrub plane. 123, 185 
Secondary bevel, 54, 55, 56, 185 
Set, blade, 183 
""ettled" wood, 16 
Sharpening stone 

honing, 46 
as part of tool kit, l4 

Shavings, thickness of, 77, 113 
Shellac, 148, 149 
Shims, for plane insert, 120 
Shooting board 

bench hook, 157
 
description of, 151, 185
 
edge-joining, 15 , 153, 154
 
end-grain, 154, 155, 156
 
inclined, 154
 
for planing end grain, 146
 

Shop-made irons, 28 
Shoulder vise. SlOe Face vise 
Sidp. grip, 140 
Skip/hook-teeth blade, IH 
Slotting template, 0 
Smooth fUe, 13 
Smoothing plane. See Polishing plane 
'nipe, ] 6, ]85 

Sale 
checking the, 38 
definition of, 185 
making, 117, 118 
for maple plane, 15 

Specialty irons, 28 
Spokeshave 

iron, sharpening, 69 
as part of tool kit, 14 
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shaping a handle 'with, 103
 
shaping planes with, 116
 
tuning and using, 41
 

"Springing the joint," 134
 
Star-wheel dresser, 46
 
Sti.cky tape, 73
 
Stock, planing
 

thin and/or small, 158
 
large, 158, 159
 

Stone cradle, 48, 49, 185
 
Stove bolt, 185
 
Straight chi.sels, sharpening, 67, 68, 69
 
Straightedge
 

to assess cutting-edge contour of, 59, 60
 
checking back of iron with, 51, 52
 
checking 'Nater stone.s with, 48
 
as part of honing station, 48
 
as part of tool kit, 14
 
tuning and using, 37, 38, 39
 

Strop
 
definition of, 185
 
preparing a, 67
 

T 
Tail vise
 

definition of, 185
 
for European-style workbench, 126
 

Tear-out
 
and chip breakers, 29
 
definition of, 22, 185
 

Temper, 185
 
Template
 

bit for, 14
 
pattern-routing, 164, 165
 
for ramp-slotting, 90, 9\, 92
 

Tenons, cross-pin, 93, 94-96, 97
 
Tensioning
 

hand-saw blades, 18
 
block plane, 37, 38
 
definition of, 186
 

Tension screw, ]7, 38
 
Testing and adjusting planes, 11 2
 
Thick irons, honing, 63, 64
 
Throat
 

definition of, 186
 
opening, ]00-101, 104-106,107
 

Thwat opening
 
filing, 105, 106, 107
 
finishing, 109, llD
 
improvil1g, 119, 120
 
incorrectly filed, 11."3
 
insufficient, 1I3
 

setti.ng, 83, 84-86, 87
 
Through dovetails, 163, 1mi
 
Thrust guides, \8
 
Thumbnail-drag test, 66
 
ThaI rest, 45, 47, 57
 
1tued surface, 186
 
1i'uing jig, 47, ] 86
 
Tuning, 186
 

V
 
Vibrati.on, band-saw, 19
 
Vi.se
 

face of, 128, 129
 
shoulder or face, 158, 159, 184
 
tail, for European-style workbench, ) 26
 

W 
Water stone 

care and use of, 48
 
checking and flattening, 48, 49, 50
 
cradle for, 48, 49
 
definition of, 186
 
for honing, 46
 
as part of tool kit, 14
 

Wedge
 
angle of, 54, 186
 
final, making, 107, 108, .109
 
final shaping of, 110, 111
 
finishing the, 109, llO
 
incorrectly profiled, 113
 
length of, 113
 
preparing 26
 
wi.th slope that is too gradual, 1I3
 
temporary, 100, 101
 
and tightness, 113
 

Wet-sanding water stones, 50
 
Wide chisels, grinding, 68, 69
 
Wind
 

checking 81..1 rface for, 141, 14:2 
on edge-joined board, 132, 133
 
on plane ramp, 82
 
testing for, 134, 135
 

' ....rinding stick, 127, 128
 
Wood
 

grain, reading, 129, 130
 
for plane blank, 14, IS 
for practicing planing, ] 29
 
for soles, 117
 

Workbench, 126,127-]28, 129
 
Workstation for honing, 48
 






